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ABSTRACT 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN OPTIMIZATION FOR SONIC BOOM 
MITIGATION 
Isik A. Ozcer 
Old Dominion University, 2009 
Director: Dr. Osama A. Kandil 
Automated, parallelized, time-efficient surface definition and grid generation and flow 
simulation methods are developed for sharp and accurate sonic boom signal computation in three 
dimensions in the near and mid-field of an aircraft using Euler / Full-Potential unstructured / 
structured computational fluid dynamics. The full-potential mid-field sonic boom prediction code 
is an accurate and efficient solver featuring automated grid generation, grid adaptation and shock 
fitting, and parallel processing. This program quickly marches the solution using a single non-
linear equation for large distances that cannot be covered with Euler solvers due to large memory 
and long computational time requirements. The solver takes into account variations in 
temperature and pressure with altitude. The far-field signal prediction is handled using the 
classical linear Thomas Waveform Parameter Method where the switching altitude from the non-
linear to linear prediction is determined by convergence of the ground signal pressure impulse 
value. This altitude is determined as r/L ~ 10 from the source for a simple lifting wing, and r/L ~ 
40 for a real complex aircraft. Unstructured grid adaptation and shock fitting methodology 
developed for the near-field analysis employs an Hessian based anisotropic grid adaptation based 
on error equidistribution. A special field scalar is formulated to be used in the computation of the 
Hessian based error metric which enhances significantly the adaptation scheme for shocks. The 
entire cross-flow of a complex aircraft is resolved with high fidelity using only 500,000 grid 
nodes after only about 10 solution/adaptation cycles. Shock fitting is accomplished using Roe's 
Flux-Difference Splitting scheme which is an approximate Riemann type solver and by proper 
alignment of the cell faces with respect to shock surfaces. Simple to complex real aircraft 
geometries are handled with no user-interference required making the simulation methods 
suitable tools for product design. The simulation tools are used to optimize three geometries for 
sonic boom mitigation. The first is a simple axisymmetric shape to be used as a generic nose 
component, the second is a delta wing with lift, and the third is a real aircraft with nose and wing 
optimization. The objectives are to minimize the pressure impulse or the peak pressure in the 
sonic boom signal, while keeping the drag penalty under feasible limits. The design parameters 
for the meridian profile of the nose shape are the lengths and the half-cone angles of the linear 
segments that make up the profile. The design parameters for the lifting wing are the dihedral 
angle, angle of attack, non-linear span-wise twist and camber distribution. The test-bed aircraft is 
the modified F-5E aircraft built by Northrop Grumman, designated the Shaped Sonic Boom 
Demonstrator. This aircraft is fitted with an optimized axisymmetric nose, and the wings are 
optimized to demonstrate optimization for sonic boom mitigation for a real aircraft. The final 
results predict 42% reduction in bow shock strength, 17% reduction in peak Ap, 22% reduction in 
pressure impulse, 10% reduction in foot print size, 24% reduction in inviscid drag, and no loss in 
lift for the optimized aircraft. Optimization is carried out using response surface methodology, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Supersonic flight over land is banned in most countries today due to the detrimental 
effects of sonic boom on general public and structures. The "Quiet Supersonic Platform" 
initiated by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in 2000 set the current 
target for maximum sonic boom pressure at ground level for safe supersonic operation as 0.3 
pounds per square foot [l]1. Current supersonic aircraft produce much stronger N-wave type 
signals with bow shocks exceeding 1.0 psf. Pain threshold level for noise is 120 dB in general. 
For impulsive noise, the peak pressure level in psf can be converted to peak noise level in dB by 
[2] 
4^ =127.6 + 20/^(4^) (1) 
where Zptak and A/?peak are the peak loudness and peak over-pressure. A more accurate 
representation of the perceived noise for N-wave type sonic booms, that takes the wave duration 
into account in addition to the peak pressure, can be given as C-weighted sound exposure level 
(CSEL) defined by [3] 
CSSZ=/^-26 (2) 
Using these equations, a 0.3 psf limit translates to Zpeak =117 dB, and CSEL = 91 dB. For 
comparison, Table 1 shows ground level peak pressure and noise levels of sonic booms from 
several aircraft. The noise levels are well above the limits even for very low supersonic Mach 
numbers. The noise will be noticeably higher for aircraft flying at anticipated ideal supersonic 
travel cruise Mach numbers between 1.6 and 2.0. 
Market studies for over a 10 to 20 year period have shown a demand for 250-450 small 
supersonic aircraft that cruise at Mach 1.8 in the $50 - $100 million price range [4]. Although 
this market is dominated by business jets, such capable aircraft can also be used as medical 
transport in life saving emergency missions. To enable supersonic flight over land, the sonic 
boom noise should be mitigated to make it safe for the environment. 
1
 Model journal for reference style is A'/A/l'Journal. 
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Since the 1950s, substantial research has shown that the sonic boom signal can be shaped 
and mitigated using various techniques ranging from aerodynamic geometry modification to 
using plasma injection towards free stream flow [1,4, 7-41]. The noise limits set by FAA are so 
challenging, however, that no commercial supersonic aircraft in service can fly at Mach 2 with an 
acceptable sonic boom signature. The design process is challenging both in experimental and 
computational terms. The experiments cannot fully be carried out in wind tunnels since the sonic 
boom signal must be measured at hundreds of body lengths from the aircraft. Actual size 
prototypes need to be built and tested under flight conditions. Such experimentation is very 
costly and time consuming since it involves aircraft manufacture, flight testing, in-flight ground 
and airborne data acquisition covering several miles in axial and lateral directions. The 
atmospheric conditions also limit when the test flights can be conducted since atmospheric 
turbulence and non-standard random local temperature, pressure, and wind variations produce 
non-repeatable data. Two famous examples of such experimentation are the SR-71 test in 1995 
[5] and the Shaped Sonic Boom Experiment in 2004 [1]. Computationally the hardship occurs 
when the designer is not satisfied with the classical linear sonic boom prediction methodology. 
The available linear theory assumes that the flow is axisymmetric and utilizes linear small 
disturbance equations to relate the geometry to the pressure signal. Aircraft designs optimized 
using the linear prediction methods tend to have slender fuselages and blunt noses for sonic boom 
mitigation. Using three dimensional non-linear methods, it is possible to investigate less 
conventional, even asymmetric, geometries and the cross-flow shock structure influence on the 
under-track signal. However, non-linear analysis requires high order computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) solutions on carefully adapted grids for proper shock capturing in the near-field 
and mid-field. Such solutions can be computationally very expensive and can retard the design 
process. 
The work presented in this dissertation outlines a time efficient computational 
multivariable design optimization framework for sonic boom mitigation using high order solution 
methods. The framework features automated parametric surface definition generation, structured 
and unstructured grid adaptation for near-field solution, full-potential marching with shock fitting 
3 
and grid adaptation for the mid-field solution, and Design of Experiments (DoE) / Response 
Surface Methodology (RSM) for multi-response modeling and optimization. Parallel processing 
is utilized at all flow simulation and grid adaptation stages of the framework, with efficient 
scalability and load balancing. Optimization studies are carried out on simple aircraft 
components (nose and wing) and the Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator to demonstrate the power 
of the automated user-friendly non-linear sonic boom prediction technology developed herein. 
This work demonstrates that high-order CFD solutions for near and mid-field sonic boom 
prediction are no longer a prohibitively expensive practice in aircraft design optimization for 
sonic boom mitigation. 
1.1 Background 
When supersonic flight became common in the 1950's, researchers were surprised to find 
that shock waves could reach the ground with sufficient strength to be a public annoyance. After 
about ten years of supersonic operation, DoD, NASA, and FAA released the "Commercial 
Supersonic Aircraft Report" outlining the requirements for feasible supersonic aircraft designs, 
and providing guidance for overall sonic boom research [42]. With this initiative, researchers 
developed methods to predict sonic boom at ground level [43, 44], and to relate aircraft 
aerodynamics to the generated sonic boom signal [19]. After spending approximately one billion 
dollars on sonic boom research through 1972, the supersonic transport program was halted due to 
increasing public complaints and environmental concerns such as ozone depletion. Eventually all 
types of supersonic flight over the continental US were banned (Sec. 91.817 -civil aircraft sonic 
boom). These developments retarded sonic boom research funding considerably over the next ten 
years, and eventually it was completely dropped. 
In the late 1980's, sonic boom research was revived in the High Speed Research Program 
following two national reports stating that the US should have research programs on supersonic 
transportation [42]. The research focused on methods to decrease the boom noise level by 
modifying the shape of the sonic boom signature by changing the aerodynamics of the aircraft. 
The idea of "shaped sonic boom" was introduced where the typical "N-wave" pressure signature 
was replaced by targeted, "flat-top" and "ramp" type signatures. These signatures are illustrated 
in Figure 1. Note that this illustration is only conceptual to show the different signal shapes in the 
leading (positive) lobe of the wave. Changes in the positive lobe will cause changes in the 
4 
negative lobe in actuality due to the fact that when lift addition is taken out, both sides of the 
signal have to balance. 
The design Mach numbers considered for these supersonic concepts ranged between 2 
and 3. To obtain more accurate near-field results than those provided by the linear theory, CFD 
was incorporated in sonic boom research. The linear F-function theory is limited to axisymmetric 
flows where the geometry of the body is connected to the pressure signal via the "F-function", 
which is a function of the cross-sectional area distribution of the body [45]. In case of lifting 
bodies, the lift is converted to an equivalent area distribution and added to the cross-sectional area 
distribution of the body. This way the effect of the lifting body is approximated by an 
axisymmetric body having the "equivalent" area distribution. CFD is necessary to provide the 
axial lift distribution included in this computation. 
N-Wave 
X or Time 
Figure 1: Illustrated comparison of some possible sonic boom shapes. 
Shaped sonic boom signatures can lower the "loudness" of the boom significantly, which 
is the main source of annoyance to the public. By careful shaping of the aircraft, it is possible to 
generate desirable shaped signatures that maintain their form all the way to the ground [46]. By 
the end of the High Speed Research (HSR) program, tests with a modified SR-71 showed that a 
shaped boom could be sustained all the way to the ground, but with the penalty of significant 
volume addition to the airplane []]. 
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In 2000, a new program by DARPA, called the Quiet Supersonic Platform (QSP), was 
initiated. The goal is to come up with a feasible commercial aircraft design that produces a sonic 
boom initial over-pressure of about 0.3 psf. A breakthrough achievement by Northrop -
Grumman was their "Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator" (SSBD) aircraft, which is a modified 
version of the F-5E fighter aircraft, designed as a part of this research program. This aircraft 
generates ground level shaped sonic booms that are nearly a flat-top with the bow shock strength 
25% lower than the original configuration. [47]. The flight tests were completed in January 2004. 
The flight altitude was near 32,000 ft and Mach number was 1.4. Near-field signal was recorded 
by an F-15 flying about 90 ft below the SSBD. Pawlowski and Graham [1] state that this is the 
first validation of the sonic boom mitigation theory as developed by Seebass and George [19], for 
actual flight conditions employing a test aircraft. 
In 2002 Kandil el a/, developed a full-potential equation (FPE) method and a computer 
code that marches the sonic boom signal through stratified three-dimensional atmosphere from 
the near-field to ground level [48]. Unlike the classical sonic boom prediction tools that use 
linear geometric acoustics to predict the signature, this code used three-dimensional non-linear 
FPE and a conical shock fitted and adapted grid to march the solution in space. The methodology 
is based entirely on CFD, where near field results are obtained solving the Euler equations using 
an approximate Riemann solver like Roe's Flux-Difference Splitting (FDS) scheme, and with 
shock fitted and adapted grids to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump criteria. The work 
was initially supported by Eagle Aeronautics through a contract from Lockheed Martin. 
Preliminary results of the FPE approach were given for a delta wing configuration for uniform 
and stratified atmospheres. The code handles atmospheric changes by sub-blocking the domain 
in the vertical coordinate z, and applying a different free stream speed of sound and pressure 
setting at each sub-block. Shock fitting and grid adaptation are essential to ensure accuracy, 
sharpness, and high fidelity of the predicted signal all the way to the ground. Using the FPE 
method, sonic boom mitigation using dihedral is shown to produce up to 14% reduction on the 
ground level bow shock strength in Ref. [30] in 2003. In a report submitted to NASA Langley 
and Eagle Aeronautics in August 2004, Kandil and Yang [49] give FPE results for the Baize-
Coen High Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT) configuration [50] with shaped ground sonic 
boom. In the same document, excellent agreement between computational and experimental mid-
field data was shown for the Susan Cliff wing-body configuration [51]. In January 2005, Kandil 
e/ a/presented the FPE-computed ground level sonic boom signal of the SSBD where exceptional 
agreement of computational and experimental signal shape and pressure levels were obtained 
[52]. In December 2005, a detailed explanation of the Euler/FPE sonic boom prediction 
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methodology was included in Ozcer's M.S. thesis, along with the results for the SSBD and a 
double cone configuration [53]. Also in 2005 Kandil and Zheng showed computational results 
for sonic boom focusing using several schemes to solve the non-linear Tricomi equation [54, 55]. 
This is a very important problem since the shock waves can coalesce and focus on what is called 
the "caustic line" and easily amplify the signal strength by more than a factor of two. Any 
structure, airborne vehicle, or human that resides on the caustic line can be damaged or injured. 
In January 2006, Kandil and Ozcer presented sonic boom computations for the double cone using 
CFL3D, FUN3D, and full-potential codes, where the geometry is a cone-cylinder-cone found in 
Ref. [7]. Kandil and Khasdeo [56] set forth a parametric investigation of the superboom problem 
using the codes developed in Ref. [55]. A sonic boom mitigation study using 2-level factorial 
RSM and the steepest descent approach was given by Kandil e/a/[51] where wing camber, 
thickness, and nose angle of a delta wing configuration were examined. In January 2007, Ozcer 
and Kandil presented a nose optimization study using axisymmetric configurations with linear 
segmented meridian profiles and applied the optimum profile to a delta wing configuration as a 
nose attachment for sonic boom mitigation [58]. Dihedral angle was added as a fourth parameter 
in the multivariable design analysis of a delta wing for sonic boom mitigation by Kandil e/a/ 
[59]. In January 2008, Ozcer and Kandil developed a very efficient automated iterative 
unstructured grid adaptation methodology for near-field sonic boom prediction [60]. The 
methodology is used to predict high fidelity shocks using only half a million grid nodes in the 
complete near-field (above and below) of the SSBD aircraft. Results with 10 solution/adaptation 
cycles were obtained in less than an hour using 16 AMD Opteron 2.0GHz CPUs on a UNIX HPC 
Cluster, with no user interference. The grid adaptation formulation is designed such that a fixed 
set of adjustable parameters work equally well for the simplest (double cone) and the most 
complex (SSBD - real aircraft) geometries. The level of automation reached with this 
methodology made it possible to test hundreds of geometries in a timely manner for this 
dissertation without requiring any user time for grid generation or intricate case dependent 
adjustments of solver and grid adaptation parameter settings. The grid is no longer a problem in 
sonic boom near-field computations, but is a part of the solution. 
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1.2 Present Work 
The work presented here is a multivariable multi-response design optimization study for 
sonic boom mitigation, using advanced flow simulation methods. The emphasis is on the 
development of automated, user-friendly, high order sonic boom prediction tools based on CFD, 
including parametric watertight (non-manifold) surface and grid generation. The power and 
efficiency of these tools are demonstrated in design optimization loops with non-linear response 
modeling. Analytical linear sonic boom prediction and mitigation methods are valuable in 
providing necessary insight to the problem but are not necessarily sufficient to reach the 0.3 psf 
criteria. There is significant nonlinearity in relationships between the geometric parameters and 
responses such as sonic boom pressure, impulse, lift, drag, etc. Therefore, it is essential to use 
non-linear prediction and optimization tools in general for sonic boom mitigation [24]. The 
solution methods used in this work include structured/unstructured CFD with grid adaptation and 
shock fitting for near field, FPE marching for mid-field, and linear ray-tracing for far-field 
analyses. Design variables are geometric parameters defining the aerodynamic bodies under 
investigation. Responses include ground level peak pressures, mid-field and far-field pressure 
impulses, and lift and drag coefficients. Constraints are applied on the length, thickness, and 
volume of the bodies, as well as aerodynamic centers and center of gravity. Optimization is 
based on DoE and RSM. Three sets of optimization applications are presented in the current 
study. The first is for an axisymmetric body, the second is for a delta wing, and the third is for 
the SSBD aircraft with nose and wing modifications. 
In section 2, the literature is surveyed covering sonic boom prediction, shock fitting and 
grid adaptation, and sonic boom mitigation topics. In section 3, the formulation for equations 
governing the physics of the problem is presented briefly. Boundary conditions and atmospheric 
pressure and temperature variation in the full potential code are included. In section 4, 
methodology is explained. Solution methods for near, mid, and far-field are discussed. Shock 
fitting and grid adaptation techniques are explained. The unstructured grid adaptation technique 
is presented in detail. The Hessian based grid error estimation used in the grid adaptation 
software OptiGRID is discussed, and the formulation of the special scalar that enhances the 
presence of shocks in coarse grid solutions is given with examples. Details on the optimization 
procedures are given for the studied aerodynamic geometries. The framework of solution / 
optimization is discussed here with explanations for software coupling and parallel processing. 
Finally the regression model equation and some statistical terms used in the response modeling 
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and optimization are presented in brief. In section 5, comparative assessment and validation of 
the sonic boom prediction tools are given using a double cone, a delta wing, and the SSBD 
geometries for testing. Linear and non-linear propagation results are compared. A discussion on 
when to switch from the non-linear to linear propagation is given. Section 6 covers the 
optimization studies for sonic boom mitigation carried out using non-linear solution tools and 
response surface modeling. The first sub-section here presents the optimization of the 
axisymmetric meridian profile which is to be used as a generic aircraft nose component. The 
second sub-section presents parametric shape optimization of a lifting delta wing for sonic boom 
mitigation where the volume and the lift are conserved. The general parameters investigated are 
wing camber, dihedral, angle of attack and twist. Span-wise non-linear camber and twist 
distributions are also included in the optimization. The final sub-section presents results of the 
optimization study carried out on the original SSBD aircraft geometry where the optimum 
axisymmetric shape found in the first section is attached to the aircraft as a nose extension, and 
the wing is replaced with a delta wing optimized for sonic boom mitigation. Due to the existence 
of interference lift and the need to match the aerodynamic center of the original wing, the new 
wing for the SSBD is optimized while it is attached to the fuselage. Therefore, a second wing 
optimization study similar to the one in the second section is carried out in this final section. 
Finally, section 7 lists conclusions and recommended future work. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
This section reviews the literature related and referred to in the current dissertation. The 
material is collected under three sub-headings. In section 2.1, literature on sonic boom prediction 
methods is reviewed. In section 2.2, grid adaptation and shock fitting techniques for sonic boom 
prediction are discussed. A review of sonic boom mitigation and shape optimization research is 
given in section 2.3. In the final section, 2.4, a summary is provided orienting what this 
dissertation's contribution is to the current literature. Sonic boom prediction and mitigation 
research spans at least fifty years, and there is a plethora of material published on the matter. 
This section is limited to literature that is widely known and to literature that is utilized in the 
text. 
2.1 Sonic Boom Prediction 
The first major work in sonic boom analysis was published by Gerald Beresford 
Whitham [45] in 1952, where he introduced the "F-function" that relates the body geometry to the 
sonic boom signature through a linearized axisymmetric velocity potential function. This 
function encompasses the source distribution that appears in the solution of the linearized 
potential equation. The linear axisymmetric potential equation is 
^., + - ^ - / ? V , . r = 0 (3) 
which is a form of Laplace's equation. The solution for a finite length body in supersonic flow is 
given as 
This solution is basically the superposition of solutions to infinitesimally spaced point sources 
representing the body. Superposition of solutions is possible due to the linearity of the partial 
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differential equation. This solution cannot be used directly in sonic boom analysis because it 
does not allow shock formation. Shocks are formed by intersecting characteristic surfaces. When 
they intersect, a multi-valued front called a "shock" forms. The characteristic rays for the above 
solution are straight and parallel lines due to the linear approach whereas in reality they intersect 
and curve at different rates. In two dimensional and linear axisymmetric flow, characteristic 
values are constants. In real flow, however, these characteristic values are variable themselves as 
well [61]. What Whitham did at this point was to keep the characteristic values constant as in 
linear flow but modify the paths of the characteristic lines to allow shock formation in the 
solution. The correct slopes of characteristic lines are taken directly from the exact speed of 
sound variation through Bernoulli's equation. The constant linear characteristic value for Eq. (4) 
is 
j{x, r) = const. = x- fir (5) 
which is a family of straight lines with slope (5 . Whitham substituted Eq. (5) into Eq. (4). After 
the non-linear slope modification, Eq. (5) becomes 
jy{x, r) = const. = x- /3r+ c{y, r) (6) 
Function c(y,rj\$, a very complicated integral given fully in Ref. [45]. Whitham then defined the 
F-function using Eqs. (4) and (6) as 
* 4y-f 
Applying a linearized tangency boundary condition for smooth slender bodies of revolution gives 
[45, 62] 
X(/) = ^  (8) 
2n 
where SfxJ is the cross-sectional area of the body. Using Eq. (8) in Eq. (7), the F-function 
becomes 
2n * JJZ} 
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This is the standard form of the function for smooth meridian profiles. This version is widely 
used in classical sonic boom analysis because of ease in integration. For cornered profiles, a 
more involved formulation was suggested by M. J. Lighthill through the use of Bessel functions 
and Heaviside mathematics [63]. Gottlieb and Ritzel [64] provided a simpler alternative to the 
Lighthill formulation for cornered shapes that is easily programmable. This alternative is called 
the "Modified F-function", which is a blend of the Whitham and the Lighthill formulations. 
Whitham related the far-field ( (irfy» 1) pressure signal to this F-function by 
and the far-field bow shock strength by 
u V/2 
A/,= 2,/V(/ + i r l / 2 K - l ) 1 / 8 } ^ » ^ ^ (11) 
where Ffy^) = 0 The characteristic "y0 "is called the dividing characteristic that separates the 
characteristics that form the leading and the trailing shocks. This characteristic line is linear 
unlike the other disturbances, and does not coalesce with the others. For a three-shock signal, 
there are two dividing characteristics and so on. However, Whitham stated all signals eventually 
assume the N-wave shape at great distances, and only one dividing characteristic will remain. 
Due to this dividing property of the y0 characteristic, the bow shock pressure computation 
involves the integral of F(y) only up to y = y0. The terms preceding the radial distance term in 
Eq. (11) are all constants, meaning that the far-field bow shock strength is represented by a 
constant, determined by the geometry, and the free stream Mach number, and varies inversely 
with the 3/4th power of distance from the aircraft. Note that through Eq. (10) Ap = 0 when y = y0. 
The above expressions constitute the backbone of the classical sonic boom theory. Whitham 
showed that any intermediate (inner) shocks in the signal attenuate faster than the bow shock at a 
rate of f2. He also shows that the wave drag is related to the F-function by 
0rag=np„filf<J)4> (12) 
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The ARAP sonic boom prediction code developed by Hayes e/a/[43] uses the F-function 
as the starting solution for far-field sonic boom prediction. For complex geometries with lift, an 
equivalent area distribution based on the supersonic area rule and lift distribution is used to 
provide S(xJ for Eq. (9). The idea of an equivalent body of revolution that substitutes for a non-
axisymmetric lifting body in the far-field was first introduced by Walkden in 1958 [65]. 
According to Hayes the non-linearities in sonic boom propagation are very weak and the use of 
linear geometric acoustics is a valid approach for tracing the signal along rays. Linear geometric 
acoustics is an asymptotic approach where the solution to start the signal propagation is required 
to be at an asymptotic state with negligible local non-linearities. The F-function is based on 
linearized supersonic flow and is already an asymptotic state. However, Hayes claimed that the 
range of the problem is large, and the cumulative effect of these locally negligible non-linearities 
on the ground level sonic boom signal become important. To account for this global non-
linearity, Hayes used an "aging factor" calculated from the atmospheric conditions which 
distorted the signal as it propagated through the atmosphere. The distortion of the signal is based 
on the changes in the wave propagation speed as the signal travels through a stratified medium. 
The distortions are identified as shock coalescence, new shock formations, and the changes in 
distances between shocks. Hayes stated that the aging variable approach does not substitute for 
all the non-linear effects. He noted that the approach is not valid for Mach numbers above 2 
where the non-linear effects are amplified significantly. 
A similar sonic boom prediction method was developed by Thomas [44] using linear 
geometric acoustics and ray-tracing, known as the Thomas Waveform Parameter Method. 
Instead of using the F-function as the starting solution for propagation, Thomas used the near or 
mid-field pressure signal shape. Thomas defined the signal shape (the waveform) with geometric 
parameters defining heights and slopes in the waveform, and he used ordinary differential 
equations to compute the evolution of these parameters over the propagation distance. The 
Thomas method eliminates the use of an aging variable to account for cumulative global non-
linearities. Instead, such effects are handled using the variation of speed of sound with the 
altitude in the underlying computations. Using the pressure signal initialization allows near-field 
experimental or computational pressure data to be used for sonic boom propagation. This is 
convenient when the near-field pressure data are available and the F-function is difficult to 
calculate. However, since the method uses linear geometric acoustics for propagation, asymptotic 
starting pressure data is required. In other words, the pressure data has to be sufficiently far from 
the aircraft to neglect local non-linearities. This critical distance is aircraft geometry dependent, 
and can be as low as one body length in the case of simple axisymmetric geometries, and as high 
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as fifty body lengths in the case of a complex realistic aircraft with non N-wave sonic boom 
shapes. This is discussed in detail in section 5.4. 
PCBoom3 software developed by Plotkin [66] is based on the Thomas Waveform 
Parameter Method, and addresses sonic boom focusing. Here the initial starting data can be given 
either as the F-function or the pressure signature. The program has a graphical user interface and 
is widely used in industry for ground level sonic boom predictions. A variant of this program 
called MDBOOM provides F-function generation based on the supersonic area rule and 
equivalent area distributions including lift. MDBOOM addresses the azimuthal variations in the 
signal using a cross-flow multipole representation of the F-function based on George's 
formulation [9]. George extended the linear axisymmetric formulation in Eq. (3) to accommodate 
azimuthal changes by 
r r 
A simplified version of the F-function to be used with Eq. (13) is given by Page and Plotkin [67] 
as 
CO 
^>^)=E^w c o s(^) (14) 
which is a Fourier representation with the sine terms eliminated due to lateral symmetry. Here 
"n" is the order of the multipole where n = 0 is a simple source, n = 1 is a dipole, n = 2 is a 
quadrupole, etc. An axisymmetric geometry requires n = 0, a simple delta wing requires n = 1, 
and an X-wing configuration requires n = 2 as shown in Ref. [9]. For complex realistic aircraft, 
much higher multipole orders can be included for high fidelity representations of the cross-flow. 
This is still a linear approach with propagation based on geometric acoustics, and the starting 
solution set has to be at an asymptotic state. Page and Plotkin incorporated a CFD matching 
technique in order to use a high order non-linear CFD solution to derive the F-functions for 
asymptotic propagation. The CFD pressure data is interpolated onto a cylinder with its axis 
passing through the nose of the aircraft and aligned with the flight path. The pressure was then 
converted to an F-function approximation using a matching algorithm based on Eq. (10). For a 
simple wing body configuration at Mach 2 and 5° angle of attack, pressure data on a cylinder with 
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a 0.5 body length radius was reported to be sufficient for the matching procedure. For complex 
realistic aircraft however, Page and Plotkin determined that the matching radius should be much 
larger because the full effect of lift was not captured, resulting in underprediction of the far-field 
sonic boom pressure levels. 
Siclari and Darden [68] developed an Euler code for sonic boom propagation using 
central differencing in the cross-flow and upwind differencing in the marching direction. The 
solutions were provided only up to eight body lengths. Atmospheric variations in temperature 
and pressure were not accounted for in the code, since they would be negligible over such short 
propagation distances. Grid adaptation was provided based on approximate grid error 
equidistribution, and focused on stronger shocks. Shock fitting was not provided and the 
computed shocks were somewhat dissipated although they agreed perfectly with experimental 
data. 
Kandil e/a/[48] provided ground level sonic boom CFD solutions based on the full 
potential equation. The solver program non-linearly marches the complete three dimensional 
cross-flow field along the flight path, until the under-track signal reaches ground altitude. This 
full potential sonic boom propagation code was the first published CFD code to march the 
complete three dimensional sonic boom signal all the way to the ground in a stratified 
atmosphere. The computational grid was constructed around the region enclosing the shocks, 
forming a hollow cone that covered the entire distance from the aircraft to the ground. 
Atmospheric variations in temperature and pressure were accounted for by multi-blocking the 
domain in the axial (main-blocks) and vertical (sub-blocks) directions, and assigning each sub-
block a different free stream temperature and pressure condition. A near-field Euler solution was 
used as the initial boundary condition. Unlike the cylindrical cut employed by Page and Plotkin, 
this code used a vertical slice downstream from the aircraft, and positioned normal to the flight 
direction. The distance of the Euler - full potential interface from the aircraft was dependent on 
the size of the wake, and the separation distance of the trailing shock from the wake boundary. A 
distance of 0.5 body lengths downstream of the tail was generally sufficient. Due to the 
irrotationality of the FPE, the wake was excluded from the computations. This is achieved by 
using a toroidal cross-flow grid with the outer radius larger than the bow shock radius, and the 
inner radius between the trailing shock and the wake boundary. Unlike the linear propagation 
codes, the FPE propagation code does not depend on the location of the starting solution. This is 
because FPE includes the non-linearities and performs the computations in three dimensions. 
Reference [30] presents a study on the sensitivity of FPE and ray-tracing methods to the starting 
solution location. Shock fitting and grid adaptation are essential elements in the code to ensure 
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that high fidelity shocks are computed all the way to the ground. Otherwise shocks are lost to 
numerical dissipation and marching cannot continue. Shock fitting is based on aligning the grid 
with the leading and trailing shocks. The alignment procedure is based on minimizing the error 
on the shock jump conditions across the grid surfaces representing the shocks, by checking on 
mass, momentum, and energy conservation in the normal direction across the grid surface 
elements. Shock fitting is used also in the near-field Euler computations where the solver and 
adaptation code work iteratively until convergence via shock jump errors is attained. 
Kandil and Yang [49] presented solutions for the Baize-Coen HSCT configuration and 
Susan Cliff wing-body design using the FPE marching program. The Baize-Coen configuration 
is a conceptual supersonic passenger aircraft predicted to produce a shaped sonic boom on the 
ground, having a weak bow shock strength of 0.78 psf, followed by a ramp type pressure rise. 
FPE computations exhibit a stepped shock structure in the near-field that coalesces to form a 
signal that resembles the ramp shape at ground altitude. Comparison with the experimental data 
available in the Susan Cliff wing-body case shows excellent agreement with the FPE 
computations in the mid-field at r/L =3.6. The FPE was able to capture details in the shock 
structure that were missing in the experimental data, specifically the shock emanating from the 
junction of the model and the sting. 
Using the Euler/FPE method, Kandil e/a/[52] provided computational solutions for the 
ground level sonic boom signal of the SSBD, a modified F-5E aircraft built by Northrop 
Grumman for shaped sonic boom demonstrations. The near-field Euler solution was provided by 
Northrop Grumman, using 17 million grid points on a structured multiblock domain. Excellent 
agreement with the ground experimental signature was obtained, accurately predicting the non-
linear flat top like signal shape. 
Ozcer further developed the Euler/FPE framework [53]. An updated shock fitting and 
grid adaptation scheme named SFGA was developed and implemented both in the near-field 
Euler and the far-field full-potential computations. Instead of using the Rankine-Hugoniot shock 
jump criteria to determine the orientation of the grid surface elements that align with the shock 
surfaces, a Mach and density gradient based search algorithm was developed to identify shock 
points in the solution. The algorithm identified shock locations between two grid points, similar 
to a floating shock fitting approach, instead of snapping on available grid points or orienting 
available grid surfaces. These shock points were then used in a least-square surface fitting 
routine to generate the shock aligned grid surface. A data filtering algorithm was used in the 
shock detection routine to eliminate "bad" points that were incorrectly detected, and considered to 
be outliers in the least square fitting process. Such points degraded the quality of geometric 
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shock fitting when included. Using the SFGA algorithm, fitting for the interior shocks was also 
included, naturally suppressing the dissipation and dispersion errors for these shocks, thus 
eliminating the need for artificial dissipation in the full potential propagation code. The sub-
block interface boundary condition was changed from velocity matching to averaging of the 
velocity potential from two adjacent blocks, improving the continuity of the solution across sub-
block interfaces. Parallel processing was introduced via Message Passing Interface (MPI) by 
distributing the sub-blocks among multiple processors. In addition to reducing the computational 
time from several days to a few hours, parallelization also allowed for more sub-blocks to be 
solved. With more sub-blocks spanning the cross-flow, the jump in atmospheric conditions 
across sub-block interfaces was reduced and solution continuity and stability were improved. 
Automated shock detection and adaptation, automated sub-block addition with increasing cross-
flow radius, and elimination of user defined artificial dissipation coefficients allowed fully 
automatic operation of the FPE marching code, making it an ideal design tool. Ozcer [53] 
provided near-field and mid-field Euler solutions for an axisymmetric double cone configuration 
taken from Ref. [7], covering a distance of 25 body lengths (L) from the object's centerline. 
Initial grid was generated without prior knowledge of the shock structure. To accommodate the 
merging shocks in a shock aligned structured grid topology, the computational domain covering 
25L was divided into several stratified blocks in the vertical direction. At each block the number 
of cells between shocks was readjusted automatically using a fixed average cell width criterion to 
avoid cells coalescing into a singularity. A total of seven solution/adaptation cycles were run 
before the process terminated upon convergence of the shock jump criteria across shocks. 
Excellent agreement with experimental data from Carlson [7] was obtained at r/L = 6, 10, and 18. 
The two interior shocks were captured distinctly prior to merger, and the solution was free of 
oscillations, overshoots, or dissipation errors all the way to the outer boundary at r/L = 25. 
Ozcer and Kandil [60] provided an unstructured grid adaptation method for near-field 
sonic boom computations. The grid adaptation software OptiGRlD from Newmerical 
Technologies was used in this work with a custom-developed shock adaptation metric. The 
adaptation metric was a scalar computed from the flow field variables that distinctly identified 
shocks regardless of their strength. It was based on the normal Mach number across the shock. 
The idea of using the normal Mach number stemmed from Ref. [69]. This scalar enabled 
adaptation of the grid only around the shocks, ignoring any other high gradient flow features like 
wake vorticity, expansions, etc. The level of coarsening for non-shock flow phenomena was 
controlled by a user-specified parameter, in order to retain other essential flow features as shocks 
were refined. The shock detection metric also accounted for the shock weakening with distance 
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from the source, equalizing the density of adaptation close to and far from the source. This 
unstructured near-field sonic boom prediction method was a breakthrough because it insured high 
fidelity shock capture over the entire cross-flow using an economical grid size, starting from a 
coarse initial grid that was created without prior knowledge of shock locations and strengths. The 
surface definition and initial grid generation could easily be automated thus eliminating user time 
spent on grid generation. In CFD applications, 90% of user effort is spent generally on grid 
generation. With the method introduced in this paper this effort becomes trivial. The final 
adapted grid evolves as a part of the solution, where the solver and OptiGRTD work iteratively 
until the signal shape on a desired data cut location has converged. Ozcer and Kandil presented 
the solution for SSBD using the unstructured grid methodology with an initial grid of only 
270,000 nodes, requiring only eleven solution/adaptation cycles to reach the final solution. The 
final grid had only 500,000 grid points and the computational time required was about one hour 
using 16 CPUs. The predicted signal shape matched perfectly with the available experimental 
and computational results at 1.82 body lengths underneath the aircraft. A fixed set of adaptation 
parameters were determined for all geometries ranging from simple axisymmetric to complex and 
realistic 3D aircraft, making the methodology user friendly and automated for use in aircraft 
design. 
Kandil and Zheng [54, 55] provided numerical solutions for sonic boom focusing, also 
known as the super-boom. The software they developed solved the non-linear non-conservative 
Tricomi equation using the frequency-domain scheme, a time-domain scheme, and a time-domain 
with overlapping grid scheme. A conservative form of the nonlinear Tricomi equation has been 
developed and solved as well, using a time-domain scheme. The four schemes have been applied 
to several incoming waves which include an N-wave, a Concorde aircraft wave, symmetric and 
asymmetric flat-top and ramp-top waves. In Ref. [56] a parametric study was carried out to 
investigate the effects of several software parameters on the sonic-boom focusing results obtained 
from the above listed solvers. 
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2.2 Shock Fitting and Grid Adaptation for Sonic Boom Prediction 
Ground level sonic boom is caused by the near-field shock structure from a supersonic 
aircraft that propagates through the atmosphere. "Shock- fitting" is essential to obtain high 
fidelity CFD solutions of those shock structures. Shock fitting basically means to satisfy the 
proper physical Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions across the discontinuity. Due to the 
approximate nature of CFD solvers and discritization errors, these conditions are not satisfied 
unless proper measures are taken. The classical method for shock fitting is to treat the shock 
front separately during computations by taking it as a grid boundary or a separate embedded data 
entity across which the shock jump conditions are enforced manually. This method is difficult to 
automate for a wide variety of realistic aircraft geometries with complicated shock structures 
where interacting, merging, and incomplete shocks occur. An alternative is aligning the grid 
element faces with the shock surfaces. Trepanier efa/[70] presented a conservative shock fitting 
method of this type. They stated that when the solution was obtained using an "upwind 
approximate Riemann solver" where a one dimensional Riemann problem was solved across a 
cell face, grid-shock alignment produced the correct shock jump conditions. Roe's Flux-
Difference Splitting is a suitable scheme in this case. Using an unstructured grid, shock jump 
conditions were shown to have been satisfied exactly when the triangular element edges were 
aligned with the shock from a two dimensional wedge. Comparisons with experimental data 
were also provided. In section 4, the same wedge problem is examined using the codes in the 
current study to validate the shock fitting capability. 
Chung, Choi, Alonso, and Weide [71-73] demonstrated the use of "h-refinement" for grid 
adaptation, which refines the grid by dividing the available cells into smaller cells, using the 
Mach number in the pressure gradient direction to drive the adaptation mechanism. Near-field 
grids in these studies employed 3 to 7 million grid points clustered mostly underneath the aircraft 
for under-track signal extraction at up to r/L = J.J2S. The solution method was based on a 
central-differencing scheme with artificial dissipation for shock capturing. Shock fitting was not 
maintained since the element faces are not necessarily aligned with the shock surfaces, and the 
solver was not an approximate Riemann solver. To adequately resolve the shocks underneath the 
aircraft, a high number of grid nodes were employed and grid adaptation was constrained to this 
region. The near-field signal captured here was not sharp, even with such a dense grid. The 
dissipation in the results and the high grid density could be due to lack of shock fitting. 
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Park [74] described a grid adaptation method using unstructured grids. The h-refinement 
method was used where the cells with error indices greater than a preset criterion were divided 
into smaller parts by node insertion. The adaptation was based on the intensity of errors in 
adjoint and flow variables. An adjoint variable could be selected as any particular response like 
lift or drag, and it was tied to the grid using an adjoint formulation. The error was computed as 
the difference between the linear and the non-linear interpolated values on an embedded mesh. 
Feature-based adaptation refers to adapting to high-gradient regions of a flow variable in the 
domain. For certain responses, adaptation on all high-gradient regions may not be necessary. 
Using the adjoint method, adaptation could be tailored to improve the accuracy of that specific 
global response without wasting additional grid points to adapt for all local high gradient regions 
in the flow field. Park demonstrated the adjoint based grid adaptation capability on isotropic 
grids for three dimensional transonic, subsonic, and incompressible flows, and extended the 
methodology to anisotropic adaptation for turbulent flows [75]. 
Gnoffo [76] reported that the use unstructured grid shortens the initial grid generation 
process from weeks to hours compared to structured grid generation. Concepts like 
multiblocking, overlapped blocking, and topological decisions to effect the blocking are 
immaterial in unstructured grid generation. Gnoffo stated that to provide a quality adaptation 
using structured grids, the initial grid topology needed to be designed carefully, taking into 
consideration where the shocks were expected. This clearly requires prior knowledge of shock 
locations. Comparing feature-based and adjoint based adaptation for drag prediction for an airfoil 
in supersonic flow, Gnoffo showed that the adjoint based adaptation required one tenth as many 
nodes to reach the accuracy of the feature-based adaptation. Gnoffo and White [77] emphasized 
the importance of aligning grid element faces with the shock fronts to avoid abrupt entropy 
fluctuations along the streamlines that pass through the shocks. They provided this alignment by 
feature-based adaptation. 
Bibb e/a/[l%] presented an anisotropic feature-based grid adaptation for the refinement 
of shocks using sample applications at Mach 2, 6, and 10. A Spring-analogy method was used to 
provide node movement to high gradient regions like shocks, where the forcing function used was 
the temperature gradient. Node movement provided a much more efficient grid compared to 
those adapted using h-refinement alone, where the available nodes were clustered towards shocks 
to increase the shock accuracy. No new nodes were inserted and the problem size was 
maintained. Refinement and coarsening based on the gradient magnitude was also used in case 
the node movement was insufficient to resolve the shocks to the desired level. H-refinement and 
coarsening was applied in this case. Grid anisotropy was provided by node movement, where the 
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cells could be stretched along the shocks. Anisotropy was determined by the Hessian of Mach 
number. Stretched cells helped to maintain a small grid size. Node movement also provided grid 
smoothing to fix badly shaped cells that could degrade convergence of the flow solution. Edge 
swapping was provided to increase the quality of the cells. Grid adaptation parameters controlled 
the number of solution / adaptation cycles, grid modification relaxation factor, mesh size, the 
level of anisotropy, maximum cell aspect ratio, and maximum/minimum edge length. No 
stopping criterion was provided for terminating the solution / adaptation procedure. For the Mach 
6 case with full gradient based adaptation, a total of six solution/adaptation cycles were used. 
The total number of solver iterations was about 12,000. The density gradient was used as the 
adaptation feature. Maximum allowable cell aspect ratio was set at five. Initial grid for this case 
had 105,000 points and the final grid had 610,000 points. For the Apollo capsule case in Mach 
10 flow, three solution/adaptation cycles were used with density gradient as the adaptation 
feature. The maximum allowable cell aspect ratio was 10. The initial grid had 630,000 points 
and the final grid had 5 million points. The adaptation mechanics used in the current dissertation 
and in this reference are very similar with the exception of the choice of the adaptation feature. 
Thus the numbers listed above are useful benchmark data for performance comparison. 
Jones e/a/[79] provided solutions up to 20 body lengths for the double cone 
configuration mentioned earlier, using unstructured CFD and adjoint-based grid adaptation. The 
results of this study are used here as reference computational data for comparison in section 5.1. 
Similar to Gzcer's [53] approach, the axisymmetric grid was created as a wedge covering only a 
meridian slice in the full three dimensional domain. The adjoint variable was the integral of over-
pressure on a cylindrical surface with radius equal to the target signature distance. For Mach 
1.26, the cylinder radius was r/L =18, and for Mach 1.41, it was r/L = 20. These locations 
corresponded to experimental data locations in Ref. [7]. The adjoint-based grid adaptation was 
done via the h-refinement method described above. While h-refinement increases the grid density 
about the shocks, it does not provide alignment of element faces with the shock surfaces unlike 
Hessian-based node movement and anisotropy. Jones stated that feature-based adaptation 
required a fine initial grid to capture the shocks to some extent, so that the adaptation features 
become available. Generation of such a fine initial grid imposes several user difficulties, and 
more often than not requires prior knowledge of the shock locations. This was considered as a 
major drawback of feature-based adaptation and interrupts automation. Jones emphasized that 
with the adjoint-based adaptation there is no need for a fine initial grid or any prior knowledge of 
the shock structure. The results of the current dissertation show that feature-based adaptation can 
actually work for coarse initial grids without any prior knowledge of shock structure. Besides, 
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the cell stretching along the shocks, cell/shock alignment, and the resultant shock fitting is 
provided only by the Hessian-based adaptation. For the double cone, the initial grid used in Ref. 
[79] had 4400 nodes. Twenty solution / adaptation cycles were used in the Mach 1.26 case with a 
final grid of 400,000 nodes, and twenty-two cycles were used in the Mach 1.41 case with a final 
grid of 742,000 nodes. The two distinct shocks captured by Ozcer [53] that do not appear to have 
merged at r/L = 10 are computed as a single dissipated shock in Ref. [79]. The overshoots in the 
computed signals were reported to be due to the lack of flux-limiters in the flow computations. 
An efficient Hessian-based unstructured grid adaptation strategy with signal pre-
processing for shock enhancement was outlined by Remaki <?/^/[80]. The methodology was 
demonstrated on coarse initial grids created without prior knowledge of the shock locations. The 
grid adaptation scheme rapidly generated shock adapted grids providing high fidelity shocks 
under ten solution / adaptation cycles. The adaptation methods outlined in this paper were 
implemented in OptiGRID unstructured grid adaptation software developed by Newmerical 
Technologies, Montreal, Canada. The adaptation mechanics included node movement, edge 
refinement and coarsening, and edge swapping. The adaptation was driven by equi-distributing 
the approximate error based on the Hessian of a scalar. The Hessian matrix is composed of the 
second derivatives of the scalar, which are proportional to the leading term in the truncation error 
of most numerical flow solvers using first order approximations. Thus it provided a reasonable 
index to measure the error due to grid placement. Hessian based error also provided directional 
adaptation where the eigenvectors provided the direction and the eigenvalues the distance for 
node movement. This allowed formation of anisotropic cells and helped to keep the grid size 
small. Signal preprocessing using deconvolution sharpened the weak shocks to improve their 
presence in the solution. Solution smoothing by convolution was used before and after the 
deconvolution process to clean the possible noise in the solution such as overshoots and 
oscillations. Signal pre-processing cut down the total number of solution / adaptation cycles by 
enhancing the shock presence and making them detectable even though they are not obvious in 
the original solution. A metric modification technique that influences the node movement in the 
velocity gradient direction around the vicinity of the discontinuities accelerated the node 
clustering towards the shocks. Signal pre-processing and metric enhancement together allowed 
feature-based adaptation to start and rapidly progress using coarse initial grids. 
Ozcer and Kandil [60] provided near-field adapted unstructured grid solutions for the 
double cone, a delta wing, and the F-5E aircraft modified with the Shaped Sonic Boom 
Demonstrator using OptiGRID. A flow field scalar originated in this paper was used with 
OptiGRID to provide control on how much to adapt for the non-shock flow phenomena. The 
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shocks away from the body are considerably weaker compared to the non-shock flow features in 
the immediate vicinity of the body. While trying to adapt for the shocks at a distance from the 
source, an unnecessary level of adaptation usually takes place near the aircraft, increasing 
computational costs. This is one of the major drawbacks of feature-based adaptation, as 
mentioned earlier. The metric developed in Ref. [60] controlled the level of adaptation for the 
unshocked regions allowing the nodes to be used primarily for the shocks. This provided notable 
savings in the grid sizes and computational time and resources. The metric also provided rapid 
progression of adaptation towards the coarser regions where the shocks are yet unresolved, 
completely alleviating the problems associated with coarse initial grids and feature-based 
adaptation. Shocks were evenly adapted for regardless of their strength or distance from the 
source. Again, this provided savings in the grid size by avoiding excessive adaptation for strong 
shocks while resolving the weaker ones. For the double cone cases, Ozcer and Kandil used only 
eleven solution / adaptation cycles to reach a final grid of 500,000 nodes covering a domain up to 
r/L = 21. For the SSBD case, only eleven cycles and 500,000 nodes were used to obtain a crisp 
detailed shock signal in the entire cross-flow (above and below the aircraft) up to 1.5 body 
lengths form the aircraft. The parameters controlling the adaptation were set such that the method 
worked for the simplest axisymmetric configuration and the complex SSBD aircraft without case 
dependent software "tweaking". This in turn facilitated automation and made the methodology 
an ideal design tool for sonic boom mitigation research. The studies in this paper are 
fundamental to the current dissertation, and are explained in detail in sections 4 and 5. 
2.3 Sonic Boom Mitigation 
Carlson [7] provided experimental and theoretical results for eight different axisymmetric 
models, all with same length and base radius, to compare them in the context of sonic boom 
mitigation. Using single cone-cylinder configurations, he investigated the parametric effect of the 
conic section length and the half cone angle on the sonic boom signal. Using a power law type 
meridian body profile where the geometry was defined by 
( \N 
AA = X* ~r (15) 
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Carlson looked into the effect of nose bluntness on the pressure signal. The eighth geometry used 
was the double cone configuration, formed by two cones connected by a cylinder in the middle. 
This geometry is referenced repeatedly throughout the current dissertation, and is used for 
validations in several other references [53, 60, 79, 81, 82]. Carlson showed that the blunt nose 
has higher near-field pressures and drag, but lower far-field pressure impulse. Pressure impulse is 
the integral of over-pressure in the leading part of the sonic boom signal where Ap > 0. He stated 
that since the theory of sonic boom prediction is linear and axisymmetric, sonic boom mitigation 
efforts are limited to and constrained by these assumptions. 
Busemann [8] suggested the use of quadrupoles for sonic boom mitigation. The 
multipole representation for sonic boom computation could be used to manipulate the flow field 
to produce negative pressure effects underneath the aircraft. Lift is usually generated as one-half 
pressure towards the ground and half suction towards the sky. To represent this behavior, at least 
a dipole system with a source below and a sink above the body is required. "The sonic boom 
signal heard on the ground is nature's way of reflecting the lift force exerted by the air". The 
dipole configuration could be extended to a quadrupole by having two sources side by side on the 
flight path axis, one sink below, and one sink above the flight path. This way the sink strengths 
can be adjusted to provide more suction towards the sky and less pressure towards the ground, 
while preserving the net lift force. Busemann stated that it was essential to have a "sound idea of 
the multipoles and their effect on lift and sonic boom" before attempting optimization studies for 
sonic boom mitigation. 
George [9] presented the idea of lateral distribution for sonic boom minimization. The 
idea was to excite multipoles on the sides of the aircraft that could produce negative effects 
underneath. He showed an example quadrupole configuration using X-shaped delta wings with 
opposing lift surfaces. George stated that the boom strength due to lift was not be reduced in this 
way, but the volume generated boom was reduced. He mentioned that addition of higher order 
multipole contributions increased the wave-drag, and concluded that sonic boom mitigation 
would inevitably increase drag. This is similar to the findings of Carlson for the axisymmetric 
case. Hence drag increase should be expected in the optimization of both axisymmetric and three 
dimensional wing-like shapes for sonic boom mitigation. Last but not least, George stated that 
the multipole approach cannot relate the far-field signal to a unique geometry, meaning that many 
solutions can be found giving the same far-field signal with different aerodynamic shapes and 
multipole configurations. 
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Howes [10] pointed out that a sine-wave like signal would be the best for the auditory 
response of humans. However, the sonic boom signal almost always ends up in an N-wave with 
two shocks. Thus the best signal would be a sine-wave cycle bounded by shocks. Such a signal 
can be approximated by a shock wave for the bow shock, a ramp type increase, a linear 
expansion, a second ramp type increase and a trailing shock. 
Koegler [11] suggested that since the intermediate shocks attenuate with / in contrast to 
the bow shock attenuation factor of/4, the bow shock could be segmented to place some of its 
energy in the intermediate shocks. With a faster rate of attenuation, the intermediate shocks 
could help increase the rate of mitigation of the whole sonic boom signal with the distance from 
the source. Koegler also pointed out that in his mitigation efforts some drag increase was 
observed. However, he stated that since the leading shock strength was ultimately tied to the area 
under the F-function up to y = yo (Eq. (11)) and the drag is tied to the area under the F2 curve (Eq. 
(12)), it could be possible to avoid drag increase by careful adjustment of the F-function. 
Resler [12] briefly explained the sonic boom mitigation and lift generation properties of a 
biplane with the lower wing parallel to the flow direction, and the upper wing placed at an angle 
of attack. The upper wing was supposed to provide the lift while the lower wing would cancel 
the shocks generated by it. Resler showed that while the geometry creates no sonic boom at zero 
angle of attack, it also fails to generate lift. The positive first order lift created by the inclination 
of the upper wing was canceled by a second order negative lift caused by the shock cancellation 
process. This indirectly showed that a lifting boomless configuration was unlikely. 
Barger and Jordan [13] presented a method to design axisymmetric bodies by 
continuously increasing their volume without affecting the peak overpressure or the pressure 
impulse. They achieved this by inserting a zero overpressure segment in the sonic boom signal 
separating the positive (leading) and the negative (trailing) sections of a generic N-wave. To 
generate such a signal, multiple pairs of balancing positive and negative lobes were inserted into 
the original F-function. From the F-function, Barger and Jordan used an inverse method to 
compute the geometry that would create the additional lobes. The length of the axisymmetric 
shape could be extended this way by adding as many lobe pairs as needed to reach the required 
volume. The method could be extended to infinity, however, practical limitations on the 
slenderness apply in reality. If the volume could be increased without increasing the pressure 
levels, a geometry that already meets the sonic boom limitations could be modified to increase its 
volume sufficiently for a feasible passenger aircraft. 
Ferri [14] presented bi-plane conceptual configurations for transport aircraft that are 300 
ft. in length and predicted to generate boom levels as low as 0.5 psf on ground. He stated that 
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sonic boom is inevitable since lift has to be generated, but it could be reduced to meet certain 
criteria. With the bi-plane configuration suggested, the wing area is distributed to two sets of 
wings. Two sets of wings at different vertical stations increased the effective length of the lift 
distribution. The upper wing acted like a tandem wing placed downstream at the same level as 
the lower wing, traversed along the Mach lines. The wings were to be connected by rigid end-
planes, creating a box like structure. The rigidity eliminated the need for structural enhancement 
that would increase the empty weight of the aircraft. The wings were staggered in the axial 
direction to avoid interaction and choking of the flow at transonic speeds. With such a 
configuration, Ferri claimed that a 300 ft. aircraft weighing 460,000 pounds and flying at 60,000 
ft. at Mach 2.7 produces only 0.5 psf sonic boom pressure at ground level. The analysis was 
based on the equivalent area distribution and Whitham's linear, axisymmetric F-function method. 
With lighter aircraft to fly short-range missions, the pressure levels can be reduced further to meet 
the 0.3 psf criterion. Ferri also suggested that a low-lift flight profile could be followed over a 
city by first pulling up to a higher altitude and following a descent path until the city was cleared. 
Hague and Jones [15] optimized the power-body shapes defined by Eq. (15), using 
various search algorithms. Of the nine search algorithms they tested, the steepest descent method 
was one of the most inefficient, where the solution usually ended up oscillating about the ridges 
of the response surface. This remark is taken into consideration in the current dissertation to 
avoid relying on steepest descent searches. Instead, high order non-linear models are used as a 
part of response surface methodology. Hague and Jones used the usual linear F-function theory 
for the prediction of the sonic boom signals produced by the bodies they optimized. The response 
being minimized was the peak over-pressure in the overall signal. Constraints were applied on 
the length and base radius as L = 4 and RB = 0.25 for all shapes tested. In the near-field the N = 
3A power-body was the optimum design, whereas in the far-field the optimum was with N = %. N 
is the power in Eq. (15). N = 0.79 produced a true flat top signal at r/L = 10. A CFD solution 
using structured grid without shock fitting is provided in Ref. [83] for the N = 0.79 body, which 
shows the same flat-top signal predicted by non-linear calculations. 
The most widely cited sonic boom minimization theory was set forth by Seebass and 
George [19]. The methodology was based on minimizing selected features of the F-function, 
depending on the minimization scenario. Scenarios could be listed as a signal with no shocks, 
with a flat-top, and with minimum over-pressure and/or impulse. Seebass and George stated that 
since F(y) has to be positive somewhere in the signal, best pressure reduction is obtained by 
making F(y) as large as possible as early as possible, then reducing it down to minimal levels. 
Such a signal would correspond to a strong bow shock with high wave drag coming from a blunt 
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nose. Reductions in over-pressure levels achieved with this method were said to increase the 
pressure impulse. If the impulse is unimportant, significant reductions in pressure levels could be 
achieved using the sonic boom minimization methodology of Seebass and George. Northrop 
Grumman's SSBD was designed using this theory to mitigate the bow shock of the original F-5E 
configuration and produce a flat-top signature at ground level [1]. Darden [20] extended the work 
of George and Seebass to include nose-bluntness relaxation. This allowed the theory to have 
control over the portion of the F-function defining the nose shape to provide a compromise 
between low sonic boom and low drag. 
Crow and Bergmeier [21] looked into active sonic boom control using an unsteady 
approach, where the velocity and the lift distribution of the aircraft were changed periodically. 
The velocity change attenuated the boom significantly by forming it into a prolonged series of 
weak reverberations, however, the amplitude of the accelerations required were reported to be 
impractical. Periodic changes in lift distribution, while keeping the mean lift center fixed 
changed the signal shape significantly, but did not reduce the peak over-pressure levels. 
Use of genetic algorithms is becoming more popular for aircraft design optimization to 
reduce sonic boom [33, 71, 73, 84-86]. The parameters defining the geometry are used as genes 
during crossover breeding for new generations. F-function sonic boom prediction was used in all 
of these studies, where the objective was to minimize the ground level peak pressures while 
keeping the drag within a feasible limit. Genetic algorithms are helpful in avoiding local minima 
traps unlike the gradient based methods; however, tens of thousands of function evaluations may 
be necessary as the number of generations increase. Such a requirement for a high number of 
runs prohibits the use of computationally expansive CFD based non-linear sonic boom prediction 
tools. Furthermore, genetic algorithms do not necessarily give the user a detailed opinion on how 
and to what level a factor affects the responses, since no models relating the response to the 
changes in design variables are produced. This can rule out the benefits of engineering intuition 
and aerodynamic design experience in the optimization process. 
Examples using response surface methodology for design optimization can be found in 
references [26, 31,37]. These studies look into the effects of a large variety of geometric 
parameters defining a complete aircraft geometry. The parameters include engine placement 
settings, wing sweep, aspect ratio, twist, thickness, etc. The methodology followed in general is 
to start off with a "good" candidate design before performing parametric modifications. Similar 
to many other sonic boom optimization methods, the F-function and equivalent area method was 
used for ground level sonic boom signal prediction. The experimental design was a central 
composite design with 35 factors in a 3-level configuration with a total of 1025 runs. The starting 
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baseline configuration has a maximum over-pressure of 1.3 psf whereas the optimum solution 
was 1.0 psf. 
Unique designs for sonic boom mitigating concepts were proposed by numerous 
researchers. Karr <?/<J/[33] proposed a keel type structure attached underneath the nose of the 
aircraft that looks like a protruding fin. This structure would alter the flow field such that the 
effect of having a long nose spike (phantom spike) would be simulated. The keel component was 
considered structurally superior to an equivalent long and thin spike. Having a spike-like 
structure basically extends the aircraft length, smoothes out the area distribution, weakens and 
pushes the bow shock upstream. Gulfstream Aerospace [4, 38, 40] proposed and patented the 
"Quiet Spike" which is an extendable boom placed at the nose of an aircraft for sonic boom 
mitigation. When the spike is fully extended in supersonic cruise, the leading bow shock was 
divided into a series of weaker shocks. Since the intermediate shocks attenuate more rapidly, this 
method helped increase the mitigation rate with distance from the aircraft. The design and 
analysis of the spike configuration had been done using an axisymmetric method of 
characteristics for the near-field, and the Thomas waveform method for the far-field. The sonic 
boom mitigation capability of the spike was demonstrated using Euler CFD with 10 million grid 
points for a spike / wing / body configuration. The spike component extended 30% of the entire 
aircraft length [87]. It was tilted down towards the flight path to reduce its local angle of attack 
and help delay the coalescence of multiple shocks. With the addition of Quiet Spike, the signal of 
the original baseline aircraft configuration of Gulfstream with 0.4 psf bow shock and 0.6 psf peak 
pressure was modified to one with 0.15 psf bow shock followed by several shocks reaching a 
maximum at 0.5 psf peak pressure. Lyman and Morgenstern [39] looked into bending the wing 
surfaces behind the nacelle shock to create expansion waves that would interact and cancel the 
inlet shocks. In their analysis they used Euler CFD with grid adaptation for near-field solution 
which was interfaced with the Thomas waveform propagation method through the use of 
multipoles as explained in Ref. [67]. The proposed design providing shock cancellation would 
decrease the predicted initial shock strength from 1.4 psf to 0.5 psf. This design was featured as 
Lockheed Martin's supersonic business jet proposal. Tarn et a/[22] proposed a new concept 
called Artificially Blunted Leading Edge (ABLE). This design had a slit or channel at the tip of 
the nose or the leading edge of a wing to remove the stagnant flow by allowing it to pass through. 
This would allow sustaining the detached bow shock with favored sonic boom mitigation 
properties, while eliminating to a great extent the pressure drag rise. Wintzer e/a/[88] looked 
into an oblique wing configuration where the wings were placed asymmetrically across the y = 0 
plane. They stated that this is superior to the swing wing concept in a number of ways. The 
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oblique wing does not require such heavy machinery as the swing wing. It also maintains the 
same center of gravity and aerodynamic center as the sweep is modified, avoiding excessive 
trimming that could add to the sonic boom signal. It would be structurally more stable compared 
to highly swept wings, and would provide drag reduction by extending the longitudinal lift 
distribution. The design optimization process utilized Krigging and RSM. No sonic boom 
information is given in the paper to relate to the mitigation performance of such a wing 
configuration. 
The most basic use of CFD in sonic boom mitigation design optimization in the current 
literature is for computing the axial lift distribution which is necessary to build the equivalent 
area distribution and the F-function. Examples have been presented in references [89-91]. The 
objective in these studies was to minimize the leading shock pressure strength. References [24, 
72, 73, 85, 92] took it a step further and used CFD for near-field signal computations to provide 
detailed pressure signatures with three dimensional effects included, to be used subsequently in a 
Thomas waveform propagation method. Grid adaptation was essential in this case to provide a 
strong signal at the target distance from the aircraft. Even with grid adaptation however, the 
number of nodes used was usually on the order of 3 to 7 millions. Such a large grid size can be 
impractical for rapid design optimization. Moreover, the adaptation was provided only for the 
under-track portion of the signal. This would weaken the three dimensional cross-flow effects of 
the whole aircraft that influence the under-track signal. 
Recent publications from Kandil's group [30, 57, 58, 93] focused on nose and wing 
optimizations using an axisymmetric nose shape with a meridian profile formed using linear 
segments (ramps), and a delta wing with 30° semi-vertex angle and a biconvex symmetric airfoil 
profile with 5% thickness-to-chord-ratio. The studies were carried out for Mach 2.0 flow. The 
effects of dihedral, camber, thickness, and nose angle were investigated using a 2-level factorial 
analysis, and an optimum configuration was reported in the light of steepest descent search. 
Meridian profile ramp length and angle effects on the interior shock location and strength were 
investigated. The emphasis here was to find a way to keep the nose short while providing 
effective sonic boom mitigation. Therefore the base diameter and the length of the nose shapes 
were constrained to fixed values. It was shown that the interior shock location and strength can 
be controlled via the ramp angles and lengths. The coalescence of shocks could be avoided by 
proper control of these parameters. The sonic boom signals were obtained using non-linear CFD 
with shock fitting and grid adaptation in general, using the in-house developed Euler/FPE sonic 
boom prediction methodology. 
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2.4 Summary 
This dissertation addresses the cost of three-dimensional near-field sonic boom prediction 
for complex bodies first. In the current literature grids up to 7 million nodes have been used to 
resolve the shocks only underneath the aircraft. Still the shocks appear to be rounded off due to 
the dissipative nature of unstructured grids. No matter how fine the unstructured mesh, some 
dissipation is bound to occur when the mesh is refined by just adding more elements near the 
shocks. What should really be done is that cells should be aligned almost perfectly and stretched 
along the shock surfaces to minimize or alleviate dissipation errors. This is more of an adaptation 
effort compared to mesh refinement. Mesh refinement should be of second priority so that first 
the available grid node locations are optimized by moving the nodes and stretching the cells along 
the shocks. In this way, excessive increases in grid size can be avoided. The near-field of an 
aircraft does not consist only of the under-track region. The under-track signal is influenced 
greatly by off-centerline features such as the wings, nacelles, etc. To predict the correct 
contribution to the signal from these components, the cross-flow should also be accurately 
resolved. This immediately means that the grid size will be increased at least by one order. 
Clearly, solving a 70 million node grid for each design point is not going to be in the best interest 
of a designer. This is why CFD is not used to resolve the near-field shocks, but only for the lift 
computation in the current sonic boom mitigation literature. This dissertation proposes that a 
complete near-field shock structure for a complex aircraft geometry can be computed with only 
half a million grid nodes. CFD can then be included in the design sequence for near-field shock 
structure prediction for every design point. 
Creating the appropriate grid to resolve the complete three dimensional cross-flow of a 
complex aircraft using only half a million grid nodes is a challenge. The grid adaptation methods 
in the current literature cannot provide this. The problem is extremely cumbersome especially if 
total automation in initial grid generation and grid adaptation is desired. The feature-based 
adaptation techniques in the literature require that the initial grid be dense to resolve the features 
to some extent before adapting. This is counter-productive since initial grids will be expensive to 
generate and will most probably be created with significant user effort. In addition to this, 
feature-based adaptation does not necessarily minimize the number of grid points used in the final 
solution. To resolve shocks towards the exit boundaries, the error thresholds will have to be 
reduced and excessive refinement will take place near the aircraft and for features that are of no 
interest. These problems associated with feature-based adaptation are mostly overcome by using 
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adjoint based adaptation where the error of an integral variable is tied to the grid and minimized. 
However, the complete three dimensional near-field shock structure from a complex aircraft 
cannot be lumped into a single integral variable without losing the signal details. The wave 
shapes are very complex and sensitive to local changes in the grid. The shocks are features of the 
flow, and to resolve them, a grid optimization methodology that is designed for adapting to flow 
features should be used. This dissertation proposes a feature-based adaptation technique that 
alleviates the problems associated with feature-based adaptation by using a specially formulated 
adaptation metric to detect shocks and isolate them from the rest of the flow features. Adaptation 
can start from a very coarse grid created with no prior shock location information, and it requires 
a maximum often solution / adaptation cycles to reach an optimum grid of about half a million 
nodes resolving the entire cross flow of a complex aircraft. In short, cost of CFD computations 
for complete near-field shock structure is greatly reduced, to a level that can be acceptable in 
industrial design loops. The particular addition to the literature here would be the formulation of 
the adaptation scalar metric used to achieve this. 
Sonic boom prediction should be a 3-stage analysis where the signal propagation is 
divided into near-field, mid-field, and far-field. This is already the accepted approach in the 
literature, where the near-field is computed by Euler or Navier-Stokes equations, and the mid-
and far-fields are computed either using full potential equations or the waveform propagation 
method. The ideal way is to go from Euler or Navier-Stokes to full potential, then from full-
potential to linear propagation as the final stage. Currently there is no automatic way established 
to decide when to switch from one field to the other for any aircraft shape. This dissertation 
presents a case-independent strategy to decide when to switch from the non-linear to linear 
propagation methodology, by checking on the convergence of the ground undertrack signal shape 
as the nonlinear to linear switching distance from the aircraft is increased. The method is 
implemented in a computer program and applied to a delta wing and the SSBD cases for 
demonstration. 
Using an affordable near-field CFD sonic boom prediction methodology and a 3-stage 
ground signal prediction methodology enables realistic shape optimization to be carried out using 
non-linear sonic boom prediction. The current literature refrains from using CFD to get design 
points, simply because of the aforementioned costs. This dissertation demonstrates the use of 
CFD for near and mid-field prediction inside design loops for shape optimization and sonic boom 
mitigation. Optimized shapes include an axisymmetric nose, a delta wing, and the SSBD aircraft 
modified with the optimized nose and a new set of wings optimized for minimum ground level 
sonic boom. The total number of the cases solved is on the order of a thousand, all obtained 
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using CFD for complete near-field analysis. The goal here is to demonstrate that CFD is no 
longer a prohibitively expensive tool to use in sonic boom mitigation design loops. For the three 
dimensional cases, one design point is obtained in less than an hour, and for the axisymmetric 
cases it is obtained in under 10 minutes. All stages including initial grid generation, surface 
definition generation, grid adaptation / solution coupling are automated and case independent, 
meaning that these design point computations can be done on a nightly basis. User time is 
allocated only for the analysis of the results that are acquired in a batch mode execution during 
off-user time. 
Drag increase is inevitable with sonic boom mitigation, but the trade-off could be 
optimized. For axisymmetric shapes, the bluntness relaxation method attempts to achieve just 
this. This method is restricted with the limitations imposed on linear prediction methods 
however, and non-linear computations may provide better trade-off designs. The optimized 
axisymmetric nose shapes obtained in the current dissertation produce both reduced drag and 
lower ground level sonic boom strength than some classical solutions obtained in the literature for 
similar shapes. The particular addition to the literature in this case is the setting of the slope of 
the nose at the tip to the critical shock detachment angle at a given Mach number. By keeping the 
shock attached, the excessive drag penalty arising from the stagnant flow upstream of a blunt 
nose is avoided. 
The parameters for wing shape optimization in the current literature are limited. In the 
current dissertation, non-linear span-wise camber and twist distribution are introduced as design 
parameters. Optimizing such distributions can be very expansive since several span-wise sections 
need to be optimized, and the design variables immediately increase at least by one order. An 
affordable way of optimizing these distributions is proposed and demonstrated, without 
necessarily increasing the number of design variables. Especially the non-linear span wise 
camber distribution proves to be very effective in minimizing sonic boom. 
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3. FORMULATION 
The equations defining the flow physics used in the current dissertation are listed below. 
Euler equations are used in the near-field, and the full-potential equation is used in the mid-field. 
Formulations related to far-field linear propagation and the Thomas Waveform Method are not 
repeated here since the emphasis is on the use of CFD for sonic boom prediction. Readers may 
refer to references [43-45, 64] for detailed information on the linear methods. Some insight is 
given in section 2.1 via listing a summarized formulation of Whitham. Formulations for the 
unstructured grid adaptation scheme and optimization based on response surface methodology are 
included in the methodology listed in section 4. Symbols (x!,X2,x3) and (x,y,z), and (£ ,£, ,£ ) and 
(^ ,T|,Q are used interchangeably below, where equations are expanded. 
3.1 Euler Equations 
Near field computations are carried out using non-dimensionalized three-dimensional 
Euler Equations in General Curvilinear Coordinates (GCC). Starting in Cartesian 
coordinates (xi,x2,jr3), the conservative form of the non-dimensional, unsteady, compressible 
Euler equations is given by 
^
 + ^ + ^ + ^ k . O (16) 
8/ 
where Q is the vector of conservative variables in Cartesian coordinates 
Q = \_p,pul,pul,pui,pe\ (17) 
and F, are the inviscid flux vectors in Cartesian coordinates 
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Here 8„ is the Kronecker delta function, S',.,. = < >. Pressure is related to the flow 
variables through the gas equation 
P=(Y-\)P rf + ^  +u^ (19) 
The computational grids used in this study are shock and body oriented rather than a 
Cartesian system, hence the formulation needs to be extended to general curvilinear coordinates. 
The conservative form of the above equations is then given by 
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In terms of flow variables 
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Here Ur is the contravariant component of velocity which is defined by 
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and !/</=</ is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation. For a stationary mesh, 
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The dimensionless variables of the Euler equations are defined as 
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where "~" stands for dimensional values. With these non-dimensionalizations, the free stream 
values become 










Euler equations in GCC are solved using Roe's FDS scheme. This scheme ensures that 
all the fluxes are upwinded, by checking on eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices. These 
eigenvalues are actually the slopes of the characteristics of the compatibility equations for Euler 
flow. A positive eigenvalue is the positive slope of a characteristic direction which is called right 
running and is to be backward differenced. On the other hand, a negative eigenvalue is for a left 
running characteristic and it should be forward differenced. Such an upwinding procedure is very 
robust for all subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flows. Such a procedure has implicit artificial 
dissipation due to the one sided difference operators and it dampens the oscillations that appear 
near discontinuities like shocks. No external user input is necessary to control this numerical 
dissipation. The details and the derivation of the scheme used in CFL3D and FUN3D can be 
found in Ref. [94]. 
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3.2 Full-Potential Formulation 
The conservative form of the steady compressible full potential equation in Cartesian 
coordinates is given by [95] 
where 
d(pul) | d(pu2) | d{pui) ^ Q 
ctt; dx2 ctr3 
* i = # , U2 = <t>v U 3 = <f>, 
(28) 
(29) 
and density is given by the isentropic relation 
P = r-\ K{{^)2
 +(u2f +(uj -l) 
1//-1 
(30) 
where Mm is the free stream Mach number. When density is normalized by the free stream 





In generalized curvilinear coordinates, the conservative form of the compressible FPE 
takes the form [48, 49] 
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= 0 (32) 
[f/n are the contravariant velocity components defined by 
^=/y£+/ ^+/"y, ,, • & re (33) 
The elements of the symmetric contravariant metric tensor, g""\ are given by 
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(34) 
Finally, the density is redefined in the curvilinear system by 
P 
fy-\\ 
V ^ J 
Ml(£f^ + C/2<t>11 + (f^-\) (35) 
In the full potential propagation code FPM3D, the h, (axial) coordinate is aligned with the 
flight path which is also parallel to the x-axis. This is the marching direction, and the first term in 
Eq. (32) is approximated by second order backward differencing. The other two terms represent 
the cross-flow and they are central differenced. The upwinding is provided by performing the 
density computation in the direction of local characteristics. As mentioned earlier, this procedure 
produces the correct implicit numerical dissipation term equivalent to that of one sided 
differencing to suppress the dispersion errors which cause oscillatory behavior of the solution 
about the shocks. The density biasing is type-differenced, meaning that biasing is applied when 
the equation behavior is hyperbolic and not applied when it is elliptic. Although the flow in the 
cross-flow directions (y,z) is purely subsonic when a Cartesian system is used, it is of mixed type 
with shock aligned curvilinear coordinates. In FPM3D, if = constant surfaces are aligned with 
shocks, and the contravariant velocity component, (72, becomes normal to the shock. Since the 
flow switches from supersonic to subsonic in the normal direction across a shock, it switches 
from hyperbolic to elliptic in nature along the (^coordinate line. The details of the computational 
scheme can be found in Refs. [48, 49, 95-97]. Ozcer [53] provides details of the derivations 
omitted in those references to provide an in depth analysis of the scheme. 
3.3 Euler/Full-Potential Interface 
The Euler velocity components are converted into the velocity potential using a simple 
computational scheme on an interface cut taken downstream of the aircraft. The interface cut is a 
toroidal domain excluding the wake with its strong vorticity. This is necessary for the full-
potential iterations to converge since this equation assumes the flow is irrotational. Figure 2 
shows an example interface cut used in SSBD computations. The left pane shows the vorticity 
magnitude whereas the right pane shows the shocks using a simulated Schlieren view created by 
taking the natural log of density gradient magnitude. The dark bands are shocks. Weaker shocks 
are not visible in this plot due to the adjustment of the color map to clarify the strong leading and 
trailing shocks. The strong vorticity caused by the jet flow is confined to a small radius 
downstream the tail of the aircraft. If the case was solved using viscous flow, entrainment would 
have caused the strong vortical region to be larger. The inner boundary of the toroidal interface 
grid is conveniently placed between the trailing shock and the strong vorticity. Outer boundary 
radius is kept larger than that of the leading shock with a reasonable clearance. The vorticity is 
not zero on the rest of the interface plane, but is approximately 0.1 in average which is at least 
one order smaller than the free stream velocity magnitude. Hence the irrotationality assumption 
for this region is reasonable [48, 49]. 
Figure 2: Vorticity magnitude (left), the shocks (right), and the toroidal interface cut at x/L = 1.5. 
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The interface cut is normal to the flight path, and has three cross-flow planes (i-planes). 
The computation of the velocity potential from the Euler velocities is done by rewriting the FPE 
(Eq. (32)) in terms of ^ and (j>^ as unknowns, and using the remaining terms as source terms on 
the right hand side [48, 49] 
where 
_d_ 
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(37) 
The derivatives with respect to rj and C, on the left hand side of Eq. (36) are central differenced, 
and £, derivatives are first order backward differenced. After finding </) on the third plane, it is 
found on the 2nd and first planes by, 
b- = 0M-t< 1 Y{ (38) 
When the conversion process is completed, results are verified by recalculating velocity 
components from the newly computed velocity potential, and comparing them to the original 
Euler solution. The error of conversion is computed at each grid point on the interface by 
VoJsrror = 
U/I«/er U/7'/j 
V U£u/er J 
100 (39) 
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This error is largest near the inner boundary of the toroidal interface where some wake effects 
remain. FPE smears out the vorticity in this region due to its irrotational nature, creating a 
difference with the original Euler solution. This error is immaterial for the sonic boom problem 
and is therefore ignored. 
3.4 Boundary Conditions in Full-Potential Marching 
The outer conical boundary is the given free stream conditions since it is upstream of any 
disturbance. The inner conical boundary is not far enough from the trailing shock to assign free 
stream conditions, thus an extrapolation boundary condition is applied here. They= 0 
boundaries are given symmetry condition. No boundary conditions are applied at the downstream 
end of a main-block in the marching direction since the flow is supersonic. The downstream 
boundary of a preceding main-block is used as the upstream boundary condition of the 
succeeding main-block by overlapping them to share three cross-flow planes. At this point the 
free stream atmospheric conditions are modified since the altitudes of the center points of the sub-
blocks have changed. To reflect the effect of the atmospheric condition change on the velocity 
potential data that resides on the overlapped main-block interface planes, the dimensional'over-
pressure is matched by [49] 
PA-PA»=PB-PB» (40) 
where A and B refer to sub-blocks upstream and downstream of the main-block interface, 
respectively. Using the isentropic relation 
JL 
p* 
l + ^K^-tir-t-tl) 
r 
y-\ (41) 
Eq. (40) is rewritten as 




where pAx and p^ are the dimensional free stream pressures at sub-blocks A and B; and VrA 
and FrB are the non-dimensional total velocities. The only unknown here is VrB. The first step 
of matching is setting <j)A = <j>B on the third plane of the interface. This is acceptable since (j) is 
always defined in terms of a constant. Then the following is true on the third plane, using the 
definition for contravariant velocities in Eq. (33) 
Then by using Fr = l/^ + C/^ + # ^ the following is written. 
^-^^-VJ^+^M*-**)*^^**-^) <44> 
Letting A ^ = ( ^ - ^ J, Eq. (43) becomes 
^ A ^ + 2 ^ A ^ + ( ^ - ^ ) = 0 (45) 
Solving Eq. (45) for A^ and considering ^ = 0^ -<f>m ar>d ^ = QAT, ~<t>Ai > o n e c a n 
obtain <f>m = (j)^ — A0? where under-scripts 2 and 3 represent the 2nd and 3rd interface planes. <j)m 
is obtained similarly. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
Fully three-dimensional and non-linear CFD solutions are generally avoided in sonic 
boom mitigation research due to their prohibitive costs in user time spent for complex grid 
generation and computational time spent on excessively large grids refined rather inefficiently to 
better capture the shocks. In the current literature the near-field solutions use millions of grid 
nodes only to capture the under-track portion of the sonic boom signal of a full aircraft at a few 
body lengths. The signal obtained as such is not fully developed for complex 3D lifting bodies 
since the lift contribution from off-centerline components like the wings, and cross-flow 
diffraction effects in general are not resolved. The final solution at ground level is bound to (1) 
underpredict the over-pressure levels, (2) inaccurately represent the signal shape, and (3) mislead 
the designer in the optimization process. Therefore it is crucial to start with a sharp and accurate 
near-field shock solution that covers most of the cross-flow domain in order not to overlook flow 
features that significantly influence the undertrack signal. Proper grid adaptation and shock 
fitting are vital in obtaining such a solution in an economic way. The Euler/Full-Potential CFD 
methodology originally developed in Refs. [48, 49, 52, 53, 81] is extended here with an 
unstructured grid adaptation and shock fitting technique for the near-field computations, to 
provide an automatic solution/adaptation process based on coarse initial grids to 
minimize/eliminate user time for grid generation. Full 3D flow around complex aircraft are 
finely resolved using only around 500,000 nodes for the near-field (up to about 2 body lengths). 
Coupled with the parallel full-potential, space-marching code, the 3D non-linear solution is 
rapidly extended to very large distances (r/L » 1) where the signal evolution is asymptotic and 
can be switched to linear geometric acoustics (Thomas Waveform Parameter Program [44]). The 
applicability of this CFD-based methodology in sonic boom mitigation studies is demonstrated 
through shape optimization for an axisymmetric nose, a delta-wing, and a real complex aircraft to 
minimize their ground level sonic boom signal parameters. 
Nose geometry near-field calculations are carried out using structured grids to make use 
of the already available CFD solution and shock fitting and grid adaptation (SFGA) scheme 
developed in prior work [53, 58, 81, 82]. CFL3D is used as the structured solver in this case. 
SFGA code is updated and Unix scripts are developed to allow automatic coupling of user-
interference-free operations that cover meridian profile and grid generation, grid adaptation and 
shock fitting, far-field signal propagation, and post processing, all in one pass. Mid- and far-field 
sonic boom prediction for the axisymmetric nose shapes are carried out using the linear 
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propagation method. Tests have been run to show that full potential and linear propagation give 
exactly the same results when the linear extrapolation is started after one body length for 
axisymmetric cases. The operations listed previously are coupled in an automated framework for 
Linux HPC machines where parallel computations take place. Input and output to the framework 
are tabulated design factors and responses formatted in a generic form applicable for standard 
DoE/RSM interfaces. 
Unstructured CFD is used for the three-dimensional cases involving the delta wing and 
the SSBD aircraft. Unstructured grid generation for complex shapes is extremely easy since it 
virtually eliminates the need for multi-blocking the 3D volume and the water-tight surface 
geometry. It can easily be automated to minimize or eliminate user time for grid generation. 
Initial grid prior to solution/adaptation cycles is generated using GRIDGEN, making use of 
journal scripts to allow batch mode automatic execution without the graphical user interface. 
Parameterized aircraft surface definitions are automatically used with preset grid constants to 
generate the grids for case studies, completely eliminating user time spent on grid generation. 
The FUN3D unstructured solver is used for the flow computation and OptiGRID is used for 
Hessian based grid adaptation. The full potential sonic boom propagation code now labeled 
FPM3D is used for mid-field propagation of the sonic boom signals from complex 3D aircraft. 
Far-field computations are completed using the linear waveform parameter method. A study on 
when to switch from the non-linear full potential solution to a linear solution is carried out. A 
convergence criterion for the ground signal shape is determined to test the switch-over altitude. 
Similar to the nose geometry analysis, surface definition and grid generation, near-field 
computations with iterative solution/adaptation cycles, and signal post processing are coupled 
through an automated framework to eliminate a user interference requirement during case studies. 
A batch of cases is listed in a text input file containing flow conditions and tabulated geometry 
parameters. Computations are carried out using parallel processing during flow solution and grid 
adaptation processes. To make the most out of the nodes on a high performance Linux cluster, 
local I/O is performed on computational nodes before collecting the results back to the working 
directory by the completion of a run. 
Optimization strategy follows the DoE/RSM approach, a method that reduces 
significantly the number of runs required. RSM gives a clear idea on how each factor influences 
the responses, and which factors (design variables) are significant. This is valuable information 
for an aerodynamicist designing aircraft to help make decisions on future sets of runs and new 
design factors that can be looked at. The design factors are geometric parameters defining the 
nose and the delta wing shapes. The responses are: maximum overpressure in the far-field, 
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pressure impulse in the mid- and far-field, drag, and lift. For the SSBD aircraft case, special 
attention is paid to the center of lift and gravity to eliminate additional trimming that would 
otherwise be necessary to sustain level flight. For the delta-wing and the SSBD cases, the volume 
of the wing is kept equal to the original baseline configuration to make sure no airborne mass is 
reduced while optimizing. The ultimate goal is to fly the same amount of material at the same 
speed with a lower sonic boom. Wing volume change can be allowed if a complete aircraft 
geometry and mission parameters are being optimized, where the volume removed from the wing 
can be added somewhere else on the fuselage, or the mission range can be decreased since the 
fuel tank volume would decrease. The current study focuses on individual aircraft component 
optimization rather than such a comprehensive flight mission optimization, and the volume 
constraint is strictly applied. Since the volume is kept constant, the lift is also required to remain 
constant. The volume constraint is easily applied during surface generation, but the lift equality 
constraint needs to be matched via multi-response optimization analysis. 
4.1 Near-Field Analysis 
Near-field analyses for all cases are done using Euler computations with Roe's FDS 
scheme and the min-mod limiter. To capture sharp and accurate shocks, shock fitting is provided 
via having the grid cell faces align with shock surfaces. When used with an approximate 
Riemann type flow solver, grid-shock alignment renders the problem into ID Riemann problem 
in the computational domain and provides the exact shock jump conditions [70]. This is a 
conservative method since the scheme is not interrupted across the shock to manually enforce 
Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump conditions, as is done in conventional shock fitting methods like 
floating shock fitting [98]. 
For the axisymmetric nose cases, structured grids are used with CFL3D. Grid adaptation 
and shock fitting is done using the SFGA code, iteratively coupled with CFL3D, where SFGA 
takes a computed solution and generates a better fitted grid using the shocks detected in this 
solution. The shock detection procedure involves checking on the magnitude of the density and 
Mach gradients along the stream-wise grid coordinates. The details of the SFGA scheme can be 
found in Ref. [81] and Section 3.4 of Ref. [53]. In short, along each stream-wise coordinate a 
chain of grid points with Mach gradient larger than a user prescribed threshold are detected as a 
group of possible shock points. For each shock the stream-wise coordinate passes through, there 
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is a distinct group of points. The point with the strongest density gradient in a group is selected 
as the point to represent that particular shock on that particular stream-wise coordinate. The 
shock points form chains in the radial direction representing the shock fronts. These chains are 
smoothed using curve fitting to generate proper radial grid lines. Once these grid lines are ready, 
the sections in between are filled with cells to complete to grid. The shock detection routine first 
counts the number of shocks, then sets up the grid topology accordingly. Because the distances 
between shocks vary as they move away from the source, the number of grid cells in between 
need to be modified at certain radial intervals. To create this discontinuous change of grid 
topology, the domain is multiblocked in the radial direction. The SFGA code handles the 
multiblocking and the change in number of shocks from one block to the next. Such topological 
issues are the drawbacks of structured grids. The updated SFGA code also handles meridian 
profile and initial grid generation. The code reads in an input file with geometric parameters 
defining the meridian profile of the axisymmetric shape, shock detection criteria, and grid point 
distribution information. The initial grid is created with radial lines tilted in the Mach line 
directions. A CFL3D input deck is automatically prepared in the SFGA code to accommodate the 
newly created grid. The grid and the input file are partitioned for parallel processing using the 
Splitter tool of CFL3D, prior to starting the flow computations. 
For the fully 3D cases FUN3D is used in inviscid mode. Unstructured near-field CFD is 
crucial in design optimization since the grid generation for complex geometries becomes trivial 
once a watertight surface definition is provided. The ad-hoc, case dependent method of 
multiblocking to partially refine select regions in the structured grid topology or to conform to 
twists, turns, and grooves in the surface definitions becomes obsolete here, saving significant user 
time spent on grid topology planning. Multiblocking of the grid also requires the grid adaptation 
code to be multiblocked, further complicating the whole process. User-interference free 
operations in this case are hard to set up and almost impossible to generalize for arbitrary 
geometry and flow conditions. With unstructured grids, local enrichment of the grid can be done 
without having to add unnecessary grid lines in the rest of the block to maintain grid index 
continuity as in the case of structured grids. This greatly reduces computer resource 
requirements. Hence unstructured grid generation is extremely easy to automate and can be 
included in design optimization loops without requiring user interference. Fully automatic 
parametric case studies can be carried out, preferably over-night, and user time can be reallocated 
to engineering and design efforts instead of being consumed by grid generation. 
Unstructured grids are known for their dissipative effects on sharp gradients like shocks. 
This is primarily due to the chaotic alignment of the cell faces in the automatically triangulated 
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flow domain where no particular attention is paid to the flow conditions, Mach lines, etc. In 
general the gradients are resolved with greatest fidelity if the finite difference computations are 
executed along the gradient direction. This can be done by having cell faces aligned normal to 
the gradient direction. One common method of grid adaptation for unstructured grids is called h-
refinement, where a node is inserted in a cell with large gradients to divide the cell into four 
smaller cells. The process is repeated until enough smaller cells are added to resolve the gradient 
to a desired degree. This method does not provide gradient direction alignment with the cell face 
normal, and causes unnecessary refinement in the directions where the gradient is not strong. The 
latter is usually avoided in structured grid adaptation where the grid density is increased only in 
the gradient direction, e.g. boundary layer computations. To resolve the shocks to a good degree, 
h-refmement increases the grid size to prohibitively large levels. Even with such excessive 
refinement, shocks captured about one body length away from the source can still be dissipated. 
References [24, 72, 73, 85] present sonic boom prediction studies carried out using the h-
refinement method, where 3 to 7 million nodes have been used only to resolve the under-track 
portion of the flow domain. Resolving the entire 3D cross-flow to the same degree would require 
a grid size several orders larger. 
To create a computationally efficient unstructured grid for sonic boom prediction, the 
available nodes must migrate towards the shocks instead of dividing cells and increasing the grid 
size, and the cell faces must be aligned with shocks as a result of node movement. Anisotropic 
adaptation is a directional adaptation technique, similar to increasing grid density along one 
coordinate in structured grids. Node movement and anisotropy can be created using Hessian 
based adaptation, where the Hessian of a chosen flow field scalar is tied to the discritization error 
associated with the grid. The adaptation can be done to minimize and equidistribute the Hessian 
based error metric throughout the domain. Eigenvectors of the Hessian give the direction for the 
node movement, and eigenvalues give the relative normalized distances for node movement, thus 
creating anisotropy [80]. The nodes of a cell face that are closest to the shock end up having the 
same stand-off distance from the shock surface due to the equidistribution of the error process. 
This orients that particular face parallel to the shock surface, providing the necessary condition 
for shock fitting. The Hessian based adaptation is the preferred technique in the current work due 
to its advantages in shock fitting, anisotropic grid generation, and maintaining a low grid density. 
Hessian based grid adaptation works with the available flow features and adapts the grid 
for them. This is problematic since generally a fine grid is needed at the start to capture the traces 
of these features to a good extent. Obviously this makes the initial grid generation process very 
inefficient and can require significant user time. Another notable problem is that feature based 
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adaptation provides strong adaptation in the vicinity of the source, and weak adaptation away 
from the source where the signal is weaker. If a solution is required, say at r/L =10, adaptation 
and error thresholds must be reduced sufficiently to let the code handle the weak signal at this 
location. This usually causes excessive refinement near the aircraft, significantly increasing 
computational costs. Third, feature-based adaptation works on all high gradient regions, some of 
which are not of interest. Expansion waves, strong vortical flows, sheer layers, etc. are also 
adapted as one tries to adapt for shocks. Again this results in inefficient use of grid nodes and 
increased computational costs. Finally, feature based adaptation usually refines the grid in all 
regions where the shocks are present. It is common in sonic boom prediction research that the 
signal above the aircraft is of little interest. An increasingly popular grid adaptation method 
called adjoint based adaptation eliminates the above listed four major problems associated with 
feature based adaptation to a good extent, promoting computational efficiency and automation. 
The adjoint problem formulation minimizes the uncertainty in the adjoint integral variables like 
lift, drag, etc., by refining and adapting the grid. Applications using the adjoint adaptation 
method can be found in Refs. [74, 75, 79, 99]. Reference [79] in particular applies the adjoint 
based adaptation to sonic boom problems, where the adjoint variable is the integral of the 
overpressure extracted on a cylinder with its axis aligned with the flight path of the aircraft and 
radius at some target signal distance. Mesh adaptation is done through an h-refinement process. 
Although adjoint based optimization has advantages in terms of automation and reduced user 
time, it does not necessarily provide the cell face/shock surface alignment that is essential for 
shock fitting. Moreover, the adjoint variable is a global integral value which can represent an 
infinite number of shock shapes, given that all of them have the same area under the pressure 
curve. Finally, an h-refinement strategy used with adjoint based adaptation does not take 
advantage of grid anisotropy and stretched cells. A sonic boom signal is a distinct feature in the 
flow field unlike integral values like lift, drag, thrust, etc., and it should be computed using an 
adaptation scheme following the shock features in the domain. The Hessian based adaptation 
method introduced in this dissertation takes advantage of the anisotropic grid and grid/shock 
alignment, but eliminates the above listed problems associated with feature based adaptation. In 
other words, it is a feature based adaptation method with the level of automation and efficiency of 
adjoint based adaptation. 
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4.2 Hessian Based Unstructured Grid Adaptation 
Hessian based adaptation for unstructured grids is carried out using OptiGRID software 
developed by Newmerical Technologies, Inc., Montreal, Canada. The program first computes an 
approximate grid-based error of the solution using the Hessian matrix of a user defined scalar. 
This scalar can be any user provided formula, or one of the readily available values like Mach 
number, density, pressure, etc. Next, the software moves the available nodes, and adds or 
subtracts nodes to bring the error on all nodes to the same level (equidistribution). The target 
error level can be either specified by the user, or automatically computed depending on the 
desired target number of nodes or elements. The software performs edge swapping and grid 
smoothing by the end of the adaptation process to improve grid quality and avoid possible badly 
shaped cells after node movement. Limits on maximum and minimum edge sizes, total number 
of nodes and elements, and iteration steps are applied to maintain the grid size, grid quality, and 
computational time requirements. The optimum error threshold specification can be case 
dependent, and having to adjust it for each new case or solution/adaptation cycle is 
counterproductive. To remedy this, OptiGRID has the option for the user to specify a target 
number of grid nodes or elements, where it automatically computes the required error threshold 
value to reach that target. This allows the user to plan ahead for the available computational 
resources and timing issues. OptiGRID has unique options for shock adaptation that are not 
available in other adaptation codes, and this is the primary reason why it was chosen for this 
dissertation study. The first option for shock adaptation is signal preprocessing, where the noise 
in the solution is cleaned using convolution, and the weak shocks are augmented using 
deconvolution. The second option is the error metric correction for shocks, which accelerates 
node movement toward shocks by projecting the error on the gradient direction of the scalar. The 
details of these procedures can be found in Ref. [80]. Signal preprocessing and metric correction 
helps the software to start the adaptation on a coarse initial grid, and reach the final grid in less 
solution/adaptation cycles. 
The error driving the adaptation mechanisms is computed locally for each grid point as 
the difference between the numerical and real solution of the PDE. Of course the real solution is 
not known, but, the error at least can be computed approximately. Full details of error 
computation and minimization performed in OptiGRID can be found in Refs. [80, 100]. A brief 
excerpt from these resources is given below. The error is defined as 
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e{x) = \g\x)-g{x)\ (46) 
where g*(x) is the real solution of the PDE and g(x) is the numerical solution. Since g*(x) is not 
known in general, this error is approximated using Taylor expansion approximations. For a cell 
of height "h", the error is computed as 
e= — / ( 0 ) (47) 
In three dimensions, the second derivative in the above equation is replaced with the Hessian. 
The error for an edge element is then given by 
'r
rJ7P\ (48) e= — 
8 
where /#is now the length of the edge, P^xs the unit vector of the edge direction, and Jf'\s the 
Hessian of the scalar chosen for adaptation. As mentioned earlier, the eigenvectors of the 
Hessian determine the node movement direction and the associated eigenvalues determine the 
magnitude of the movement needed to decrease the error, resulting in anisotropic cells stretched 
along strong discontinuities like shocks. 
Unstructured Grid Adaptation and Shock Fitting for a 2D Wedge 
The following example shows the level of accuracy in shock fitting obtained by Hessian-
based unstructured grid adaptation for a 10° wedge in 2D Mach 2.0 flow. The wedge extends 
from x = 0 to x = 1, followed by a flat after-body to x = 2, where the exit boundary is located. 
The case is the same as the first problem solved in Ref. [70] to demonstrate the conservative 
shock fitting idea using shock aligned cell edges and Roe's FDS scheme. Figure 3 shows the 
initial and final grids with density contours after five solution/adaptation cycles. The figure is 
enlarged at the tip of the wedge to show clearly the grid elements. The adapted grid domain from 
x = 0 to x = 2 is shown in the box on the right figure. The first thing to note here is the sharpness 
of the contour gradients in the adapted solution, compared with the smeared unadapted cells in 
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the initial solution. Second, the change in the grid after adaptation is noted, where the nodes are 
clustered towards the shock and the grid is coarsened away from the shock. The grid elements 
are stretched along the shock, creating an anisotropic distribution, owing to the Hessian based 
error formulation and node movement mechanism. The figure in the box showing the complete 
domain clearly shows the adaptation for the oblique shock. The grid is only concentrated on the 
sharp gradients in a very clean fashion. The initial grid is coarse and created without 
consideration for the shock locations. Instead of increasing the number of nodes, OptiGRTD 
actually reduced the grid size from 3304 to 1909 nodes. The final grid size in OptiGRID is 
strongly dependent on two user settings, the minimum edge and target error density. For all 
problems where the geometry is of unit length, these settings are kept as 0.01 and 0.1, 
respectively. Minimum edge = 0.01 setting is referred to as "coarse adaptation" in the current 
work, which is explained more clearly in the following sections. 
Figure 3: Initial (left) and adapted (right) grid and density contours for a 10° wedge in 2D Mach 2.0 flow. 
The analytical solution for pressure ratio on both sides of the oblique shock is 
{/?//>0\ =0.1278 and (/?//»„ )2 =0.2215. The shock angle, p, is 39.3140°, and the Mach 
number downstream of the shock is 1.6405. These values are computed using the following set 
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(49) 
wherep§ is the stagnation pressure, 6 is the wedge angle, M\ and M2 are the Mach numbers 
upstream and downstream of the shock. Figure 4 shows the pressure jump on initial and adapted 
grids on a level cut at z = 1. The solution of the initial grid is dissipated whereas the adapted 
solutions have sharp shocks. The solution at one body length is already greatly improved by the 
first adaptation cycle, despite the use of a coarse initial grid and feature based adaptation. The 
values obtained at cycle 5 for the pressure ratios upstream and downstream of the shock are 
{/?//>0 )j =0 .1278 and (/?//?0)2 = 0 . 2 2 1 4 . These values are virtually equivalent to the 
analytical solution. A single "fine adaptation" cycle is run following the coarse cycles where the 
minimum edge setting in OptiGRID is changed from 0.01 to 0.001. This results in a much finer 
adaptation at the shock with the grid size increased to 5153 nodes. The plot on the right in Figure 
4 shows the pressure jump obtained after fine adaptation. Now the shock is perfectly crisp and 
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Figure 4: Pressure jump at z = 1 for the 10° wedge in 2D Mach 2.0 flow on initial and adapted grids 
Next, conservation conditions across the shock are tested. These conditions state that 
mass, momentum, and energy across the shock should be conserved. The Rankine-Hugoniot 
shock jump conditions are derived from the one-dimensional canonical conservation laws, 
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mass 
{/?+pp^\ ={/?+ pf^\ momentum 
( > * + ! / * ) = (>*+!/*) energy 
(50) 
where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upstream and downstream locations relative to the shock, Vn 
is the normal component of the velocity across the shock, and h is static enthalpy given by 
h= YP 
p(r-i) (51) 
The values upstream of the shock are 1.2671 for mass, 2.3199 for momentum, and 3.3028 for 
energy. Using these values as reference, a percentage error for each quantity is computed similar 
to Eq. (39). The error distributions in the normal direction across the shock are shown in Figure 5 
for the initial grid, 5th coarse cycle, and the final fine cycle. The normal data cut passes through 
the shock at x = 1. These data cuts are taken from upstream to downstream, where the shock 
point is at 0. The length scale is the same as the original grid length scale. The figure clearly 
shows how the errors in conserved quantities diminish as the grid adaptation takes place. With 
the fine cycle, the error is confined tightly at the shock point. The conclusion is that proper shock 
fitting is achieved by using OptiGRID and FUN3D, which perform Hessian based adaptation 
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Figure 5: Percentage error distribution in conserved quantities on a data cut passing normal through the 
shock at x = 1. 
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4.3 Adaptation Scalar Formulation 
The quality and efficiency of the adaptation is dependent on the choice of the scalar. The 
recommended scalar for shock adaptation is the Mach number which is used in the above 
example. Although this scalar is very good for simple geometries with simple shock structures, it 
does not help much with weak shocks at a distance and it does not necessarily focus on shocks 
alone. Density and pressure fields behave similarly. OptiGRID is quite effective for automating 
the error threshold setting and initializing from a coarse grid created with no prior knowledge of 
the shock structure, however it is still subject to three of the four problems associated with 
feature-based adaptation mentioned earlier. Adaptation is done everywhere in the domain where 
there are shocks, excessive refinement occurs close to the aircraft when attempting to adapt for 
weak or distant shocks, and non-shock phenomena is adapted for as well. A special user defined 
scalar is formulated in this work to address these problems, which is computed externally and 
provided to OptiGRID in the input solution file. Details on the formulation of the scalar are as 
follows: 
The first step is to find a way to clearly identify the shocks, and use this information to 
reduce the presence of the disturbance in the non-shock flow regions. In that way, excessive 
adaptation can be avoided in the regions of no interest like the wake, expansions, strong gradients 
close to the surface of the aircraft, etc. The normal Mach number across the shock is used as a 
marker for shocks in the current study. The normal Mach number across any shock has to go 
from supersonic to subsonic, thus becoming 1.0 right on the shock. This is a common shock 
visualization method found in some flow visualization software like Plot3D. Reference [69] 
gives examples of shock visualization using this technique. To compute normal Mach number 
across a shock, the direction of the normal needs to be known. However, the location of the 
shocks are unknown at the start of the shock detection algorithm, thus it is not possible to 
compute the normal directly. Reference [69] suggests that the direction of the density gradient 
can be used in this case, since all gradients have to be normal to the shock on the shock surface. 
Based on this approach, a scalar Mn to represent the normal Mach number is computed by 
V Vp 
M?= — --. p — (52) 
a \Vp\ + s 
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where / ' i s the total velocity vector, a is the local speed of sound, and e«\ is a small number 
utilized to avoid divide-by-zero problems or erratic directional variations where the density 
gradient is very close to zero in the numerical solution. In the current work e = constant = le-7 
is used. Mn is referred to as the "normal Mach number", however, it is only normal to the shock 
surface on the shock surface. In any other region, it is just the Mach number in the gradient 
direction. For shock detection and adaptation purposes, Mn^X is of interest. A second scalar is 
formulated which reaches a peak value of unity only when Mn = J, and asymptotes to zero 
otherwise. It is computed by 
fs(Mri) = ec^xf (53) 
which is a very simple exponential function. The term in the parentheses translates the vertical 
asymptote to Mn = 7. Squaring the parenthetical expression creates a smooth continuous peak in 
place of the vertical asymptote. This function conveniently peaks at 1, making it useful for 
applications where a unit or step function is needed. The coefficient Q controls the steepness 
and the thickness of the peak as shown in Figure 6. A lower value of 6\ identifies a broader 
(thicker) region as the shock, and vice versa. Such a scalar can be used as a shock indicator, 
allowing the user to control the strength of non-shock features in the domain. For example,^- can 
be multiplied with the Mach number in the whole domain to zero it out on all non-shock points 
while allowing it to keep its original value at shock points. The Hessian based error, given in Eq. 
(48), will be negligible at non-shock regions when (Af/s) is used as the adaptation scalar, forcing 
OptiGRID to focus only on shocks. However, multiplying Mach number andy£ at the outset does 
not leave any degrees of freedom to control the level of adaptation on non-shock phenomena or 
provide an even level of adaptation on both strong and weak shocks. Further development is 
needed. 
Figure 6: Shock indicator functiony£(Eq. (53)) at two different C] settings. 
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Before including the shock indicator scalar^ in the computation of the final form of the 
adaptation scalar, a distance based signal strength control mechanism is formulated. This allows 
the signal to be amplified with distance in order to remove the weakening effect of the signal 
distance from the aircraft. Furthermore the signal can be turned off in regions where no 
adaptation is needed. Let 




\ + C2 
A 
(54) 
where the first parentheses is the disturbance in Mach number normalized by its free stream 
value, and the second parentheses is the amplification factor as a function of the radial distance 
from the aircraft centerline. C2 and /are user defined parameters to adjust the amplification rate. 
Their default choices will be explained subsequently. A constant 1 is added to the amplification 
factor to avoid having zero disturbance at r = 0. To bound the physical domain of adaptation, 




Adaptation does not take place where the disturbance is zeroed. The adaptation can be enclosed 
in a domain with any shape. The above method works only to provide some limits in the x, y, z 
directions, and the radial direction. This is sufficient for the current analysis. Alternative 
formulations for f can be used depending on the particular needs of the user. 
To reduce the presence of the non-shock phenomena in the signal, scalary£ given in Eq. 
(53) is used to further amplify the signal at the shock locations. The final form of the adaptation 
scalar is given by 
S, M AJ/ + C3/;,S/&(AJ/) (56) 
where G, is a user defined constant, controlling the level of augmentation of shocks in the signal. 
The scalar/s equals to unity no matter how strong or weak the shock is. Augmenting the shocks 
in the signal with this scalar increases the shock strength equally for all shocks, reducing 
significantly the difference in the level of adaptation between weak and strong shocks. This helps 
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to resolve the weak shocks as effectively as strong shocks while avoiding excessive adaptation for 
stronger shocks. Ultimately this provides huge savings in grid size requirements. It is necessary 
to multiply the shock unitary indicator function,^" by the sign of the disturbance in order to 
augment the signal in the correct direction. 
The values of the parameters Ch Ci, C$, and /a re determined by trial and error to find the 
best settings for a variety of cases. In the current work, the tests are done using a double cone as 
a simple axisymmetric shape, delta wing as a simple 3D lifting surface, and the SSBD as a real 
complex aircraft. The recommended settings that were appropriate for all the cases keeping the 
maximum solution/adaptation cycles around 10 were 
^ = 10 C2=3 C3=0A Jt=\.5 (57) 
Increasing C2 speeds up the propagation of adaptation towards the exit boundary. For large 
domains though, high C2 settings create chaotic adaptation at large distances. Increasing C$ 
increases the presence of shocks relative to the rest of the signal. However, the remaining 
pressure signal is also important for the whole flow field to be resolved at a satisfactory level of 
accuracy. Increasing G, too much initially causes excessive coarsening in the non-shock regions, 
which in turn distorts the shocks themselves and the grid simply disintegrates. From first order 
linear theory, shock strength decreases with (r/L)12 in the near- field and (r/L)3/4 in the far-field. 
However, k = 1 appears to be more effective than any of these values in general, possibly because 
in close proximity of the aircraft the linear assumptions are not valid. The following is achieved 
by using OptiGRID with the just defined scalar: 
• Coarse initial grids can be used with no prior knowledge of shock structure 
D Hessian based error is higher in coarse regions where the gradients are weak or 
nonexistent, providing rapid extension of grid adaptation toward the exit boundaries. 
• The level of adaptation for the strong non-shock flow features near the aircraft is 
controlled, avoiding excessive adaptation for features of no interest. 
0 All shocks are treated the same, regardless of strength, by using a shock detection scheme 
prior to the generation of the scalar. 
D The signal is amplified with the distance from the source to eliminate the shock strength 
differential close and far from the aircraft. 
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• The adaptation region is limited in the domain using binary switches that disable the 
signal in regions where adaptation is not wanted, e.g. above the aircraft. 
• The grid density is kept similar on all shocks, weak and strong, near and far from the 
aircraft. 
D A predetermined constant set of OptiGRID software and the scalar formulation 
parameters are used for all geometries, regardless of complexity, eliminating the user 
requirement for case dependent software adjustment. 
• Similar level (density) of adaptation is provided at all altitudes. 
• Full cross-flow of a real airplane up to 1.5 body lengths downstream of the nose is 
resolved with high fidelity and accuracy using only 500,000 nodes. 
D About 10 solution/adaptation cycles are needed to complete a run. 
D Termination of adaptation cycles is based on checking the convergence of the signal 
shape point by point at a target signal cut location. 
D For all geometries being tested, fully automatic case independent operations are carried 
out performing surface definition and initial grid generation, flow solution and grid 
adaptation, and termination of the cycles followed by post processing and data reporting 
(signal extraction, peak Ap and impulse calculation, lift and drag listing, etc.). 
Figure 7 compares the Mach based and gu (Eq. (56)) based adaptation on the symmetry 
plane of the SSBD grid. Both grids are final adapted grids after 10 solution/adaptation cycles, 
created with the target number of nodes equal to the 500,000 criterion in OptiGRID. Adaptation 
based simply on Mach number clusters most of the nodes close to the aircraft surface rather than 
using them on the shocks. The weak shocks emanating from the fore-body downstream of the 
bow shock are ignored completely. The newly developed adaptation scalar gM however provides 
even adaptation for all the shocks no matter how strong or weak they are, making very efficient 
use of the limited number of nodes. This is achieved mainly by the shock detector function,^, 
and the G, = 0.1 setting. Figure 8 shows the Mach number, g^, andys distributions on the target 
signal cut location at x/L = 1.5 (vertical signal cut) at both grids displayed in Figure 7. The Mach 
number plot shows that the leading shock is much weaker than the trailing shock since it is farther 
away from the aircraft centerline on the vertical cut. The weak shocks that appear as small bumps 
downstream of the leading shock have absolutely no influence on the grid adaptation when Mach 
number is used as the adaptation scalar. With^M however, the distance-based signal 
amplification and the effect of the shock detection function ^'brings the leading and trailing 
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shocks to a similar strength level, and enhances significantly the presence of the weak shocks. 
This in turn results in the adapted grid on the right side of Figure 7. The function^ peaks at 1.0 
at each shock regardless of its strength, and remains 0 otherwise. 
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Figure 7: Comparing grid adaptation on the symmetry plane using Mach number, and the adaptation scalar 
formulated in the current study. Both grids have 500,000 nodes in the whole 3D domain. 
Figure 8: The Mach number, g^, andyf distribution on the vertical cut at x/L = 1.5 in the final solution. 
The adaptation constants f o r ^ are C2 = 3, C3 = 0.\, and A= 1. 
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4.4 Software Coupling Framework 
The robustness of the grid adaptation and shock fitting method described above makes it 
possible to function as part of a fully automated near-field shock fitted solution procedure. Since 
grid generation is no longer a user effort, a software-coupling framework that automatically takes 
care of surface definition generation, initial grid generation, solution/adaptation cycles, and post 
processing is developed. This is extremely handy for solving a large set of design points for 
optimization studies. User time is reallocated from grid generation, adaptation, solution 
adjustment, and post processing of results to optimization efforts. For the delta wing and SSBD 
wing shape optimization studies, the complete analysis framework is set up in the following way. 
D A case list file is prepared with the actual values of the design factors defining the wing 
geometry tabulated by the user. This list can be created in the DoE software or in Excel. 
• Initialization scripts generate numbered case subdirectories with the input files and 
additional scripts needed by the framework. 
• Once cases are ready to be started, they are added to a global batch job file which is read 
by agent master jobs that loop through list. The master jobs are submitted to the job 
queue of the cluster by the user. Once a master job starts, it reads the first line in the job 
batch file which has the path to a case. It rewrites the file with the first line omitted, and 
goes to that case directory to start the job. Once that particular case is completed, the 
master job goes back to the job batch file and reads the path of the next case to be solved. 
The master job quits the queue when there are no more cases listed in the job batch file. 
• More than one master job can be submitted to the cluster queue, all processing the same 
job batch file to finish the listed cases quicker. Each case is solved using parallel 
processing for grid adaptation and flow solution. Master jobs can be submitted for any 
number of CPUs, depending on the availability. FUN3D and OptiGRID both process the 
case in a parallel load-balanced manner. Most frequently used combination in the current 
work is five master jobs each with 16 CPUs working on the same job batch file. 
D Surface definition is the first step in the case processing. A simple F95 code generates 
the surface of the delta wing using the geometric parameters tabulated for that particular 
case. 
D Next, GRIDGEN is launched in batch mode using a template ^ ^ s c r i p t which performs 
the following steps: 
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o Surface file and a template grid file with inflow and outflow boundaries are read. 
o In the case of SSBD with wing modification, a series of automatic prerecorded 
CAD operations take place where the wing surface is scaled and translated to the 
proper location relative to the aircraft, intersection lines with the SSBD surface 
are extracted, and a watertight fairing is created connecting the wing and the 
fuselage. The CAD operations are not wing specific and the same journal file 
works with all wing geometries to be tested on SSBD. 
o Predetermined constant grid spacing parameters like max/min edge, angular 
deviation, etc., are applied prior to surface triangulation. 
o The wing surface mesh is created using "create domains on database entities" 
option. 
o The symmetry plane is created at y = 0. (z is up) 
o Unstructured block is generated with tetrahedral cells. 
o Boundary condition tags are applied to the domains to differentiate walls, 
symmetry plane, and inflow/outflow surfaces in the grid file. 
o Grid file is exported in FieldView ASCII format. The initial grids are very 
coarse and the ASCII files are about 15MB for the delta wing cases and 35MB 
for the SSBD cases. 
D FUN3D solves the flow on the initial grid, writes the FAST formatted grid and solution 
files. Post processing scripts extract certain zones and signal cuts and prepares them in 
Tecplot format. 
D OptiTRANS, the in-house developed tool for interfacing FUN3D and OptiGRID reads 
the FAST grid and solution files to generate OptiGRID input and solution files. The 
scalar to be used for Hessian based adaptation is computed by OptiTRANS during the 
translation from FAST to OptiGRID format. 
D OptiGeo, the CAD preprocessor for OptiGRID reads in the OptiGRID type input grid file 
to extract the surface and create a connectivity file to be used in successive adaptation 
cycles. 
• The solution adaptation loop starts. The first step is the adaptation where OptiGRID 
starts working on the initial solution. Once OptiGRID quits, OptiTRANS converts the 
adapted grid file to FAST format that is used by FUN3D. The solution is also 
interpolated on the adapted grid and is converted to FUN3D ".flow" restart file. 
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• Party, the grid partitioning tool of FUN3D reads the FAST formatted grid, creates the 
".part" grid file, and repartitions the ".part" and ".flow" files into number of available 
CPUs. 
D FUN3D resumes the solution on the adapted grid 
• Upon the completion of FUN3D run, OptiTRANS converts the files to allow the next 
cycle to start, and post processing tools extracts desired zones and sonic boom signal 
cuts. 
D Sonic boom signals from the previous and current cycles are compared at a user defined 
data cut. The solution/adaptation loop quits when the signals are converged. 
D Upon the completion of FUN3D/OptiGRID loop, Tecplot formatted output files with 
signal cuts and zones of interest are arranged for further post processing. 
D Once a case is complete, the master job moves on to the next available case in job batch 
file. 
• When all the cases are complete, final post processing scripts gathers the signal cuts from 
all cases into one Tecplot file for comparative viewing. Peak pressure, pressure impulse, 
lift, drag, and moment center of each case is tabulated in a single file along with the 
design factor settings that can be readily input to the RSM software for response 
modeling. 
Local I/O is performed in the majority of the processes where the input grid and solution files of 
each node are made available on its own hard-drive. This way having 80 nodes accessing the 
same hard-drive (where the working directory is located) is avoided, which would slow down the 
entire system considerably and may cause jobs to hang. OptiGRlD requires each node to read in 
the same global grid and solution file. These files can be on the order of a few hundred MB. The 
OptiGRlD input files are distributed to all nodes working on the problem using an "MPI-copy" 
tool written in F95 with MPI, where the head node reads in the files and broadcasts the data using 
the MP1BCAST call to all the nodes. This allows the data to be branched out among the nodes 
instead of using only the head node to sequentially distribute the file to each node at one time. 
Upon completion of a case, only the required files are moved back to the original working 
directory. 
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4.5 Mid and Far-field Calculations 
Mid-field is considered to be the region where the cross-flow effects are negligible, and 
the non-linearities in the signal are weak. The signal is not necessarily asymptotic in this region, 
and contains multiple interior shocks that are still in the process of merging. Far-field is where 
the signal is asymptotic and its shape is "frozen" [43]. The decrease of the shock strengths and 
signal levels follow Whitham's approximations [45] in the far-field, where the signal is anN-
wave in general. According to Whitham, all signals eventually become an N-wave at some point. 
Shaped sonic booms are more of a mid-field concept. Related works in the literature frequently 
discuss the idea that quiet supersonic aircraft should fly at low altitudes so that their ground signal 
is actually in the mid-field range. A shaped sonic boom may have higher frequency content with 
a series of weaker shocks that are yet to coalesce, making it less loud and destructive than the N-
wave at ground level. The range and boundaries of near-, mid-, and far-fields are different for 
different types of aircraft. For a simple axisymmetric shape the far-field can start as soon as one 
body length from its centerline, whereas for a conceptual quiet supersonic jet the ground level at 
300 body lengths may still be in the mid-field. For this reason, the non-linear full 3D cross-flow 
analysis needs to be extended to r/L » 1 for low sonic boom designs. If this is not done, non-
axisymmetric geometry and lift effects on the under-track signal will not be fully captured and the 
ground signal pressure levels will be underpredicted [67]. This in turn will cause the designer to 
believe that their optimum meets the FAA requirements whereas in reality it would still produce 
much stronger signals, violating the noise criteria. If the optimized design based on linear 
prediction methods reaches the costly experimental prototype building stage, the funding is 
jeopardized. Therefore it is imperative that the non-linear analysis is extended to a distance 
where linear propagation methods are accurate. 
Non-linear mid-field sonic boom propagation is accomplished using the full-potential 
equation. The full-potential sonic boom propagation code has been under development in the 
ODU Aerospace Engineering Department under the supervision of Dr. Kandil. The first results 
using the prototype code were presented in Ref. [48]. The code has gone through a major 
overhaul during 2005 [53], and through the first half of 2006. The updates and improvements on 
the code can be listed as: 
• Universal source code development allowing the code to run error free on Unix systems 
as well as Windows. 
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• Parallelization of shock detection, shock fitting, grid generation, and flow solution via 
MPI. 
• Large numbers of sub-blocks can now be solved using many CPUs to improve the 
continuity of the solution across sub-block interfaces where there is a jump in stratified 
atmospheric conditions. 
D Automatic increase of sub-blocks by checking on the average aspect ratio of the cells in 
the cross-flow plane. This eliminates the need for the user to stop execution and prepare 
new input files every time the sub-block number is desired to increase. 
D The shock detection (physical fitting) scheme is renewed using density and Mach 
gradients with a normalized threshold system. Signal filtering is performed to avoid 
involving erroneously detected shock points in geometric fitting. 
D Geometric fitting using least-square based surface fitting both in the axial and radial 
directions instead of cubic spline fit in radial direction only. 
• Shock detection and fitting for interior shocks between the leading and the trailing 
shocks. 
D Elimination of the artificial dissipation routine which was used to reduce oscillations and 
overshoots for interior shocks. Now with interior shock fitting available, the interior 
shocks do not need artificial dissipation. 
D Adjustment of the user defined artificial dissipation coefficient as altitude changes is 
eliminated to promote automatic operation with a single input file. 
• Velocity potential is averaged at sub-block interfaces instead of velocity matching which 
improves the solution continuity in the vertical direction when stratified atmosphere is 
simulated. 
D Double pass on every main block to provide two iterations of shock fitting and grid 
adaptation before advancing to the next block. This improves accuracy and stability of 
the run. 
• Rich set of error reports and data outputs for user-friendly maintenance and debugging in 
case a problem occurs. 
D The same code is tested for a set of geometries that vary in complexity of the cross-flow 
shock structure. Case dependency of the program is eliminated. 
• Restart file and solution file formats are optimized to minimize disk space requirements 
and post processing time. 
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As of January 2008, the full potential sonic boom propagation code of Professor KandiPs team is 
called "Full Potential Marching Three-Dimensional", or FPM3D. The solution scheme is based 
on Refs. [48, 49] and [97], where backward differencing is used on the marching coordinate 
aligned with the flight path, and an upwind biased central differencing scheme is applied on the 
cross-flow coordinates. Upwinding is provided here by biasing the density computation in the 
direction of the characteristic rays. This approach maintains the tridiagonality of the matrix 
operations while providing the same truncation error leading term found in one sided 
differencing. Tridiagonal matrices can be solved without needing to invert them to save 
computational time. The particular truncation error leading term provided with this upwind 
biasing creates the necessary numerical dissipation to stabilize the solution. The details of the 
solver can be found in Refs. [48, 49, 53, 95-97]. Since upwinding is done in the direction of the 
characteristics, grid/shock alignment produces shock fitting satisfying RH shock jump conditions 
The near-field Euler solution is used as the initial condition for the full-potential 
marching. An interface code converts the Euler velocity components into the velocity potential 
on a cross-flow slice taken downstream of the aircraft normal to the flight path. The Euler 
domain is rotated (both grid and velocity components), if there is an angle of attack in order to 
make the free stream velocity parallel to the x-axis. This simplifies grid generation, atmospheric 
condition application, and data post processing, simplifying the coding. Having the x-coordinate 
parallel to the flight path anchors the cross-flow planes on a constant x-value, reducing memory 
and disk space requirements by having a single real number instead of a whole 2D array to store 
the x coordinate values. The interface cut is a toroidal domain enclosing only the leading and the 
trailing shock and the area between them, but excluding the wake. The wake is not involved in 
the marching process since the full-potential equation is irrotational. It is not needed anyway 
since it is outside the important part of the sonic boom signal. The distance of the interface from 
the aircraft nose does not make a change on the final ground prediction. In general enough space 
should be given to provide reasonable spacing between the wake boundary and the trailing shock. 
Keeping a large distance between the aircraft and the interface plane promotes automation where 
a care-free setting of the inner boundary stand-off distance can be applied. Otherwise user time is 
required for careful determination of a proper interface location to make sure the trailing shock is 
kept inside the domain at all azimuths while the wake is avoided. With low boom designs, the 
shock formation can be delayed (i.e. isentropic compression on the surface) for several body 
lengths from the aircraft. In case there are no apparent shocks, the shock detection and grid 
generation mechanism in FPM3D cannot work. For such cases either the near-field Euler 
solution is extended to 2 to 3 body lengths, or FPM3D is run without shock fitting (since there are 
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no shocks yet) with a grid aligned with the Mach cones until the shocks are clearly available. In 
depth explanation of the Euler/Full-potential methodology can be found in Refs. [48, 49] and in 
Ref. [53]. 
Far-field computations are carried out using the Thomas Waveform Parameter Method. 
This is a ray tracing method based on linear geometric acoustics. It is the most commonly used 
sonic boom prediction method in the industry. Compared to Hayes' propagation method that uses 
the F-function as the input data, Thomas' method requires only the pressure signal shape as input 
which can easily be obtained from experimental or computational data. The details can be found 
in Ref. [44]. The original code is written in FORTRAN. The input signal shape is parameterized 
as segments connecting corner data points. The code extrapolates the signal by modifying the 
signal shape parameters using the principles of geometric acoustics. A simple N-wave input 
signal can be represented by four input data points. A signal with a single interior shock can be 
defined using six points, etc. In the current work, the CFD solution is extracted on a line parallel 
to the flight path on the symmetry plane at a desired altitude. The extracted data set is composed 
of a large set of interpolated points. The standard procedure to use a CFD or experimental 
solution with this code is to approximate the curved signal features with straight shock lines and 
ramps to end up with a discrete looking signal shape. This is neither an accurate nor a user-
friendly approach. However, when the source code of Thomas is used, a continuous data signal 
with hundreds of points often results in floating point errors like "NaN" and "Infinity". The code 
has been debugged for the current dissertation to avoid these errors and to allow a fully detailed 
CFD extracted signal to be used without any user-based parameterization. The code input and 
output functionalities are also modified to allow reading in signal data in Tecplot format. The 
output is modified to print the signal at desired intervals down to the target distance, instead of 
listing all the output altitudes separately. The outputs are also written in Tecplot format. Thomas 
code takes a fraction of a second to complete the operation. 
The predicted ground signal strengths and footprint sizes are strongly dependent on the 
input signal distance from the aircraft using the linear method. Reference [30] presents a brief set 
of results for a delta wing signal to show this. This variation is due to the non-linearities and the 
cross-flow effects still being strong in the near-field. The input signal to the Thomas code needs 
to be in the asymptotic state for distance dependence to cease. The point where the signal reaches 
this asymptotic state is different for each aerodynamic configuration, and there is no closed form 
or approximate expression that can give an estimate of this location. In the current dissertation, 
this point is determined in a crude fashion by using the Thomas code ground results for 
comparison, which are initiated at different altitudes. The signal is extracted on the symmetry 
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plane at every body length interval as the full-potential computation continues to march to a 
solution. Thomas code is called to extrapolate the extracted signal to ground level. FPM3D 
terminates the computations when the pressure impulse of the linearly extrapolated ground signal 
converges. A more scientific way to determine the full-potential/linear propagation switching 
location would be to check on the magnitudes of the cross-flow derivatives and non-linear terms 
in the full-potential equation as the solution propagates downstream. However, this is practically 
no different than checking on just another parameter like the ground level signal pressure. After 
all, the ground signal is the final expected result from the run. 
4.6 Aerodynamic Shape Optimization 
Optimization is accomplished via a Design of Experiments and Response Surface 
Methodology approach. The responses of interest like sonic boom signal levels, lift, etc. are 
modeled for a selected design space using actual computational solutions at systematically chosen 
design points. Once a response surface is obtained for the available data, a global optimum is 
sought that satisfies the constraints via a gradient based search technique implemented in the 
response surface analysis software. Since an optimum is an extremum where the surface "dips", 
the response models must be at least second order to capture such stationary points. Linear 
models are insufficient in this case. The software used for creating the design run matrix and 
generate the least-square based models is "Design-Expert" from Stat-Ease. The software is 
complementary to the textbooks used in ODU's DoE and RSM courses [101, 102]. This is a 
graphical software, allowing the user to visualize the models and statistical diagnostics. ANOVA 
tables are given for detailed quantitative statistical significance assessment of the experimental 
setup and the response models. The included optimization tool locates a set of optimal design 
points through a gradient based search method. The search algorithm starts from several initial 
random points since there can be local minima in the design space. Multi-response optimization 
is accomplished by combining the optimization criteria in a weighted desirability function. The 
search algorithm then finds points with maximum desirability. This allows the user to minimize 
one response while maximizing another and keeping a third at a target value, etc. 
Designs such as Box-Behnken (BBD) and Central Composite (CCD) are mostly used for 
non-linear modeling of the responses in the current work. These are efficient small run designs 
that provide enough degrees of freedom for quadratic modeling and lack of fit. Depending on the 
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case, CCD is used as face centered, or quadratic orthogonal. Since CFD is a deterministic 
solution method, the primary diagnostics of interest are the model R-squared value and the 
variance inflation factors (VIF). VIFs show how the variance of the model term is influenced by 
lack of orthogonality in the design matrix. Orthogonality of the design provides decoupling of 
the model terms (regression coefficients) to make them uncorrected. This is desired in RSM 
since the analyst would like to see the pure effect of linear and non-linear terms on the response. 
Ideal VIF = 1 for all terms. 
Although linear modeling and steepest descent search prior to non-linear modeling is a 
standard procedure in DoE/RSM, it is skipped in this dissertation work. The main reason for this 
is that the cost of runs is cheap and running three times the cases using an automated 
computational framework is more efficient than performing steepest descent searches and 
deciding on new design space limits. The latter is a user-intensive approach. Moreover, starting 
with a linear model covering the whole design space may be misleading in terms of evaluating the 
strength of the effect of a factor on a response. Imagine a situation where the response has 
similar values at -1 and +1 (factorial) settings of a factor, but is quite different at 0 (center). 
Factorial analysis would show this factor to be of low importance where it is not. Therefore at 
least a 3-level analysis is crucial in general. With the automated framework for grid 
generation/solution/adaptation coupling developed in the current study, hundreds of cases can be 
run over night without user interference. Therefore carrying out a non-linear analysis is more 
efficient than spending user time pursuing the steepest descent direction with several linear 
designs. 
A sequential optimization strategy is followed both in the axisymmetric nose shape and 
delta wing optimization, where the complexity of the designs is increased progressively. For 
example, the axisymmetric nose meridian profile that is composed of linear ramps is optimized 
using 2-ramp, 3-ramp, 4-ramp, and 5-ramp configurations. A measure of the rate of improvement 
of designs can be determined as the number of design variables is incremented. Starting with 
basic designs has the advantage of recognizing the significance and effect of each new design 
factor. This knowledge comes in handy when the number of runs increases with increasing 
numbers of factors. Insignificant factors and inefficient factor levels can be eliminated from the 
design matrix to reduce the total number of runs needed for complex configurations. The delta 
wing study starts by looking into the effects first of camber and angle of attack, then dihedral and 
angle of attack. Once the optimums with these 2 factor combinations are found, the analysis is 
extended to 3 factors where the combined effects of camber, dihedral, and angle of attack are 
analyzed. Finally twist is added as the last parameter to carry out a 4-factor optimization. This 
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approach is helpful in understanding the individual effects of each parameter, and planning for 
the inclusion of new factors that could be beneficial. The details of the optimization strategy 
followed for each problem are given in the respective results and discussion sections. 
The model equation used for the responses is a multivariable polynomial where the 
variables are the levels of design factors. The polynomial coefficients are determined using the 
least squares method. The multivariate linear regression model equation is given by 
t t 
/=1 /=! M\ j - \ ttj 
where^is the actual data value obtained from experimental or computational analysis, xj, x2, ..., 
Xjtare design variables representing /factors, /?'s are the polynomial coefficients, and s is the 
error between the model prediction and the actual value of the response at that point. Values of^ 
and y s are known, but/?'s and e are unknown. /?,?is the mean, x/P/ are the linear regression 
terms also called main effects (ME), xpc ft;- are the 2-factor-interactions (2FI), and x]-Pff are the 
full quadratic terms. In the least squares method, the error term, e, is assumed to have zero mean 
and distributed normally over all observations. The least squares method minimizes the sum of e 
from each data point with respect to the model coefficients by 
8 2>? 2 / \M J 0, / = 0,1,2,...,/;-1 (59) 
where n'\s, the number of observations. For a model with/^terms including the mean, Eq. (59) 
provides a set of/?number of linear algebraic equations in terms of/Ts. The square of the error s 
in Eq. (59) can be eliminated by rewriting and squaring Eq. (58). In matrix form, Eq. (59) can be 
arranged to reveal the coefficients on the left hand side as 
b = (X'X)" ,X'y (60) 
where b is a vector with sizey? containing the least square estimates of /Ts, y is a vector of size n 
equal to the number of input data points (observations), and X is an n by/? matrix containing the 
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terms x> xf, xfy etc., for all observations. The derivation of Eq. (60) is straight forward and can 
be found in any source explaining the least squares method, e.g. Ref. [102]. 
Since CFD analysis is a deterministic method and repeat runs do not show variation, the 
"pure error" is zero or absent in the model analysis. Pure error is the difference in the response 
between two runs at the same point. Without pure error, many of the statistical tests in RSM are 
not required. One useful statistic regarding the accuracy of the model is the Adjusted R-squared 
(R2Adj) value. This value simply shows how close the model predicted values are to the actual 
observations. The following is a short derivation of this statistic. 
e = y - y , J3> = e'e (61) 
where y is the vector of model estimates of the response, e is the error vector, and S&is the error 
sum of squares. 
f" V 
JI5; = b ' X ' y - ^ — ' — , SSr = SS/f + SS£ (62) 
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where SS/xs, the regression (model) sum of squares and S'S/is the total sum of squares. 
*'% *•*=•—0-*) (63) 
jf shows how much of the total sum of squares is made up by the model. J? = 0.93"is the 
accepted norm in general for a good model. It is possible to increase J? by adding more terms in 
the model without necessarily improving the model fit. Basically SS^can stay the same but SS# 
and SSj- increase, increasing Jc. Therefore, Jcac// is a better figure of merit forjudging the 
accuracy of the model where the increase in K is countered by the denominator/?-/? which 
decreases as number of terms (pj'x's, increased. However, in deterministic studies where pure error 
is zero, a saturated model fn =pJ\N\\\ always produce a perfect fit, and both yf'and J(od/ will be 
unity. The models in the current study are never saturated, and sufficient degrees of freedom are 
left for the Lack-of-Fit (LoF) test. A saturated model will mask outliers which can point out 
distinct changes in the behavior of the response between two adjacent design sub-spaces. 
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Outliers can be due to true sudden changes in the response, or incorrect computations due to user 
error or some computational problem that is overlooked during flow simulations or post 
processing. Since the cases are run in a batch automated fashion in the current study, it is 
possible to overlook certain problems associated with the automation, solution method, or simply 
typing a faulty line in the case listing file. The outliers detected during response modeling help 
identify such erroneous cases. 
The test design matrices are kept mostly orthogonal in the current study. An orthogonal 
experimental design means a variance-optimal design, where the variances of estimated model 
coefficients are minimal and the covariences are zero. This means that model terms are 
uncorrected and do not influence each other. This is a desirable feature for the analyst to judge 
the influence of main effects, 2 factor interactions, and the pure quadratic terms independently. If 
orthogonality is not satisfied, the problem of "multicollinearity" among the regressor model terms 
occurs. Multicollinearity can have serious adverse effects on the applicability of the model. For 
an orthogonal design, the off-diagonal elements of the matrix X"X in Eq. (60) are zero. The 
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is the measure of the correlation between regression coefficients. 
It is computed by first standardizing the factor levels and scaling them such that all diagonal 
elements of X"X become 1 with the method outlined in Appendix 2 of Ref. [102]. Then the 
VIF's for regression coefficients are given by 
P7f{6J) = Cj, C = (X'X)"] (64) 
If the off-diagonals of X'X are non-zero, VIF > 1 indicating that some coefficients are correlated. 
VIF > 10 is unacceptable. In this case either the term should be removed, or the experimental 
design matrix should be adjusted. 
Multi-response optimization is accomplished using the "desirability" approach, where the 
j_e.s_po.ns_es_ar_e_gath.ere.dJn asingle unitary-function-rangingfrom -0-to-l,-whieh is to-be maximized-
Each response j / is individually scaled over the whole domain to give ^where 
0 < d< 1 (65) 
For m responses, a single desirability function is written as 
n^{dxd1...d/l^'" (66) 
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where / I s the desired minimum bound to be reached, < i^s the upper limit of the response, and r 
is a weighting parameter. When r = 1, the desirability increases linearly from 0 to 1. When r >•/, 
the desirability is further reduced where ^  > F This increases the importance of being closer to 
the target. In case of multiple responses, the weights can be used to increase or decrease the 










Desirability is 1 at and beyond the target values in Eqs. (67) and (68). If the user sets /under the 
absolute maximum or above the absolute minimum, this global stationary point will not be 
reached. Therefore setting /beyond the anticipated value of the extremum may be required to 
trick the scheme to settle on the global extremum. If a target value of the response is required 













5. VALIDATION OF SONIC BOOM PREDICTION 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents a series of results to show the accuracy of conservative shock fitting 
using shock aligned grid cells, and the efficiency of the Hessian based adaptation technique 
developed in the current study. Computational and experimental results from the literature are 
used for comparison with the current test results. First, results up to r/L = 20 with unstructured 
grids are given for the double cone at three different speeds, Mach 1.26, 1.41 and 2.01. Next, the 
case of a delta wing is solved for Mach 2.0 and angle of attack of 2.24°. Third, the unstructured 
grid adaptation is applied to the baseline SSBD aircraft, flying at Mach 1.414 with an angle of 
attack of 1.922°. Finally, far-field signal propagations for the three aircraft are given with non-
linear and linear propagation coupling. The results given in this chapter are to validate the sonic 
boom prediction methodology before proceeding any further with the optimization studies. 
5.1 Axisymmetric Double Cone 
In this axisymmetric test case, unstructured grid adaptation is carried out for a domain 
that radially stretches 25 body lengths from the centerline of the object, a double cone 
configuration. The target signal locations are r/L = 18 and 20. The results are validated with 
reference experimental and computational results. The efficiency of the solution method is 
discussed by comparing the small number of solution/adaptation cycles needed to complete the 
run to the reference computational solution using adjoint based grid adaptation [79]. The two-
step grid adaptation strategy with a primary set of coarse cycles and a final fine cycle is 
developed. The stopping criterion for grid adaptation cycles is set as the convergence of the 
pressure signal shape at the target altitude. An error index is formulated to test the signal shape 
convergence. The double cone is the simplest geometry tested in the current work with 
axisymmetric flow. 
The double cone is an axisymmetric configuration originally used in Ref. [7] for 
experimentation with the meridian profile given by 
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(70) 
where L is taken as unity. The fourth segment is the cylindrical sting used during the wind tunnel 
experiments. Figure 9 shows the geometry in three dimensional view. Double cone is the 
simplest geometry used to test the current unstructured grid adaptation methodology for the near-
field computations. Properly adapting an unstructured grid up to and beyond 20 body lengths to 
produce a sharp and accurate shock with absolutely no dissipation or oscillations is a challenging 
goal. This is a very large distance for near field computations, and feature based grid adaptation 
starting with a coarse initial grid would normally have a hard time getting a solution at that 
distance. However, in the current study adaptation all the way to the exit boundary is completed 
in less than 10 solution / adaptation cycles. The computations are carried out at three Mach 
number settings, 1.26, 1.41, and 2.01, to match the experiments. The grid is a meridian slice 
spanning 4° about the x-axis. The upstream boundary is set at an angle to the x-axis equal to the 
Mach angle for Mach 1.26, and the downstream boundary is set similarly for Mach 2.01. The top 
boundary is set at r/L = 25. The initial grid is coarse with only 65914 nodes. 
Figure 9: The double cone geometry in three dimensional view. 
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The adaptation is done in two steps, the coarse adaptation and the fine adaptation. In 
coarse adaptation, the grid adaptation starting from a coarse initial grid is allowed to propagate 
towards the exit boundary to "grow the shocks". At this step, the requirement is to have a fairly 
strong signal at the target distance using the least amount of grid points and solution/adaptation 
cycles necessary. The parameter controlling the grid density is the minimum edge setting in this 
case, which is set as 0.01L. By the end of coarse adaptation phase, the signal is strong but not 
sharp. Only one additional cycle is performed for fine adaptation, this time with minimum edge 
setting = 0.001L. Doing so in general increases the grid size ten fold. To avoid such a large grid 
size, the adaptation strategy is switched to a "target number of nodes" in OptiGRID, where the 
error density is now computed automatically to make the grid settle at the target grid size. This 
method requires more internal iterations to be run in OptiGRID. The target number of nodes is 
set at 500,000. By the end of fine adaptation cycle, the signal is very sharp and free of 
oscillations. The stopping criterion for coarse adaptation cycles is the convergence of the signal 
shape which is determined by 
% ^ / = 1 0 0 - ^ j+— (71) 
ZMA7 
where m'xs, the number of points on the signal extraction data cut, and /?is the cycle number. Eq. 
(71) computes the difference in the signal at each point. The absolute values are necessary to 
present positive errors canceling out negative errors. The average of the errors at all data points is 
divided by the average signal amplitude which is just a reasonable reference value of the same 
order. This error definition ensures that the signal shape is being tested point by point rather than 
global integral values which could be the same for two completely different shaped signals. The 
coarse adaptation phase is terminated when %Jis/ , < 5 . Maximum number of coarse cycles are 
set at 10. 
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Figure 10: Grid adaptation history for the double cone in Mach 1.26 flow. 
Figure 10 shows the grid adaptation history for the double cone in Mach 1.26 flow. The 
grid is rotated counter-clockwise 90°-P to save plot space by positioning the shocks vertically. 
The vertical coordinate is / = —J'sin(/? — 90) + rcos(/3 — 90). The figure shows that shocks all 
the way up to r = 20 are quickly adapted for starting by the first coarse cycle even though the 
initial grid is coarse. This is the result of signal scaling and amplification used in the adaptation 
scalar. By coarse cycle 6, there are about 400,000 nodes in the domain. The fine cycle targets 
500,000 nodes. Even though there are 25% more nodes in the fine cycle than in coarse cycle 6, 
the adaptation looks clearly more focused on shocks. This is the effect of the reduced minimum 
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edge length constraint which is 1/10* of the value used in coarse cycles. The solution of the fine 
cycle is sharper and cleaner (no oscillations or dissipated shocks) compared to the coarse cycle. 
The coarse cycles are essential to prepare the solution for the fine cycle. Rapid development of 
the shocks in the entire domain does not take place with a similar set of fine cycles. Therefore the 
fine cycle can only follow the coarse runs. The increase in grid size is plotted in Figure 11 where 
it starts to asymptote to a constant towards the end of the cycles. With the coarse cycles the grid 
size converges as well as the signal shape at target altitude. The convergence of the grid size 
shows that additional coarse cycles are not going to improve the solution. Figure 12 shows the 
grid detail at the target signal location at the final coarse cycle and the fine cycle. The adaptation 
is cut-off at r/L = 20.5 for the fine cycle to avoid wasting grid points. The coarse cycle creates a 
more wide-spread dense grid which helps to promote shock formation in the coarse regions. Like 
a precision instrument, the fine cycle focuses on the shocks made obvious by the coarse 
adaptation phase. The reduced minimum edge constraint causes thinner cells to be formed along 
the shock surfaces to capture sharper shocks. The node clustering by the shocks and the stretched 
anisotropic cells are clearly visible. For all cells including the ones away from the shocks, at least 
one face is aligned parallel to the shock surfaces to provide accurate shock fitting. This can only 
be obtained by Hessian based node movement. Omitting the coarse phase does not work since 
the fine cycle has no basis for adaptation. Using a smaller minimum edge constraint in the coarse 
phase (it would not be called coarse anymore) results in excessive adaptation and the grid size 
quickly becomes unmanageable. Therefore the two-phased grid adaptation is the ideal and most 
efficient strategy. 
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Figure 13: The shock detection function^'and the adaptation sca la r^ at two different altitudes in the 
double cone Mach 1.26 case coarse cycle 6. 
In Figure 13, the shock detection metric,/£ a r ,d the adaptation s c a l a r , ^ , is displayed at 
two different altitudes. Although the signal gets weaker with increasing distance from the source, 
gu increases with the distance. This is the ideal behavior required in the coarse adaptation phase 
to promote rapid growth of shocks far from the source. The parameter setting / = / J" is mainly 
responsible for this amplification. Higher / reduces the number of coarse cycles, but also results 
in excessive adaptation at high r. Setting /between 1 and 1.5 will result in satisfactory adaptation 
in general for large domains like this one. Setting k = 0.75 more or less equalizes the signal 
strength at all altitudes as the linear theory suggests, but this is not enough to promote grid 
adaptation in the coarse regions. Shock detection metric,ys, nicely peaks to 1 where there are 
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shocks, weak or strong, and remains 0 otherwise. It is a very practical function for shock 
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Figure 14: Double Cone pressure signals at target altitude /-/Z=20 at different stages of adaptation. 
Figure 14 shows the double cone signal for the Mach 1.26 case at r / L = 20 at three 
different coarse cycles. By coarse cycle 2 there is already some disturbance at such a large 
distance. The signals at coarse cycles 5 and 6 show the convergence of the signal with 4.12% 
error computed using Eq. (71). The signals look practically the same and thus the 5% error 
criterion is a reasonable one. Finally, the fine cycle signals at three different altitudes for all 
Mach settings are shown in Figure 15 along with reference experimental and computational 
results for comparison. The results show excellent agreement with the experimental data. The 
signals are crisp without any overshoots, in contrast to the reference computational data taken 
from Ref. [79], which uses FUN3D with adjoint based adaptation. In the reference computations 
the number of solution/adaptation cycles and the final grid size is 20 and 400,000 for the Mach 
1.26 case, and 22 and 742,000 for the Mach 1.41. In the current study these numbers are 6 and 
500,000 for the Mach 1.26 case, and 7 and 500,000 for the Mach 1.41. It may be possible to 
improve the efficiency of the adjoint based adaptation and reduce the number of cycles needed by 
careful formulation of the adjoint variable just as was done in the current study for the scalar field 
used in Hessian based scalar. However, node movement to provide shock/cell face alignment is a 
feature-based problem and can only be dealt with feature-based adaptation. Shock/cell face 
alignment is essential to provide shock fitting and accurate shock jump conditions. 
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Figure 15: Double Gone solution comparison showing pressure signals at 3 different altitudes for each 
Mach number setting. 
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5.2 Delta Wing 
The delta wing is the simplest geometry yet it is an interesting case to test the three 
dimensional effects of the cross-flow on sonic booms. The bow shock from the delta wing is 
conical but the trailing shock starts out as two separate planes emanating from the trailing edge. 
The trailing shock planes start to curl further downstream from the aircraft. These planes 
eventually connect and form a continuous conical shock in the far-field. The delta wing test case 
is essential for the optimization study in the section 6.2. 
/ r 
Figure 16: The delta wing in three dimensional view with the y = 0 symmetry plane grid. 
The delta wing is displayed in Figure 16 along with the y = 0 symmetry plane initial grid. 
The airfoil is symmetric biconvex with 5% thickness- to-chord ratio. The semi-vertex angle is 
30° which matches the Mach angle for Mach 2.0 flow. The airfoil profile is similar over the 
whole span. The initial grid has 31711 nodes. The flow conditions are Mach 2.0 and a = 2.24°. 
These parameters are selected to be consistent with the data of prior work [48, 49, 58] for 
comparison. With these flow conditions the delta wing generates CL = 0.0765 and CD = 0.0102 
(based on the planform area). The target signal location is set as x/L = 3.5 where a vertical cut on 
the symmetry plane is taken below the aircraft. Signal convergence criterion is again set as 
%£'v„m/ < 5 . The signal is checked on a vertical cut since the full-potential propagation code 
interfaces with the Euler solution this way. The target distance of x/L = 3.5 is chosen 
intentionally here since the wing optimization study in section 6 requires the Euler/FPE interface 
to be no closer than this distance. The reason for this is explained in detail in section 6.2.1. 
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Figure 17: Delta wing y = 0 symmetry plane change through coarse cycles in Case 1. 
Adaptation history for case 1 is displayed in Figure 17 using the y = 0 symmetry planes. 
Again, the coarse initial grid created with no prior knowledge of the shocks poses no problem for 
the rapid completion of shock adaptation with feature based adaptation. The cells are nicely 
clustered and aligned with respect to the shocks in an orderly fashion. Adaptation is cut off by x 
= 4 to avoid wasting grid nodes. The effect of the adaptation in cross-flow is shown in Figure 18 
using evenly spaced non-dimensional density contour lines covering the whole range of the 
variable. There are no signs of the shocks in the initial solution displayed on the left. On the 
right however, the leading and trailing shocks are clear all the way down to the target signal 
location in the entire cross flow. The contour lines are clean and the shocks are sharp. Note that 
the trailing shock is not a continuous cone and starts as oblique planes which gradually curve as x 
gets larger. Such incomplete shock surfaces are hard to deal with in structured grid adaptation 
where the grid surface matching the shocks needs to be a complete cone. For this very reason the 
need of prior knowledge of the shock structure is generally inescapable in structured grid 
adaptation for shocks. Finally, Figure 19 shows the signal comparison using the current and 
reference solutions at x / L = 2.4. The reference solution is obtained using CFL3D with the 
structured grid adaptation scheme SFGA used in prior work. This solution is only available up to 
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x/L = 2.4 in the structured grid case. The pressure signal is scaled with the vertical distance, 
using the scaling suggested by the linear theory, to display the leading and trailing shocks at 
similar strengths. Otherwise the trailing shock appears much stronger since it is closer to the 
centerline of the body due to the vertical data cutting. The reference and current solutions are in 
excellent agreement. Feature based unstructured grid adaptation is successfully performed for a 
three dimensional case with lift covering up to x/L = 3.5 using less than 100,000 nodes for the 
entire cross-flow with only eight solution/adaptation cycles. 
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Figure 19: Delta wing signals at x/L = 2.4 (vertical cut), comparing current and reference computations. 
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5.3 SSBD, Modified F-5E 
In this section the unstructured CFD solution is computed for the SSBD aircraft that was 
built and flight tested by Northrop Grumman for the QSP program. This is a real aircraft 
modeling and simulation case with complex features like engine inlet and outlets, a boundary 
layer bleed port between the nacelle and the fuselage, wings, and the tail. Complex flow 
interactions occur due to this geometry and the shock structure in the cross-flow is anything but 
ordinary. The flight conditions are Mach 1.414, a = 1.922°, and the altitude is 32,140 ft. These 
conditions correspond to the experimental near field signature recording 6 during flight 30 [6]. 
The actual lift based on the wing area is reported as Cl = 0.0936. The length of the aircraft is L 
=50 ft, and the wing area is 186 ft2. 
The surface mesh and the geometry details about the inlet and exhaust models are shown 
in Figure 20. The surface mesh contains 35687 nodes. The mesh is generated using the surface 
definition extracted from the structured grid and solution file acquired from Northrop Grumman 
in November 2004 for the testing of the Euler/FPE method with results published in Ref. [52]. 
The original surface found in this resource has the inlet modeled all the way up to the compressor 
intake with transonic flow conditions inside the inlet channel. Due to the unavailability of 
inlet/exhaust type boundary conditions in the FUN3D version 10.4.1 used in the current study, 
detailed modeling of the flow at the compressor intake is not carried out. Instead, the inlet 
opening is covered with a surface as shown in Figure 20, and the exit back pressure boundary 
condition is applied here. This is a valid approach since the external flow inlet can be treated as a 
pressure source deflecting the flow. This boundary condition is a modified version of the far field 
boundary condition where a constant pressure is exerted on the flow leaving through the applied 
surface. The constant back pressure to be applied on the inlet surface is determined by running 
several test cases attempting to match the inlet shock strength at a target distance to that found in 
the structured solution provided by Northrop Grumman. Since the flow details inside the inlet are 
unimportant to the sonic boom propagation problem, this inlet model suffices. The initial guess 
for the back pressure is calculated by interpolating the data from the reference solution onto the 
inlet surface, then computing the average. The initial value is found to be p/p^ = 2.08, producing 
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Figure 20: Surface grid and geometry details about the inlet and the exhaust of the SSBD. 
Additional test cases show t h a t / ^ = 1.91 is the best approximation, which is rather 
close to the initial guess based on data interpolation. The bleed port is modeled similarly using 
the far field boundary condition. The exhaust flow is simulated using the subsonic tunnel inflow 
boundary condition. The exhaust of the F-5 is a simple converging nozzle where the flow 
accelerates from subsonic to sonic conditions at the exit throat, and continues to accelerate to 
supersonic speeds once it leaves the nozzle. The subsonic tunnel inflow boundary condition 
requires the total pressure and total temperature in order to specify the reservoir conditions of the 
tunnel flow. Although the flow is not at rest at the plane where this boundary condition is 
applied, it is still subsonic and this particular boundary condition works perfectly. Again the 
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average values oij^lp^ and 7^/7^ are extracted from the reference solution since these values 
were not available to this author. These values are/ft//k> = 4.358 and 7Q/7^ = 8.39. The boundary 
condition is applied at a plane inside the nozzle, located at x/L = 0.975. Here the resultant 
average Mach number is 0.707, non-dimensional velocity is 1.952, and the non-dimensional 
density is 0.409. These values are almost identical to those in the reference solution which are 
0.709, 1.958, and 0.404, respectively. At the sonic throat located at x/L = 1.0 the newly 
computed average Mach number, velocity magnitude, and density are 1.05, 2.74, and 0.314, 
respectively. In the reference solution these values are 1.03, 2.70, and 0.321, respectively. In 
conclusion, the reference and current computations at the exhaust are in very good agreement, 
meaning that the current exhaust boundary condition approximation is valid. Last but not least, 
FUN3D reports the lift coefficient as 0.0935, which is virtually equal to the in-flight measured 
value mentioned above. 
The pressure signal of the SSBD contains several weak shocks as well as the strong 
leading and trailing shocks, and the C3 = 0.1 setting is essential in capturing the weak shocks. 
This is not a problem in the double cone and the delta wing cases where all shocks are strong. 
Figure 21 shows the grid adaptation history for the SSBD using the symmetry and the exit planes. 
Again 500,000 target node specification is used in the fine cycle which follows coarse cycle 10. 
The figure shows the coarse initial grid created irrespective of the shock locations. Only in 10 
solution/adaptation cycles the entire three dimensional domain is adapted using less than half a 
million grid points. With the fine cycle, the adaptation is clearly focused on the shocks. Figure 
22 shows the increase in grid size with the coarse cycles. Again the grid size is converging 
towards an asymptotic value. Perhaps one of the most important figures in this work is Figure 
4.5, given in the methodology in section 4, where the adaptation based on a standard flow scalar 
like Mach number is compared to the current method. The superiority of the adaptation scalar 
developed in this work against the Mach number is clear. Figure 23 shows the Hessian-based 
error distributed over the percentage of the edges in the grid. The target error in the coarse phase 
is set as 0.1 by default. The plot shows that while the initial grid has a greater percentage of 
edges with error higher than 0.1, the coarse cycle 10 grid brings most of the points to and below 
the target error. 
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Figure 23: Error distribution at the initial and final cycles of the coarse adaptation phase in SSBD 
computations. 
The cross-flow shock structure of the SSBD is quite complicated and interesting. Using 
js for shock visualization, the cross-flow is plotted at four different x stations in Figure 24. This 
is a very clean and detailed shock visualization method made possible by the particular 
formulation of/s- The dark bands are wherey£= 1. There are incomplete, merging, and 
intersecting shocks in the solution. The numbering of the shocks underneath the aircraft on the 
x/L = 1.5 plane matches the numbering shown in Figure 25 which displays the current and 
reference computational pressure signals at the same location. The weak shocks numbered 2, 3, 
and 4 are clearly visible in the cross flow plane. These shocks are important for the far-field 
propagation where they form a saw-tooth structure which eventually becomes the flat-top shape. 
Using the plain Mach number for grid adaptation ignores these weak shocks and results in an 
incorrect computation of the signal shape at ground level, affecting the noise characteristics. A 
comparison of the pressure signals in Figure 25 shows the current solution using half a million 
nodes and a single block grid, is just as good as the 17.1 million-node 24-block structured grid in 
the reference solution. The computational time and grid generation user time required for such a 
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structured grid with overlapped zones is quite significant compared to the requirements for a 
single block unstructured grid. Moreover, the reference grid is fine only at the under-track 
portion of the cross-flow whereas the current grid is adapted in the entire cross-flow. The figure 
shows that a one million-node unstructured, adapted grid produces practically the same pressure 
signal as the half-million-node grid. Thus the 500,000 nodes is quite adequate for accurate sonic 
boom computations for a real aircraft, up to x/L =1.5. 
Figure 24: SSBD cross-flow shock patterns on the final converged solution. 
Figure 26 shows a comparison of the computed and experimental pressure signatures 91 
ft below the aircraft. This is a horizontal data cut parallel to the flight path at r/L = 1.82. The 
signal is marched using the full-potential equation starting from x/L =1.5, until a complete signal 
is obtained at r/L = 1.82. The current computational result is in very good agreement with the 
experimental and reference computational solutions. The only problem is that both computations 
are missing the shock between the inlet and wing shocks located approximately 27 ft downstream 
of the bow shock. This is most likely related to the surface definition used in both solutions. 
The "min-mod" flux limiter is used in all cases where its value is limited after 150 
iterations. The CFL number is allowed to increase from 1 to 200 in 500 steps. The convergence 
criterion is given as le-11. Figure 27 shows the convergence of SSBD Euler computations with 
FLTN3D. The case converges in less than 300 iterations. 
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To conclude the last three sections covering the double cone, delta wing, and the SSBD 
unstructured grid adaptation, the most general adaptation parameter settings (for all the cases) are 
determined to be C\ = 10, C2 = 3, Q = 0.1, and fc= 1.5. The best combination of these parameters 
will be case dependent if the efficiency is to be maximized for each individual problem, however, 
these parameter settings are a safe conservative set for any case and constitute a reliable starting 
point. 
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Figure 27: SSBD Euler computations convergence. 
5.4 Non-Linear and Linear Propagation Coupling 
Three-dimensional, non-linear propagation produces the most accurate sonic boom 
predictions at ground level since it maintains the non-linear effects, cross-flow diffraction effects, 
and the lift effects produced by off-centerline components like the wings. If these effects are 
neglected in the signal propagation as in linear methods, the ground level pressure levels will be 
underpredicted. This can have serious consequences in aircraft design procedure where a 
proposed prototype predicted to meet the noise requirements can fail by a significant margin in 
actual flight tests. The cost of designing, building, and flight testing a prototype is high. 
Therefore it is crucial to provide the strongest ground level signal level predictions during the 
initial design phase in order to reduce financial and time resource requirements. Three 
dimensional non-linear signal propagation has an associated computational cost since it is a CFD 
method with a very large solution domain where a very small disturbance is computed. The 
maximum disturbance in terms of Ap/p,*, quickly drops below the order of 10"4 as the signal 
propagates away from the source, and the distance to be covered exceeds several hundred body 
lengths from the aircraft to the ground. Therefore the marching step size is kept on the order of 
10" L, at most, to provide numerical accuracy at least to the order of 10"6. This requirement 
results in billions of grid points to be marched by FPM3D (56 billion in the SSBD case) to cover 
the whole atmosphere on one side of the symmetry plane above and below the aircraft. FPM3D 
running in parallel mode reduces the computational time required to complete the run from the 
aircraft to the ground from several days to several hours, butthis is still not fast enough from the 
design point of view. Surely there has to be a cut-off altitude where the non-linear and cross-flow 
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diffraction effects are negligible such that linear propagation will suffice. Linear propagation 
software takes only a split second to run. Therefore stopping the full-potential propagation at a 
reasonable altitude and completing the computations with the linear code can provide significant 
savings in computational time requirements with little or no loss in accuracy. In this section the 
effect of the linear/non-linear propagation changeover distance on the ground level signal is 
investigated, and an automated method to stop the full-potential marching in order to continue 
with linear propagation is devised. Tests using the double cone, the delta wing, and the SSBD are 
reported. Double cone and delta wing cases are solved in a uniform atmosphere mode since there 
is no in-flight ground signal data available for comparison using these geometries. The 
atmospheric data used is specific to the SSBD flight conditions in January 2004 over Edward 
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Figure 28: Pressure signature at r/L = 600 for the double cone in Mach 2.01 flow, computed using non-
linear (FPM3D) and linear propagation. 
The switching distance from non-linear to linear propagation is strongly case dependent. 
For a simple axisymmetric configuration like the double cone, this distance is as small as one 
body length from the centerline of the body, and for a complex real aircraft like the SSBD it is 
over 30 body lengths. Figure 28 shows the pressure signature of the double cone at Mach 2.01 
for an axisymmetric flow at r/L = 600. This distance is roughly equal to the ground level for the 
SSBD flights, and is assumed to be ground level for all cases studied in the current work. The 
pressure is adjusted with the scaling factor of (r/L)075 as suggested by the linear theory to make 
the pressure levels comparable to the data in Figure 15. The figure shows the signal propagated 
using FPM3D for non-linear propagation all the way to r/L = 600, and linear propagations 
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starting from r/L = 0.5 and r/L = 1.0. All curves reasonably close, where especially the linearly 
propagated signal from r/L = 1 is almost a perfect match to the fully non-linear solution. 
Obviously non-linear propagation after r/L = 1 is not needed for the double cone case. This is 
because the double cone is axisymmetric, the flow is axisymmetric, the geometry is very simple 
with linear surface features with no curvature, and there is no lift generated. The body is slender 
with an attached bow shock. All these simplifications satisfy the assumptions for the linear 
theory at a very close distance from the centerline. The picture is different for the delta wing case 
however, where there are three dimensional diffraction effects along with a lift contribution. 
Figure 29 shows the variation in the ground pressure impulse prediction with the linear 
propagation starting distance from the delta wing. The pressure impulse is a useful and 
appropriate way of representing the ground signal using only one scalar value. It is computed as 
the integral of the pressure in the leading part of the signal where A/?>0. The leading shock 
strength is proportional to the pressure impulse in the far-field as suggested by Whitham's theory. 
This can be seen by observing EqsJ(lO) and (11), and the fact that kj?(F(y§)y'=0. The predicted 
ground signal pressure levels and the foot print size increase towards asymptotic values as the 
non-linear propagation is extended further downstream. Since the pressure impulse is tied both to 
the signal amplitude and the foot print size (specifically to the duration of the A/?X) lobe) and is 
proportional to the leading shock strength, it collectively represents all the important features of 
the signal. Thus it is chosen as the scalar variable to check for convergence of the ground signal 
prediction as the starting distance for linear propagation is increased. The idea is implemented as 
follows. As the full-potential code marches the signal downstream, a horizontal signal cut at 
constant r/L is taken at every A(r/L) = 1 interval. The signal cuts are used with the Thomas 
waveform method to predict ground signals. As input signal r/L increases, the value of the 
pressure impulse computed from the predicted ground signals converge. The non-linear 
propagation is terminated when the convergence reaches a user defined threshold. A non-
dimensional error index is computed as 
AJAl_Al±A/Z (72) 
where /M is the pressure impulse of the linearly predicted ground signal based on the input data at 
r/L, and N is a user defined integer, setting the range of the signal convergence check. Larger N 
compares linear propagations based on input signals further apart. The problem here is that the 
real ground signal is not known and there is no way of checking against a constant number as 
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done in CFD computations where the residual is checked against zero. Simply put, the user does 
not know what the signal is converging to at the start of computations. A small N setting like N = 
1 may be misleading since a small variation over one body length can still accumulate a large 
error over 600 body lengths if it persists. Therefore it is important to check on input signals 
further apart. In light of current computational results for the delta wing and the SSBD, N = 5 is 
determined as a satisfactory setting. The dotted curve in Figure 29 shows the error index £\ in the 
delta wing case. By r/L = 10 the error is 0.012, and by r/L = 30 it is 0.0000924. The ground 
signal linear prediction comparison up to r/L = 10 input altitude is given in Figure 30 for the delta 
wing. The figure shows that pressure levels and the foot print size are increasing as the linear 
propagation starting distance increases. By r/L = 10, the linearly predicted signal is 
indistinguishable from the non-linear (FPM3D) prediction. This could mean that ^ = 0.01 is a 
reasonable threshold to stop the non-linear computations. However, the results from the SSBD 
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Figure 29: Variation in ground signal pressure impulse level prediction with linear propagation starting 
distance from the delta wing at Mach 2.0 flow with a = 2.24° 
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Figure 30: Signature at r/L = 600 (ground level) for the delta wing in Mach 2.0 flow with a = 2.24°. 
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The SSBD ground signal pressure impulse convergence is shown in Figure 31, and the 
ground signal linear predictions starting from various altitudes are given in Figure 32 along with 
the experimental data for comparison. The reflection factor used in the computational data is 1.9. 
Again the convergence of the ground pressure impulse is observed after input altitude r/L = 30 for 
the SSBD. The ground impulse variation curve is not as smooth as in the delta wing case because 
of the more complicated shape of the sonic boom signal and the occurrence of shock merging in 
the cross-flow. The presence of several intermediate shocks makes this case quite different than 
the delta wing case with a simple N-wave. This time the linearly predicted ground signal shape is 
also one of the variables, in addition to the pressure impulse, foot print size, and the leading shock 
strength. This variation in the shape is clear in Figure 32. Fortunately the shape also converges 
along with the other parameters as the linear propagation input signal distance is increased. The 
variation in signal shape is due to the difference in intermediate shock merging patterns at 
different altitudes. The roughness of the ground impulse variation curve in the particular case of 
SSBD is due to the wing and the inlet shocks on ground appearing merged (which is the real case) 
after input r/L ~ 26. This change is the reason for the kinks in the curves in Figure 31 around r/L 
= 26. The error index £\ falls below 0.01 as early as r/L = 8 for the SSBD case. Based on Figure 
5.24 this clearly is not good enough since there is still a noticeable difference between signals 
based on input at r/L = 10 and r/L = 36. The change in ground signals based on input at r/L = 36 
and 50 on the other hand is negligible, and £\ falls below 0.0001 by input at r/L = 36. This means 
that £\ < 0.0001 can be used safely as a conservative threshold for complex three-dimensional, 
lift-producing aircraft geometries. Running FPM3D only up to r/L = 36 instead of r/L = 600, 
provides about a 16-fold savings in computational time. The comparison with the experimental 
data shows good agreement in terms of the signal shape and pressure levels. The experimental 
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Figure 31: Variation in ground signal pressure impulse level prediction with linear propagation starting 
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5.5 Summary 
The Hessian based grid adaptation technique using a special adaptation scalar 
emphasizing the presence of shocks regardless of their strength is shown to be successful in 
capturing sharp and accurate shock signatures. Grid adaptation cycles are started with a coarse 
initial grid created with no prior knowledge of the shock locations. A maximum of 10 
solution/adaptation cycles and 500,000 final number of grid nodes are needed to complete runs in 
general. The grid adaptation methodology is developed with special care to make sure one set of 
software settings apply to all problems, ranging from the simplest axisymmetric case to the most 
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complex realistic three-dimensional cases. In this way, the methodology can be implemented in 
an automated fashion in geometric design optimization for sonic boom mitigation. The 
fundamental problems associated with feature based adaptation are alleviated, which are: the 
necessity for a fine initial grid to partially resolve the features; a high number of 
solution/adaptation cycles; excessive refinement for stronger features; and unwanted refinement 
for features of no interest. Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump conditions are shown to be satisfied 
with the current methodology, which is provided by shock fitting, resulting from Roe's FDS 
formulation and shock aligned cell surfaces. Excellent agreement with reference experimental 
and computational data is obtained for all geometries tested. Via the unstructured methodology, 
huge savings in user and computational time are provided for initial grid generation and flow 
solution/grid adaptation processes. 
The coupling of non-linear full-potential and linear geometric acoustics propagation 
methods is performed to reduce significantly computational time requirements for ground level 
sonic boom prediction. An error index is formulated to check on the convergence of the ground 
signal with the increase in input data distance from the aircraft for the linear propagation. The 
studies indicate that while an axisymmetric case requires the non-linear solution only up to one 
body length, complex three dimensional geometries with lift and shaped sonic booms need up to 
40 body lengths. The cut-off distance for non-linear propagations can be automatically 
determined by the error index given in Eq. (72). The Thomas waveform parameter code is 
utilized when the signal is available at a new r/L integer value below the aircraft to compute the 
ground signal, from which the pressure impulse is computed. For axisymmetric cases, the 
required non-linear solution distance can easily be covered using Euler computations. 
The current sonic boom prediction methodology formally divides the problem into near-
field, mid-field, and far-field propagation using Euler, full-potential, and linear computations, 
respectively. Using this method, ground level sonic boom prediction for the SSBD shows very 
good agreement with the available experimental data, closely matching the pressure levels and the 
signal shape. The method is considered accurate and computationally efficient, and the 
optimization studies given in the following chapter are based on the pressure signal responses 
obtained using this methodology. 
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6. SHAPE OPTIMIZATION FOR SONIC BOOM MITIGATION 
This section presents optimization studies using the sonic boom prediction methodologies 
demonstrated in section 5. The accuracy and efficiency of the non-linear prediction steps, 
automated parametric surface definition and grid generation, grid adaptation and shock fitting, 
and the parallel processing via MPI makes the available computer programs and coupling scripts 
an ideal framework for use in aerodynamic design optimization for sonic boom mitigation. 
Similar to the layout of the previous chapter, an axisymmetric shape, a delta wing, and the SSBD 
aircraft airframe are used as baseline configurations for optimization. The responses targeted for 
minimization are the ground level sonic boom signal features like bow shock strength, peak Ap, 
and impulse. The optimized axisymmetric shape is used as a nose attachment to the SSBD 
aircraft to reduce its bow shock strength. Unlike Gulfstream's approach of dividing the original 
bow shock into smaller shocks in series, this study is aimed at lowering the bow shock strength 
directly. This shortens the nose attachment length significantly since there is no need for long 
cylindrical sections to provide the necessary separation between shocks in order to avoid 
coalescence. The second optimization study with a delta wing is performed using dihedral, 
camber, angle of attack, and wing twist as primary design factors. Span-wise non-linear camber 
and twist distribution are introduced as design factors as well, which significantly increases the 
complexity of the analysis. Volume and lift of the delta wing are conserved. In the final part, the 
SSBD aircraft is equipped with the optimized nose attachment and a new wing that matches the 
lift, volume, and aerodynamic center of the original wing. The new wing is designed as a delta 
wing and optimized similarly. The optimum delta wing found in the second part cannot be used 
directly on the SSBD, primarily due to the existence of interference lift between the wing and the 
fuselage. Interference lift cannot be estimated unless the wing and fuselage are attached. 
Therefore the delta wing optimization is repeated for the SSBD application with wing parameters 
like volume, aerodynamic center, root thickness and chord length set specifically for this aircraft. 
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6.1 Axisymmetric Nose Optimization 
The axisymmetric nose optimization study is carried out to design a low boom, low drag 
shape that can be used as the nose or an extension to the original nose of an aircraft to reduce its 
bow shock strength on the ground. Literature shows that low boom designs generate high drag, 
and vice versa [7]. The sonic boom minimization theory of Seebass and George [19] points to a 
high drag axisymmetric shape where the F(y) function is strongest at the tip and minimal 
thereafter. The nose bluntness relaxation method developed by Darden [20] as an add-on to 
Seebass and George minimization theory adds new parameters to the F-function definition which 
can be adjusted to control drag as well, allowing the user to compromise between low boom and 
low drag. In general the minimization studies based on linear prediction theory results in high 
drag designs for low sonic boom. The axisymmetric shape optimization for the low sonic boom 
problem is re-examined here using non-linear near-field analysis based on CFD, to see if 
optimization based on non-linear solutions can efficiently lead to designs with low sonic boom as 
well as low wave drag. The final result is compared to the axisymmetric optimization study 
outcome of Hague and Jones [15] which is based on linear prediction methods and similar 
geometric constraints. 
The parameterization of the meridian profile of the axisymmetric nose shape is done 
using a series of linear ramps connecting the tip to the base perimeter. The parameters of 
optimization are the ramp lengths (J^, Ja,^3, •••), ar>d half-cone angles (9U 92, 03, •••)• Up to 5 
ramp elements are used in the present work. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 33 using 3 
ramps for simplicity. The choice of defining the meridian profile with ramps stems from Ref. 
[58] where a set of 2-ramp configurations creating one intermediate shock was tested for bow 
shock strength and the position of the intermediate shock with respect to the bow shock. This 
study shows that a convex meridian profile with 82 < 9] produces weaker sonic boom signals with 
an intermediate shock. A set of 2-ramp convex and concave meridian profiles and their 
respective pressure signals at r/L = 14.9 are shown in Figure 34. The flow is axisymmetric at 
Mach 2.0. The signal altitude r/L = 14.9 is well into the linear far-field for the axisymmetric 
shapes, as pointed out in the previous chapter. The pressure impulse and the peak pressure levels 
of convex profiles are significantly lower than concave profiles. Convex profiles divide the bow 
shock into two smaller shocks, reducing the overall peak pressure. Since the intermediate shocks 
dissipate faster than the bow shock in the far-field, convex profiles will produce weaker sonic 
booms at ground level compared to concave profiles. The C| discontinuity of the meridian profile 
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is responsible for the second shock, and the convexity keeps it from coalescing with the bow 
shock. Smooth convex meridian profiles do not create intermediate shocks, which is why the 
study here is carried out using a series of linear ramps with different angles rather than a smooth 
convex curve. 
Perturbations on the 2nd ramp angle, over a short range, modify the position of the 
intermediate shock with respect to the bow shock [58]. Similarly, short range perturbations on 
the 2nd ramp length control the intermediate shock strength. The effects of the 2nd ramp angle (02) 
and length (X2) on the pressure signal are displayed in Figure 35. The figure shows that the ramp 
angle only modifies the position, and the ramp length only modifies the strength of the 
intermediate shock. However, stronger intermediate shocks move faster upstream toward the 
bow shock, due to the increased local pressure, temperature, and speed of sound, and the above 
statement is valid only over a short range of ramp length modifications. In short, by using a 
series of ramps defining the meridian profile, it is possible to determine a particular setting of 
ramp angles and lengths to obtain a desired signal shape. The study in this section builds on the 
findings of Ref. [58] and extends the investigation to 3-, 4-, and 5-ramp configurations. 
Increasing the number of ramps exponentially complicate the investigation as interactions of 
design parameters occur and make it impractical to come up with expressions relating each design 
parameter (ramp angle, length, for each ramp) to a particular feature in the far field signal. 
Geometric constraints that have to be applied for a feasible design further complicate the analysis. 
Therefore the study is carried out as a multivariable design optimization study based on response 
surface methodology to minimize the peak delta pressure, pressure impulse, and drag at ground 
altitude. 
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Figure 34: Convex and concave 2-ramp meridian profiles (above) and their pressure signals (below) at r/L 




Figure 35: Effects of 2" ramp angle (left) and length (right) on the intermediate shock position and 
strength at signal altitude r/L = 14.9. 
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6.1.1 Geometric Constraints and Profile Parameterization 
The literature shows that the more slender the axisymmetric shape gets, the lower the far-
field sonic boom levels are. Since it is not feasible to fly an infinitely long aircraft with a finite 
maximum cross sectional area, the length of the axisymmetric nose shape under investigation 
needs to be limited. Long extensions to the nose of an aircraft are likely to compromise the 
structural integrity and pitch/yaw controls due to the increased moment arm. Such tests on 
controls and structural vibrations are outside the scope of the current study. The length and base 
diameter constraints used in the current study are determined rather arbitrarily with some insight 
to the problem gained from Gulfstream's Quiet Spike™ development, where the attached nose 
spike was 30% of the entire aircraft length, and the base diameter was about half the maximum 
fuselage diameter [87]. The concerns associated with this design are: weight and aeroelastic 
stability. The length constraint in the current study is set as ZNOSE = 0.2ZSSBD, where ZS S BD is the 
length of the original SSBD aircraft configuration on which the optimized axisymmetric nose 
shape will be attached. When the nose geometry is attached at the tip (x = 0) location, it 
constitutes 16.7% of the total length (AIOSE + -^SSBD) of the new configuration. This is almost half 
the length of the Quiet Spike™ already flight tested, and is a conservatively safe and competitive 
constraint. The base radius is kept similar to the Gulfstream setting of about half the maximum 
fuselage radius. The maximum cross-sectional area of the SSBD fuselage (computed using the 
CAD data) is 0 .00924ZS SBD 2- Treating this as a circular area the maximum radius would be 
0.054Z S S B D- The base radius in the current study is set to RB = 0 .025ZS SBD which is a reasonable 
rounded number and is about half the maximum fuselage radius. Neither the length nor the base 
radius are considered to be design variables since the larger the length, the weaker the ground 
boom, and the smaller base radius reduces the stiffness of the geometry. Optimization of these 
parameters should be done in a structural/aeroelastic framework which is beyond the scope of the 
current study. The current study focuses on finding the best meridian profile with given axial 
length and base diameter that minimizes ground level sonic boom intensity and drag. 
In addition to the constant total length and base diameter constraints, individual ramp 
lengths and angles are also constrained. The optimum condition is to have intermediate shocks in 
the signal which requires a convex meridian profile as discussed above. Therefore the half-cone 
angle of each ramp is constrained to be positive and smaller than the preceding one. Figure 34 
shows that the steeper the first ramp angle, the lower the maximum signal pressure levels. This is 
no news since it has been shown in the literature that blunt shapes produce lower booms, but also 
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very high wave drag due to the detached bow shock. To keep the shock attached while 
minimizing the boom levels, the 1st ramp angle is set just as large as the critical shock separation 
angle. This is the key setting to keep the drag low while minimizing boom. Again, looking at 
Figure 34 one can see that keeping the 2nd ramp length longer than the 1st ramp produces lower 
maximum pressure levels. This is because more of the bow shock strength is transferred to the 
intermediate shock, and both shocks end up at similar pressure levels. Hence the final constraint 
is to have each ramp longer than the preceding one. The ramp angles are measured as half-cone 
angles with respect to the centerline, and the ramp lengths are measured as the axial length of the 
segment. 
The nose geometry optimization is carried out at Mach 1.414, the cruise speed of the 
SSBD. Referring to Figure 33, the first ramp angle, 0X, is set equal to the critical angle for 
detached shock formation determined by the use of Taylor-Maccoll equation for supersonic 
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where /PRAMP'S the number of ramps, and 
^/ = J^/tan0/ (77) 
Equations (74) and (76) eliminate one factor each. Presetting #, eliminates one more 
factor, bringing the total number of design factors to 2(A^AMP) - 3. The constraints listed above 
put tight restrictions on the parametric physical values. The applicable range for one factor 
depends strongly on the parameter settings of the preceding ramps. This makes it difficult to set 
up an experimental design matrix with a global set of maximum and minimum settings for each 
factor. When done so, factorial design points which are either at a global max or a global min 
setting of a parameter will not be realizable. Using factorial points is an easy way of setting up an 
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orthogonal design matrix which is important to generate a reliable model with uncorrelated model 
terms. It is possible to generate a near-orthogonal experimental matrix without factorial points 
using computer generated optimal designs, however, the resulting factor levels are usually not 
well rounded numbers, and are difficult to work with. Moreover, the constraints are non-linear 
due to Eq. (77). The DoE/RSM software Design-Expert used in this study does not support non-
linear constraints, and the design space cannot be defined. There are two ways to work around 
these problems. One is to provide a rich list of user created candidate points with simple numeric 
values which can be input to DE, then letting the software pick the best combination without 
declaring any constraints. The second way is to redefine the factors as percentages of the 
allowable range of each design parameter, where these ranges change as the parameters 
controlling the previous ramp element geometry changes. The constraints on the ramp angles are 
partially shown in Figure 36 for the 3-ramp configuration. Keeping the same X2, ramp 2 can be 
segment "d" with 62 = max, or segment "e" with 62 = min. As X2 gets smaller, the maximum 
allowable value of 62 increases up to 0X. Segment "a" is another limiting case for the 2nd ramp 
where 92 is at its absolute maximum value which is equal to 9X. When ramp 2 becomes segment 
"d", ramp 3 can only be segment "c", and when ramp 2 is segment "e", ramp 3 can only be 
segment "f'. As X! is increased, the slopes of segments "d" and "e" will change, altering the 
allowable max and min values of 62. Similarly the max and min values of X2 are dependent on 
X]. X2 can be equal to X] at the lower limit, and to (ZNOSE - Xi)/2 at the upper limit. 
b c '{ ^ , R. 
Figure 36: Constraints illustrated partially for 2nd and 3rd ramps on a 3-ramp configuration 
The relationship of the range of a factor can be recursively related to the values of the 
factors of preceding ramps. These relationships are given by 
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JTfange = JTfiigh- X/ow= {ZNase - £ - Q /(A^ - /+1) - ^ _ , 
7=0 
where Jf^  = 0 and i = 1,2, ..., /1£AMP - 1 
(78) 
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(79) 
where i = 2, 3, ..., NRAMP- 1. Instead of using Xf and 6/ as factors directly in the experimental 
design matrix, they can be defined in terms of a new set of factors F as 
Jfj = X/ow+ FfJCfafige 
9/ = 6 /ow+ Fj9yrange 
/ = l , 2 , . . . , y l / ^ - l 
(80) 
where constraints on F are simply 0 < F < 1. Using this formulation the actual physical 
constraints are masked, and an orthogonal design matrix can be setup using factorial points. The 
formulation given in Eqs. (78) through (80) are easily implemented in a computer code which can 
generate the meridian profiles and computational grids for any desired number of ramps. 
In some cases, it is desirable to limit the experiments to a sub-space in the entire design 
space, where the center of this sub-space can be different than the global center. For example, 
after running and analyzing a number of design points in the entire domain space, a finer analysis, 
using tightly spaced points, can be carried out in the vicinity of a local minimum. The 
formulation above is modified slightly to accommodate the user defined center and limits of the 
design sub-space. 
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JTt = X/ow+ (JT/c+ F,B\ Arrange 
t \ (8 1) 
9j = 9/ow+ [6f+ F^G/ange 
where now -1 < F < 1. ^F/"and Of take values between 0 and 1, designating the location of the 
center point with respect to J^/ow and djow'm terms of a fraction of grange and derange. B is a 
user defined vector constant, setting the limits of the design sub-space as a fraction of the 
physical range of each factor. For convenience, let 
AT, = JTjc+Ffo 6]=6yc+F^ (82) 
The following has to hold for a run not to exceed the design space. 
0 < ^ < 1 ; 0<6'<\ (83) 
6.1.2 Solution Method 
Meridian profiles are created and used for axisymmetric grid generation in the in-house 
developed software "SFGA" that aligns and adapts the structured grid for shocks. Earlier 
versions of this software have been used previously in Refs. [53, 58, 81]. The axisymmetric 
domain is created as a slice with only two meridian planes, 1 degree apart, providing savings in 
computational resources. CFL3D is used to solve Euler equations on the grids for near-field 
prediction. The solver is coupled iteratively with SFGA to improve shock fitting and grid 
generation. By providing initial grids that are already aligned in the direction of the Mach lines, 
sharp and accurate pressure signals are obtained at r/LNOsE= 7.5 after only two CFL3D/SFGA 
iterations. The total number of grid points used in the final adapted grids is around 175,000 for 
all cases. Far-field analysis is done using the Thomas Waveform Parameter Code in the stratified 
atmosphere mode. The utilized atmospheric data corresponded to the conditions for flight 15 of 
SSBD in January 2004 over Edwards AFB, CA. Linear propagation is shown to be accurate for 
the axisymmetric geometries formed by linear surface geometries in the previous chapter with the 
starting altitude r/L > 1. In this case the linear extrapolation starting altitude is r/LNOsE~ 7.5 
which is well beyond the r/L = 1 threshold. The solution process is fully automated where the 
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user enters the values for LNOSE> RB, Mach number, NRAMP, XC, 9C, B, and a user-defined design 
matrix listing F for each run. The framework "RAMPSOLV" established for the analysis 
automatically generates all the near-field grids and submits batch jobs to a high performance 
cluster (HPC) to run CFL3D in parallel mode for each run. CFL3D/SFGA iterations are also 
sequenced in the framework, followed by near-field signal extraction and linear extrapolation to 
far-field. The average computational time for one run is about 4 minutes using 8 AMD Opteron 
64 bit 2.0GHz. CPUs. Multiple design points in the design matrix can be solved simultaneously 
to speed up the process. Using 7 groups of 8-CPU computations, for example, reduced the 
average computational time of one run to 0.6 minutes. The RAMPSOLV suite lists all the runs in 
the design matrix in a batch job file, and spawns as many parallel jobs on the high performance 
cluster as specified by the user. These parallel jobs work through the batch file collectively, each 
solving a different run until the list is cleared. In this way hundreds of runs can be queued up 
easily with a few commands, and processed with no user involvement. The data are compiled by 
the end of the run to list ground level peak Ap, pressure impulse, and drag coefficients. The 
ground pressure signals from each run are gathered in ASCII Tecplot format for visual inspection. 
The optimization studies are carried out sequentially, starting with 2-ramp configurations and 
ending with 5-ramp configurations. The number of run cases increases exponentially with the 
number of ramps. The analysis is limited to a maximum of 5-ramp configurations to prove the 
concept. The design is improved with increasing numbers of ramps, especially in terms of drag. 
Two approaches are followed in the optimization. One is to minimize the ground level 
impulse of the axisymmetric geometry, and the other is to minimize the ground level peak Ap. 
The ground level here is taken as the ground level of the SSBD aircraft, which is at about r = 
600LSSBD (3000LNOSE)- While the reason to minimize the peak Ap is obvious, the reasoning 
behind impulse minimization warrants an explanation. 
Whitham's linear theory shows that in the far-field the leading shock strength is directly 
proportional to the pressure impulse, which is the integral of A/^where A/?> 0 (the leading part of 
the signal in general). This can be deduced from Eqs. (10) and (11), with the clue that 
kp(F(y§)J=Q. Unlike Gulfstream's approach to divide the bow shock into smaller shocks and 
avoid their coalescence, the current approach is to reduce the leading shock strength itself, 
without dividing it. This approach eliminates the need for a long nose boom which has to provide 
enough separation between frontal shocks so their coalescence is delayed. It is not clear at this 
point whether the leading shock coming off the tip of the nose geometry will coalesce with the 
rest of the frontal shocks of the SSBD. This may happen since no provisions are taken here to 
avoid shock coalescence. In case the remaining SSBD fore-body shocks coalesce with the new 
bow shock coming from the nose attachment, the impulses are additive and simultaneously 
contribute to the strength of the bow shock on ground. Hence a minimum impulse nose can be 
more beneficial than a minimum peak Ap nose in this situation. Besides, while the peak A/? level 
is related closely to the outdoor loudness of the sonic boom through Eq. 1.1, the pressure impulse 
is related to its structural impact and indoor discomfort. While loudness can be quite irritating, 
structural damage can cause serious injuries (e.g. flying glass shards, Kelowna, Canada, Aug. 6th, 
1969, 6 injured). It is possible to have signals with higher peak A/? but lower pressure impulse. 
The impulse minimization approach is covered in detail in the next part. The minimum peak Ap 
solution found following the same optimization strategy is provided at the end of this chapter, and 
compared to one of the well known minimum Ap solutions in the literature. 
The reference benchmark meridian profile is chosen as a single ramp connecting the tip 
to the base. For Mach 1.414, the benchmark CD = 0.07386, ground level peak Ap = 0.32 psf, and 
pressure impulse 1= 0.1 psfmsec at r = 600 LSSBD- The drag is computed using the base area as 
reference. The drag in general increases while Ap is reduced, and drag minimization counters 
sonic boom mitigation efforts. However, increasing the number of ramps significantly reduces 
the increase in drag for optimum profiles. Therefore drag response is excluded from the 
optimization procedure as it naturally decreases with increasing number of ramps. This renders 
the current analysis a single response optimization study. 
The optimization algorithm based on response surface methodology is outlined as 
follows. 
1. Scan the entire design space using evenly distributed design points, with the 
center point F = 0 placed at the center of the global design space via setting Xc = 
8c = 0.5. Avoid the absolute boundaries by 10% of the total range of each factor 
by setting B = 0.4. This step is called the "grid search". 
2. Select the design point with the minimum pressure impulse or Ap as the starting 
point of the optimization loop. 
3. Setup a face centered design (CCD) for a 2nd order surface analysis, centering on 
the selected design point in step 2. Reduce the design space range to 1/10* of the 
grid search range in step 1, by setting B = 0.04. Use the RAMPSOLV suite to 
carry out the computations. 
4. Analyze and model the response using quadratic fitting in Design-Expert. 
5. Use the optimization tool to predict an optimum in the current sub-design space. 
6. Test the optimum. 
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7. 
a. If the actual response of the optimum is better than any other points in 
the recent design matrix, center here and run a new CCD keeping the 
same boundary limits (leaving B unchanged) 
b. If the response of any of the points in the recent design matrix is better 
than the optimum actual, center here instead and run a new CCD, 
keeping the same boundary limits. 
c. If the new center point is the same as the recent center point (no change 
in optimum from the previous loop), reduce the sub-design space by 50% 
and run a new CCD (to dig deeper around the optimum). 
8. Repeat steps 4 - 7 until the location of the optimum is converged. 
A non-linear design (CCD) with quadratic modeling is used instead of linear models and steepest 
descent search, primarily to decrease the number of iterations to reach the optimum. Quadratic 
modeling can show the stationary points in the design space. This is preferable to a steepest 
descent search which can start sending the center point back and forth instead of converging 
towards the stationary point. The penalty of using CCD instead of just factorial points becomes 
negligible when the number of design factors increase with increasing number of ramps. For 
example, the 3-ramp configuration which has 3 design factors needs 8 points (factorials, F = ±1) 
for linear analysis, and 14 points for nonlinear analysis with CCD (8 factorials + 6 axials). On 
the other hand, the 5-ramp configuration which has 7 design factors requires 128 points for linear 
analysis and 142 points for CCD analysis. If half-fractional factorials are used, then these 
numbers are 4 and 10 for the 3-ramp configuration, and 64 and 78 for the 5-ramp configuration. 
Clearly the linear analysis does not provide significant savings in design matrix size for a high 
number of ramp configurations. The non-linear analysis on the other hand increases the accuracy 
of the predicted optimum and speeds up the convergence of the solution. This will be made clear 
with an example using the 3-ramp configuration in the next section. 
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6.1.3 Results and Discussion 
As mentioned earlier, the following presents the impulse minimization in detail. To be 
concise, the peak Ap optimum, found using the same procedure, is provided without going 
through similar details. The simplest case is the 2-ramp case with only one design factor, A{ 
being the free variable. For this case, the same 5 level design with Fi = -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1 is 
used in the initial grid search (step 1) and with the subsequent nonlinear models. Table 2 shows 
the results of optimization iterations for this case. The 2" row in the table shows the location of 
the center point {F\ = 0) used in the design matrix at each iteration. X\C= 0.5 means the center of 
the design matrix is at the global center of the entire design space. The 3rd row is the boundary 
range parameter which is set at 0.4 at the grid search step and then reduced to 0.04. The 4' row 
shows the factor level setting of the optimum configuration, determined at step 7 in terms of ^ Tf . 
J\ is the fraction of the absolute range of this factor. The physical value Jff for the optimum 
setting can be found by working through Eqs. (78), (81), and (82). The 5th row is the impulse, / 
at ground level, the response being minimized, and the last column is the percentage decrease in / 
computed by 100(4enchmark--4wy>&nchmark where benchmark = 0.1. At iteration 5, the center and the 
optimum are reported at the same location (J^c=Jt/tiopt). This indicates that the situation in step 
7.c has occurred, and the sub-design space range is reduced by 50% for the next iteration. Note 
that the drag is increasing as the impulse is minimized. This is typical for sonic boom 
minimization. The optimum solution is not changing for the last 4 iterations, which shows that 
there is no need to go any further with the optimization. The optimum result shows a 20.7% 
decrease in the ground level pressure impulse, and an increase in the drag by a factor of 2.82 
compared to the benchmark values. The drag increase is obviously too much with the 2-ramp 
design. 

































































Figure 37 shows the variation of ground level pressure impulse and drag responses with 
the parameter^ defined by Eq. (82). A\ = 0 means the 1st ramp length setting is at its absolute 
minimum, which is zero. This would be equivalent to the benchmark case with a single ramp. 
The dots on the impulse curve are the actual data points obtained in the computations. The 
impulse response goes gradually through the minimum at about ^ ff* = 0.57. The drag response on 
the other hand is monotonous and goes to a minimum towards ^ ff = 0, the benchmark case. The 
plot on the right of Figure 37 shows the variation of the predicted ground level pressure signal as 
A\ is changed between 0.5 and 0.62. The optimum is located about the center of this range at^ff 
= 0.57, shown with the dashed line. Two distinct changes in the signal are the increase of the 
leading shock strength, and the downstream movement of the intermediate shock. Increasing the 
leading shock strength has a positive effect on the impulse, the integral area under the positive Ap 
sections, which is countered by the downstream movement of the intermediate shock. Up to A\ 
~ 0.55, the negative effect of the downstream movement of the intermediate shock is stronger 
than the positive effect of the increasing leading shock strength on the pressure impulse. Between 
A\* ~ 0.55 and 0.6, the leading and intermediate shock effects balance each other and the 
minimum impulse is obtained at A? = 0.57. As soon as the intermediate shock goes under the Ap 
= 0 line, the positive effect of the leading shock becomes more pronounced. Hence, there is a 
steep increase in impulse iox A\ > 0.60. 
Figure 37: Ground impulse and drag (left), and ground signal shape (right) variation with A\ . Mach 1.41. 
Next, the investigation is extended to the 3-ramp configuration. There are 3 design 
factors in this case, A\, X2, and 82.. The behavior of the response with respect to the ramp lengths 
is expected to be similar to the findings of the 2-ramp analysis. Again the first step of the grid 
search is performed using 5 factor levels at -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1 for all three factors, making 5' = 
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125 runs. A summarized version of the grid search design matrix is given in Table 3. The bold 
typeset refers to column vectors spanning through the runs indicated in the first column. The 
values in the brackets at each column indicate the rows being repeated for that factor. For 
example, to find the settings of run 62, the first column reads F = 0, the second column points to 
the second row with F2 = -1, and the third column points to F, = -0.5. Figure 38 shows the results 
of all 125 runs as a scatter plot with impulse and drag responses. The optimal points are located 
in the lower left corner of the plot. All the runs above run 75 are far from the optimal region. 
These runs have F = 0.5 and F\ = \ settings in common. This observation suggests that F ~ 0.5 
and F = 1 settings can be omitted in the grid search step for higher numbers of ramp cases, to 
save computational time. The Pareto-front shows the set of optimal points with low drag and low 
impulse. The points are labeled using run numbers. For the best compromise between impulse 
and drag, run 18 is a good choice. However, sonic boom reduction is the primary concern in the 
current study, therefore run 62 is selected as the starting point of the following optimization study 
of the 3-ramp configuration. Table 4 shows the best 12 runs from the grid search step having 
lowest impulses. This table can be used to determine which factor levels should have priority in 
the grid search step of a 4-ramp optimization. F2 setting which is associated with the 2nd ramp 
length spans the -1 through 1, somewhat evenly, meaning that it should be tested at all levels. F?, 
setting which is associated with the 2nd ramp angle goes above 0 only twice, at runs 9 and 29. 
The drag in these runs is high compared to the remainder of the list. Therefore it is concluded 
that 21ld ramp angle does not need to be tested beyond the center level at the grid search for 4-
ramp optimization. 
Table 3: Summarized design matrix for 3-ramp grid search step 
Run F F2 F 
1 -1 -1 -1 
2 -1 -1 -0.5 
3 -1 -1 0 
4 -1 -1 0.5 
5 - 1 - 1 1 
Run F\ F2 F3 
6-10 -1 -0.5 [1-5] 
11-15 -1 0 [1-5] 
16-20 -1 0.5 11-5] 
21-25 -1 1 [1-5] 
Run F F2 
26-50 -0.5 [1-25] 
51-75 0 [l-25[ 
76-100 0.5 [1-25J 
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Figure 38: Scatter plot showing impulse and drag variation for the grid search step of 3-ramp 
configuration. 


















































































The experimental design for the non-linear response analysis is selected as a full 
quadratic orthogonal CCD with axials at ±1.2154 factor settings. For the 3-ramp case having 3 
design factors the full CCD has 8 factorials, 6 axials, and the center point, totaling 15 runs per 
iteration. The center points are already available from preceding iterations. Table 5 displays the 
results for 5 optimization iterations. There is no change in the location of the optimum for the 
last 3 iterations, and the process is terminated at iteration 5. The optimum for the 3-ramp 
configuration shows a 27.2% decrease in the ground impulse level, and 132.7% increase in drag. 
The 3-ramp configuration provides considerable improvement over the 2-ramp configuration 
regarding both responses. 
To answer the question whether a steepest descent search would be more efficient as it 
requires almost half the number of runs per iteration, data in Table 6 is provided. This data shows 
the optimization iteration results using 8 point full factorial designs and steepest descent method 
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based on linear models. The steepest descent direction is calculated in the usual way as described 
in Ref. [102], with the step size set as 1 for the most rapidly varying factor. Steps 5 and 6 given 
in the previous section are combined here by running a few cases in the steepest descent 
direction. Looking at Table 6, one can see that the linear modeling approach does not really 
improve on the initial solution obtained from the grid search step. Ten iterations require a total of 
80 runs with the linear method, whereas 5 iterations require a total of 70 runs with the non-linear 
method. Obviously non-linear modeling is the method of choice. 
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The 4-ramp configuration has 5 design factors, JTU JT2, J$, 02, and (93. To reduce the 
number of runs in the grid search step, specific levels of certain factors are eliminated in the 
initial design matrix. Based on the insight gained in the 3-ramp configuration grid search, the 
factors are tested at the following levels: 
J\=-\,0; F2= -1,0,1; 4" =-1 ,0 ,1 ; ^ = -1,-0.5,0; ^ = -1,-0.5,0,0.5,1 
This setup makes 2-3-3-3-5 = 270 runs, which is tabulated in Table 7 in summarized 
format. The results of the 270 runs are shown as scatter plot of impulse and drag in Figure 39, 
and the best 12 runs with lowest impulse are given in Table 8. Run 186 gives the lowest impulse, 
whereas run 132 gives the best compromise between low impulse and low drag. Again since the 
current research is primarily intended to reduce the sonic boom, run 186 is selected as the 
optimum of the grid search step. Again for the iteration steps, the non-linear experimental design 
used is a quadratic orthogonal CCD with axials at ±1.5467. A half-fractional factorial section is 
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used this time to save on computational time. This design is still adequate to obtain a full 
quadratic model. The number of design points per iteration is distributed as 16 factorials, 10 
axials, and 1 center, totaling 27 points. The results of the optimization iterations are shown in 
Table 9. This time no significant improvement is achieved on the best run of the grid search step. 
Run 186 is obviously fortuitous where even the short range design matrix with B = 0.0025 does 
not provide a lower impulse than the center point. With the 4-ramp optimization, the impulse 
decrease is now 28.9% and drag increase is 108.1%. These values still show improvement over 
the 3-ramp design, however, the decrease in impulse seems to be converging. 
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The final set of results in this section is given for the 5-ramp configuration optimization. 
The design factors are now J^, X2, J^, J^, 92, 6>3, and 94. To reduce the number of runs in the grid 
search step, specific levels of certain factors are eliminated in the initial design matrix. Based on 
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the insight gained in 3-ramp and 4-ramp configuration grid search steps, the factors are tested at 
the following levels: 
^ = - 1 , 0 ; ^ = -1,0; ^ = -1,0; ^ = -1,0; 
^ = -1,-0.5,0; ^ = -1,-0.5,0; ^ = -1,-0.5,0 
This setup makes a total of 432 runs, which is tabulated in Table 10 in summarized 
format. The results of the 432 runs are shown as a scatter plot of impulse and drag in Figure 40, 
and the best 12 runs with lowest impulse are given in Table 11. Run 364 gives the lowest 
impulse. For the optimization iteration steps, the non-linear experimental design is again a CCD, 
but this time with the axials set at ±1. The reason behind this is that a quadratic orthogonal setup 
requires axials to be around 1.8, which is almost twice the intended sub-design space size. For 
practical reasons the axials are now set at factorial levels, making this a Face Centered Design 
(FCD). A half-fractional factorial section is used this time to save on computational time. This 
design is still adequate to obtain a full quadratic model. The number of design points per iteration 
is distributed as 64 factorials, 14 axials, and 1 center, totaling 79 points. The results of the 
optimization iterations are shown in Table 12. The optimum is reached in 2 iterations. With the 
5-ramp optimization, the impulse decrease is 27.6% and drag increase is 57.1%. The impulse 
decrease is no better than that obtained with the 4-ramp configuration, but it is very close. The 
improvement in drag however is significant. This concludes that the 5-ramp optimum is just as 
good as the 4-ramp optimum in terms of sonic boom reduction, and much better in terms of drag. 
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Table 10: Summarized design matrix for 5-ramp configuration grid search study 
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I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 -1 
I -1 -1 0 
i -1 0 [1-54] 
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Figure 40: Scatter plot showing impulse and drag variation for the grid search step of 5-ramp optim 
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Table 13: Summary data for axisymmetric nose geometry optimization for sonic boom mitigation. 
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Figure 43: The meridian profiles of impulse-minimum configurations in Mach 1.414 axisymmetric flow. 
A summary of the axisymmetric nose geometry sonic boom impulse optimization is 
tabulated in Table 13. The table shows the number of optimization iterations required to reach 
the reported optimum for each number of ramp settings, along with the total number of runs 
required by so many iterations. The last two columns in Table 13 are plotted in Figure 41. The 
decrease in the ground level pressure impulse asymptotes at about 28%, whereas the drag 
increase has a falling trend as the number of ramps is increased. The current optimization study 
is terminated at 5 ramps due to the process getting exponentially expensive as 2 more factors are 
introduced with every new ramp. The ground pressure signals of all four optimized 
configurations (2, 3, 4, and 5-ramp) are compared to the benchmark signal of the single ramp 
configuration in Figure 42. The decrease in the impulse can be observed as the area between the 
dashed (benchmark) and solid (optimized) lines at the Ap>0 regions. Figure 43 compares the 
impulse optimized meridian profiles. The profiles display convergence to a unique smooth shape 
that is obvious in the 5-ramp configuration. Increasing the number of ramps in the analysis will 
increase the smoothness of the meridian profile. In this case a new parametric setup with a 
smooth mathematical expression defining the profile can be a better alternative to increasing the 
number of ramps, as such an expression is likely to have fewer parameters to optimize. 
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A well-known set of solutions for optimized nose geometries with length and base radius 
constraints are given by Hague and Jones [15]. In that paper, the l/4,h power body shape given by 
J?(x) = J?2 ' , ^ Base 
V ^Nose J 
(84) 
is found to be the optimum shape for ground level minimum peak pressure, where the 
optimization parameter is the power of the term in parentheses. This geometry has a blunt tip 
which is known to reduce leading shock strength but increase drag considerably. Using the size 
constraints of the current analysis this shape produces CD = 0.1241, and a peak Ap equal to 0.251 
psf at r = 600 LSSBD- This is a 68% increase in drag compared to the benchmark geometry, and a 
21.56% decrease in peak Ap. To compare to this solution, the 5-ramp optimization is repeated to 
minimize the ground level peak Ap this time. The physical levels of the design factors for 
minimum peak Ap is found to be 
J^ = 0 . 0 0 4 0 0 / ^ 6> = 28.00000° 
JT2 = 0 . 0 0 8 5 0 ^ ^ 02 =17.32814° 
^ = 0 . 0 1 3 9 0 ^ 5 ^ 03 =16.21086° 
XA = 0.021 \9lSSBD 6A =15.12225° 
JT5 = 0 . 1 5 2 4 1 / ^ 05 =3.92370° 
giving CD = 0.0865, and a peak Ap equal to 0.236 psf at r = 600 LSSBD- This translates to only a 
17.2% increase in drag and 26.25% decrease in peak Ap. The critical setting of the first ramp 
angle is mostly responsible for this improvement over the referenced 1/4'1 power-body solution. 
This 5-ramp optimum configuration for minimum peak Ap produces ground impulse equal to 
0.0828 psf msec, which is even higher than the 2-ramp optimum solution for minimum ground 
impulse. This is a clear example of a situation where an aircraft can have the lowest peak 
pressure levels but high impulse. Thus focusing the optimization efforts to mitigate the pressure 
levels alone is not a safe route. It is imperative to consider the impulse as well. In Figure 44, the 
signals with minimum ground impulse and Ap are compared. A ground reflection factor of 1.9 is 
used to make the signals comparable to those presented in Section 6.4 where the nose shapes are 
attached to the SSBD. The minimum Ap occurs when the intermediate shock and the leading 
shock are at the same level. 
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Figure 44: Pressure signals at ground level (r = 600 -ZSSBD) fr°m the benchmark, 5-ramp minimum impulse, 
and 5-ramp minimum peak Ap configurations, with 1.9 reflection factor applied. 
6.2 Delta Wing Optimization 
In this section the delta wing geometry introduced in Section 5.4 is optimized for sonic 
boom mitigation. This reference geometry has a symmetric biconvex profile with a 5% 
thickness-to-chord ratio (/c), semi-vertex angle (90° - leading edge sweep) |3 = 30°, and the trailing 
edge set constant at x = L, where L is the wing root chord length. The half-span is then equal to 
tan(30°) L = 0.5774 L. The dihedral is zero for the benchmark configuration. The biconvex 
airfoil profile is generated by taking a cut on a circle with a chord such that the thickness of the 
smaller piece is 2.5% of the cutting chord length. This smaller piece is mirror-copied across the 
chord to form the symmetric biconvex profile with sharp leading and trailing edges. The 3D 
wing is generated by translating and resizing the root profile in the span-wise (y) direction 
linearly, making the chord length become zero at the tip at y = 0.5774L. Finally all span-wise 
sections are translated in the axial direction to have their trailing edges positioned at x = L. The 
flight conditions are Mach 2.0 and a = 2.24°, producing CL = 0.0765 and CD = 0.0102 (without 
surface friction). The semi-vertex angle is set to match the Mach cone angle, which gives the 
largest span while barely avoiding the adverse wave drag effects of supersonic flow. These 
particular flow conditions and geometry settings have been used in numerous prior publications at 
ODU [30, 48, 49, 53, 57, 58, 60, 82, 93, 104], and are used here as the reference benchmark case. 
Similar to the previous section with the axisymmetric nose shape optimization, the 
response being minimized in this section is the pressure impulse. The impulse is computed in the 
mid-field region this time on a vertical cut on the y = 0 symmetry plane, at x/L = 3.5 downstream 
of the nose. Doing so saves significant computational time on each run since far-field 
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propagation is not needed and the signal at x/L = 3.5 can be accurately obtained using the 
FUN3D/Optigrid adaptive unstructured Euler CFD method. The optimization for ground level 
boom minimization can safely be relied on the impulse response in the mid-field. This is because 
the percentage decreases in the impulse at both altitudes are the same order. This statement is 
supported first by the linear theory which relates the pressure attenuation only to the radial 
distance from the aircraft in Eq. 2.9 for r » L, and second by the pilot comparative non-linear 
sonic boom prediction study carried out below using the optimum delta wing geometry reported 
in Ref. [93]. 
The primary constraint in the optimization is the volume of the delta wing. Basically the 
goal of the optimization is to have the same amount of material fly at the same velocity with 
weaker ground level sonic boom intensity. Conservation of the volume and hence the weight of 
the wing calls for conservation of lift as well. However, lift is not a design variable but is one of 
the responses. Therefore the study in this section is a multi-response optimization where the 
pressure impulse is being minimized while the lift is targeted at CL = 0.0765. Allowing the 
volume to vary is pointless since the optimum solution in this case would be a zero-thickness 
wing flying at zero angle of attack with no lift and no sonic boom signal. Obviously the smaller 
the volume gets, the smaller the weight, thickness, disturbance, lift, and sonic boom intensity get. 
When the wing is optimized alone as a separate aerodynamic component, its volume should be 
conserved. If a wing-body configuration were being optimized on the other hand, reductions in 
wing volume could have been added to the fuselage or even ignored depending on the goal of the 
optimization. However, this is not the case in the current section where the wing is the only 
component being optimized. 
The design variables for the optimization are selected as 
• camber, /c, 
D dihedral, 6D 
D tip twist, aT 
D angle of attack (or root twist), a, 
• span-wise non-linear twist profde, a(y) 
D span-wise non-linear camber profile, /c(y) 
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The thickness ratio is not included in the variables list since it modifies the volume of the wing. 
All the other variables have negligible effects on the volume. Since volume of the wing is 
conserved in the current study, thickness ratio is set constant at 5% as in the benchmark 
configuration. Span-wise constant camber and dihedral angle have already been investigated in 
prior work (Ref. [93]), where the sonic boom response is computed using the linear waveform 
geometric acoustics method. These variables are reconsidered here for the non-linear analysis 
with unstructured grid adaptation and shock fitting. In addition to these two variables, the wing 
angle of attack and twist are included in the current design variables list. Since lift is now one of 
the constraints, the effects of camber and dihedral on lift need to be compensated by changing the 
angle of attack so that the original lift can be maintained. The wing twist is a new addition to the 
parameters investigated earlier in Ref. [93]. This parameter allows modification of the span-wise 
lift distribution which is very interesting in terms of sonic boom generation. The idea was 
inspired by the well known paper by Al George titled " The Possibilities for Reducing Sonic Boom 
byLaterat'Redistribution [9]. In this work George considers reorienting the sources and sinks in 
the cross-flow plane in such a way that off-centerline poles negate the sonic boom generating 
effects of the centerline sources below the aircraft. The simplest way to create such a span-wise 
lift variation is to play with the twist profile of the delta wing, which changes the local angle of 
attack at each span-wise location. In the current study the wing twist is investigated as three 
parameters, the root twist, the tip twist, and the span-wise twist profile. A non-linear twist profile 
determined by a single parameter is used. The twist is included among many other airframe 
design variables in Refs. [26, 31, 85] from Stanford and Georgia Tech., however, the twist profile 
is not tested. A linear twist profile is the general practice in aircraft design, which makes the 
optimization of the non-linear twist profile in the current study a new contribution. As will be 
shown shortly, the optimum camber producing the minimum pressure impulse is different for 
each angle of attack. Therefore the span-wise variance in the local angle of attack due to twist 
requires optimization of the span-wise camber profile as well. To the knowledge of the author, a 
study on the combined optimization of non-linear span-wise twist and camber profiles for sonic 
boom mitigation does not exist in the current literature. 
The parametric delta wing optimization is done in sequential steps where the number of 
design factors involved is increased at each step. Initially two factor optimizations are carried out 
where factors are paired with each other in several combinations. Three and more factor 
optimizations are carried out in the following steps. This is a similar approach to the one carried 
out with the axisymmetric nose shape optimization in the previous section, where the number of 
factors increase as the number of ramps forming the meridian profile increases. The design 
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shows improvement as more factors are involved in the optimization. The sequential analysis 
starting with two factors is important to clearly understand and appreciate the effect of each factor 
on the response. In this way an educated multivariate optimization study can be carried out rather 
than throwing in all the variables and letting the algorithm produce a "magic set" of optimum 
parameters. 
6.2.1 Sonic Boom Prediction for Low Boom Delta Wing 
Before starting the optimization process for the delta wing, the response to be optimized 
and the parameters for the sonic boom prediction process should be established. As a pilot study, 
one of the optimal delta wing geometries reported in Ref. [93] is solved with the current non-
linear sonic boom prediction technology. The design with the minimum leading shock strength 
from this reference work is chosen for analysis here. The airfoil profile is given in Figure 45. 
The flight conditions are Mach 2.0 and a = 2.24°. The geometric parameters for this design are 
• 2° nose angle, 
• 3% thickness-to-chord ratio 
D 1.5% camber at mid-chord 
D 20° dihedral 
Figure 45: The optimum low-boom airfoil profile for minimum leading shock strength determined in Ref. 
[93], compared to the benchmark profile. 
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The near-field flow structure for low boom airframes is dominated primarily by 
isentropic compression regions and/or weak shocks. These flow features of low-boom aircraft 
develop into regular shock systems much farther downstream compared to standard high-boom 
aircraft. FPM3D requires that the leading and trailing shocks have developed prior to the 
Euler/FPE interface location so that shock detection, fitting, and grid generation can take place. 
The first test in this section is to determine a suitable axial distance downstream from the aircraft 
for the Euler/FPE interface. Using the Fun3D/Optigrid near-field unstructured shock fitted non-
linear CFD based sonic boom prediction method, the flow is computed in the entire 3D domain 
down to x/L = 5. Figure 46 shows the adapted grid on the y = 0 symmetry plane, and the pressure 
signals at equidistant vertical data cuts downstream and below the aircraft. The 
solution/adaptation process has converged by cycle 10. The obvious observation from the grid is 
that the trailing shock does not form until about x/L = 2.5. Thus any optimization study based on 
pressure signals closer than 2.5 body lengths will produce unreliable results since almost half of 
the signal will be missing. The evolution of the pressure signal with the axial distance from the 
aircraft shows the development of the trailing shock in stages. By x/L = 3.5, both the leading and 
trailing shocks are acceptable shapes that are detectable by the shock fitting routines in FPM3D. 
With the formation of the two distinct shocks in the signal, x/L = 3.5 can be considered the start 
of the mid-field. 
Although x/L = 3.5 is a suitable station for the Euler/FPE interface in terms of shock 
integrity, it is not far enough away to provide a safe distance between the inner boundary of the 
interface grid and the high vorticity region. The inner boundary needs to be far enough from the 
trailing shock that the pressure disturbance is flat, or else the Ap = 0 boundary condition enforced 
at this edge becomes problematic during full-potential marching. At x/L = 3.5, inner boundary 
placed at a radius where Ap ~ 0 passes through the high vorticity region with vorticity magnitude 
over 0.1. At x/L = 4.5 however, the inner boundary with Ap ~ 0 is at a safe distance from the 
high vorticity region. The vorticity magnitude distribution and the interface grid boundaries at 
two axial stations are shown in Figure 47. Figure 46 can be referenced for the leading and 
trailing shock locations at both stations. If vorticity > 0.1 (which is almost the same order as the 
free stream velocity) is included in the full potential propagation, the computational scheme first 
produces strong overshoots at the trailing shock and eventually diverges. To avoid such 
complications, the Euler/FPE interface is placed at x/L = 4.5, with inner boundary at r/L = 1.25 
and outer boundary at r/L = 3.0. The grid contains 129 by 467 points in the circumferential and 
radial directions, respectively. The step size is set as 0.001. 
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Signal propagation is computed in an isothermal atmosphere since the reference results 
have been computed as such and there is no experimental in-flight data to compare with for the 
delta wing case. The FPM3D/Waveform Parameter changeover distance is found to be exactly 
30 body lengths, with the ground signal impulse convergence threshold £\ (Eq. (5.6)) set at 0.001. 
This is 10 body lengths farther than that needed with the benchmark configuration to meet the £\ 
= 0.001 threshold. This clearly shows that non-linearities persist further downstream for lower 
boom signals. Obviously non-linear prediction is essential to compute accurate pressure 
responses that can be used in sonic boom minimization studies. Figure 48 shows a comparison of 
the signals from the benchmark and the Ref. [93] optimum delta wing geometries at x/L = 3.5 and 
at r/L = 600. The ground pressure levels are scaled with (r/L)3/4 for convenient plotting. 
Although the low boom signal looks much weaker at x/L = 3.5, compared to the original signal, 
the peak Ap's are much closer at ground level. This is because the far field leading shock 
strength is directly proportional to the near-field pressure impulse, but not the near-field peak Ap. 
This is a very important statement and is the reason behind choosing the impulse as the response 
to be minimized rather than the peak Ap. Looking at the signals at x/L = 3.5, one can see that 
although there is a large gap between the peak Ap's, the pressure impulse (the area under the 
curve where Ap > 0) does not differ so much. A quantitative comparison of mid- and far-field 
sonic boom mitigation of the low boom geometry is provided in Table 14. The results show that 
the mid-field impulse decrease at x/L = 3.5 is perfectly correlated with the far-field peak Ap 
decrease. The peak Ap decrease in the mid-field is more than twice that of the far-field. Finally, 
the far-field impulse decrease is even greater than the mid-field impulse decrease. Obviously if a 
near- or mid-field response is to be used for sonic boom minimization to save computational time, 
it should be the pressure impulse. Relying on the mid-field peak Ap can be disastrous since the 
level of decrease observed in this response does not fully reflect the far-field behavior. However, 
by choosing the pressure impulse at x/L = 3.5 as the response for minimization, one guarantees at 
least the same level of reduction on both the impulse and peak Ap at r/L = 600. Some final 
statements can be made on the volume and lift of the wing analyzed in this section. The Ref. [93] 
optimum delta wing geometry has CL = 0.0767, which is almost exactly the same as the 
benchmark geometry. However, there is a 40% volume loss due to the change in thickness from 
5% to 3%. The goal of this chapter is to achieve at least the same level of sonic boom reduction 
while maintaining the volume by keeping the thickness constant at 5%. 
Figure 46: The optimized grid on the symmetry plane after 10 solution/adaptation cycles (left), and the 
pressure signals on several downstream vertical data cuts (right) for the optimum delta wing geometry 
listed in Ref. [93]. Mach 2.0, a = 2.24°. 
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Figure 48: The pressure signals from the benchmark and the optimum geometry reported in Ref. [93] at 
x/L = 3.5 (left), and at r/L = 600 - ground level (right). 
Table 14: Mid- and far-field sonic boom reduction comparison for the Ref. [93] optimum delta wing. 
Location 
x/L = 3.5 
r/L = 600 
Benchmark 
Impulse Peak Ap/pM 
0.02 0.074 
0.00256 0.001477 
Ref. [93] optimum 











6.2.2 Angle of Attack - Camber Optimization 
Perhaps the most obvious camber strategy is to set it such that the lower surface of the 
wing becomes flat. This way the flow is subjected to the lowest slope all along the lower surface 
and hopefully emits the lowest sonic boom disturbance towards ground. Unfortunately this is not 
the case. At each angle of attack there is a specific optimum camber setting that produces a 
particular curvature on the lower surface to minimize the sonic boom. This has already been 
shown on a much simpler configuration in the previous chapter, where the optimum meridian 
profile of an axisymmetric shape is curved towards the incoming flow (convex) rather than being 
flat with constant minimum slope. This statement can be generalized to all 3D geometries 
producing lift. Flat lower surfaces in lifting airframes do not produce minimum sonic boom 
pressure levels. 
The benchmark configuration is at zero camber with a = 2.24°, producing CL = 0.0765 in 
Mach 2.0 flow. The optimum camber producing minimum sonic boom at this angle of attack is 
not zero, and the configuration needs to be modified. Since camber has a positive effect on lift, 
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modifying camber requires for modification of the angle of attack if the original Q, is to be 
produced. This is a 2 factor optimization problem. The pilot study on low boom delta wing 
signal prediction already established that the response to be minimized is the pressure impulse on 
a vertical cut at x/L = 3.5. Optimizing the ground signal directly can work also, but since the 
near-field impulse decrease is at the same level as the ground peak Ap decrease, the extra 
computational time required for mid-field prediction with FPM3D from x/L = 4.5 to r/L = 30 for 
each run is not necessary. 
Camber modification is accomplished through scaling a 1% camber profile with an input 
parameter - the camber design variable /c, and adding this data to the benchmark airfoil upper and 
lower surfaces. The 1% camber profile is generated by scaling the z-coordinate of the benchmark 
profile upper surface by 2/5. Doing so puts the maximum camber at the mid-chord location. The 
main reason for this particular camber profile selection is that a /c = 2.5 setting creates a profile 
with a perfectly flat lower surface. In this way the obvious minimization idea mentioned in the 
first paragraph is included in the design space as well. 
The lift at low a varies linearly with a. Therefore sonic boom due to lift is linearly 
dependent on a at this range, and 2 levels of a is adequate. Camber on the other hand modifies 
the non-linear curvature of the airfoil surfaces, and should be investigated in more than 2 levels 
so as not to overlook any non-linear relationships. The camber setting bounds are kept at /c = 0 
and /c = 2.5. The lower bound here gives the original airfoil and the upper bound gives the flat 
lower surface profile. The camber is tested at 5 evenly spaced levels. Since positive camber 
increases lift, the upper bound of a does not need to exceed the original value of 2.24°. The lower 
bound for a is determined by using a linear relationship between a and CL. Setting a = 2.0° as a 
reasonable value, the lift is predicted to be CL = 0.0683. This is about 10% less than the original 
lift and a useful design space lower bound. Two levels for a and 5 levels for /c require a total of 
10 runs. The results are tabulated in Table 15. Run 6 corresponds to the original benchmark 
configuration. 


























































































The ANOVA tables for the impulse and lift response models are given in Table 16 and 
Table 17, respectively. The last column in the ANOVA table gives the significance (p-value) of 
the terms. Terms with p < 0.05 are considered significant. For the impulse response a, /c, a fc, 
and /c2 are significant terms. The high R-squared value (>0.95) means that the model fits the 
available data exceptionally well. The two main reasons for this level of fit is that CFD 
computations are deterministic and no repeats are involved (pure error = 0), and the flow solution 
tools are accurate since there is no noise in that data. The lift model is linear in both angle of 
attack and camber, with no significant interaction of the two. The linear model is a perfect fit 
with R-squared > 0.99. The model equations for impulse and lift are given in Eqs. (85) and (86), 
respectively. The carrot (A) sign is used to indicate that these are model predicted responses. The 
actual response data and the model fits are displayed in Figure 49. The camber has strong non-
linear non-monotonous influence on the pressure impulse with a stationary point available in the 
design space. The drag increases with camber and angle of attack as the values in the run table 
suggest. The optimum camber is not 2.5% which would make a flat lower surface, but is 
somewhere around 1%. 
The optimization is carried out in Design-Expert by setting the goals as minimum 
impulse and target CL = 0.0765. The predicted and actual results at the reported optimum point 
are given in Table 18. The optimum angle of attack is 2.131° and the optimum camber is 1.19%. 
The prediction shows a very close match with the actual computational results at this point, owing 
to the models being significant and with R-squared > 0.95. The impulse decrease with this 
optimum is 12.8%, and the drag increase is 9.8%. 




























































Table 17: ANOVA for lift linear model. Type III SS. 


































/r/z=3.5 = 0.00852 + 0.00535a + 0.00259/^. 
-0.003105a/c - 0.004274,2 + 0.00290a/r2 







a = 2.0, actual 








a = 2.0, actual 
a = 2.24, actual 
Model 
J « 1-5 % Camber 
Figure 49: Model fits to actual computational data for impulse at x/L = 3.5 and lift. Mach 2.0. 
Table 18: Angle of attack - camber optimum predicted and actual computed results. 
PeakAp/Pco ^ L = 3 5 C L C D _ % A / % A C D 
'c 
x/L=3.5 
0.0178 0.0765 Prediction 
0.0549 0.0177 0.0769 0.0112 12.8 9.8 Actual 
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6.2.3 Angle of Attack - Dihedral Optimization 
Dihedral has an attenuating effect on both lift and the sonic boom intensity, but the 
percentage decrease in sonic boom pressure is greater than the percent loss in lift. Therefore 
dihedral is a beneficial factor for sonic boom minimization. Using the Euler/FPE sonic boom 
prediction methodology, Ref. [30] shows that adding 15° dihedral to the same benchmark 
geometry used in the current study requires the angle of attack to be increased from 2.24° to 2.4° 
to match the original lift. This is approximately a 6.7% loss in lift due to dihedral at the original 
angle of attack. However, the ground level peak Ap decrease shown is about 11%. In this section 
the work in Ref. [30] is partially repeated using the unstructured near-field solution technology, 
and extended to a larger range of dihedral angles. Dihedral is denoted by 8D. 
There are two basic ways of adding dihedral to the wing. The first and most obvious way 
is to rotate the wing about the chord line, and the second way is to translate the span-wise 
sections in the vertical (positive z) direction. The two disadvantages of the first method are that 
such rotation changes (thickens) the root chord profile on the y = 0 symmetry plane, and the wing 
planform area parallel to the flow decreases. Changing the root chord profile complicates the 
multivariate optimization process since the effect of camber is now strongly coupled with the 
dihedral angle which also changes the airfoil profile. The loss in planform area comes as an 
additional dependent factor that affects the lift. The translation dihedral avoids these two 
problems, but brings a new one. As the dihedral angle increases, the height of the wing increases 
with it, and goes to infinity as 9D -^ 90°. Fortunately high dihedral angles are of no interest since 
this causes excessive flight stability and the aircraft becomes unresponsive to controls. Around 
8D ~ 20°, the heights of both the rotated and translated dihedral wings are close. In conclusion, 
the translated dihedral method is adapted in the current study for wing CAD generation. Just to 
rule out the question of rotated dihedral effect, this factor is investigated as well in this section, 
and the optimums are compared to those obtained using translated dihedral. 
Table 19 shows the initial design set for the rotated dihedral analysis. The angle of attack 
is tested at two levels with the lower bound equal to the benchmark case since increasing dihedral 
decreases the lift. The upper bound of a is set at 2.6°. The dihedral angle is tested between 0° 
and 60° at 10 degree intervals. This set is more like a grid search rather than one of the "text-
book" designs. It can provide a linear model in a and a high order non-linear model in 0D. 
Although 8D > 20° is not feasible, it is tested anyway to see how the responses behave at such 
extremes. The impulse and lift model equations created using the data in Table 19 are given in 
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Eqs. (87) and (88). Both models have R2Adj. > 0-99 with only significant terms included. There is 
significant interaction of the angle of attack and dihedral in this case for both the impulse and the 
lift. The quadratic dihedral term is also significant for both responses. Using these models, 
optimization is carried out to minimize the impulse while targeting the lift to the benchmark 
value. The predicted optimum angle of attack at several dihedral settings and the global optimum 
are given in Table 20. The first two predicted optimums are at preset dihedral angles of interest, 
and the last one is the predicted global optimum. The as for the last two optimums exceed the 
current design space and are in the extrapolation zone. It is better to carry out an additional set of 
runs and optimization in this zone before testing these optimums. The second design set repeats 
the first for a = 3.3 and a = 4.0. The a = 2.6 data set can be combined with these new runs for a 
3-level orthogonal a variation in the design matrix. The results of the second set are given in 
Table 21. New response models are created using runs 8 through 28 to allow for testing the 
quadratic significance of the angle of attack term. The new models are given in Eqs. (89) and 
(90). Again these models have R2Adj > 0.99. The a2 terms is found to be insignificant. The 
optimums found using Eqs. (89) and (90) are given in Table 22. The global optimum is the 
second result, which has a « 10° and 9D ~ 65°. This is well outside of the already unfeasibly large 
design space limits. There seems to be no actual global optimum with the dihedral factor since 
the lift loss by dihedral can always be countered with angle of attack increase, and every new 
design set with higher angle of attack predicts a new global optimum above the design space 
limits. Therefore optimizing the angle of attack and other factors at preset dihedral angles seems 
to be the right way to continue the delta wing optimization study. The preset dihedral angles 
adapted in the current study are 15° and 20°, the same values used in Ref. [30]. Table 23 shows 
the actual results at predicted optimum a's for these two dihedral settings. The 15° dihedral has a 
15.3% and the 20° dihedral has a 20.7% reduction in sonic boom impulse. The 20° dihedral 
optimum found here is already better than the nose angle, camber, thickness optimum geometry 
with the same dihedral angle and with 40% volume loss from Ref. [93], which is solved in section 
6.2.1. 
7 r / / = 3 5 =9.65- l(T3+4.78- l ( T 3 a - 2 . 2 5 - l O - 4 ^ 
(87) 
-4.31- 1 0 " 5 a ^ + 1.36- 10" 6 ^ 2 
^ = - 5 . 6 3 - 10~3+3.70- 10" 2 a-3 .28- WA0O 
-4.06- 10~4a9n-9A4- 10"66» 2 
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/ r / / , ,=8 .02. - l(T3+5.44- 10_3a-1.66- 1(T46> 
-7.32- \V*a9D + \.lA- lO"6^2 
C,=-4A9- 10~3 +3.59- 10"2a + 4.68- \O'A0/? 1 D
 (90) 
-3.88- 10~4a6> -1.25- 1(T56>„2 
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Table 22: Predicted angle of attack — rotated dihedral optimums using Eqs. (89) and (90). 
2.7197 20 0.0162 0.0765 
9.8173 65.33 0.01105 0.0765 
Table 23: Actual results at predicted optimums for angle of attack - rotated dihedral study. 
a ^ PeakAp/p. ^ = 3 5 C L C D _ % A / % A C D 
2.5667 15 0.0593 0.0172 0.0775 0.0106 15.3 3.9 Actual 
2.7197 20 0.0565 0.0161 0.0769 0.0108 20.7 5.9 Actual 
Next, the angle of attack - dihedral optimization is carried out using the translated 
dihedral method. Translated dihedral preserves the planform area of the wing, thus its impact on 
the lift is expected to be less than the rotated dihedral. To find optimum angle of attack settings 
at 15° and 20° dihedral angles, an experimental design matrix of 8 runs is executed. Angle of 
attack is tested at 2.24° (original) and 2.6° settings, and the dihedral is tested at 0, 10, 20, and 30°. 
The results of the 8 runs are tabulated in Table 24. A direct comparison with similar runs in Table 
19 shows that lift coefficients are higher than those obtained with the rotated dihedral. The 
response models for the data in Table 24 are given in Eqs. (91) and (92). The data and the models 
are plotted in Figure 50. Again both models have R2Adj > 0.99. In contrast to the rotated dihedral 
case, (x6?D interaction term and the 9D2 quadratic term are found to be insignificant. Clearly the 
translated dihedral method uncouples the effects of angle of attack and dihedral on both 
responses. Rotation for dihedral causes thickening of the root chord profile at the y = 0 symmetry 
plane, along with shrinking the planform area. The first affects the sonic boom impulse and the 
second affects the lift. These parasitic interaction effects are eliminated using the translated 
dihedral method. Predicted and actual responses at the optimums found using Eqs. (91) and (92) 
are given in Table 25. The level of sonic boom reduction is about the same as that obtained with 
the rotated dihedral, but with less than half the drag increase. This is because of the lower a 's 
required due to the conservation of the planform area. In conclusion, translated dihedral is 
preferable to rotated dihedral because the drag penalty is much less and the responses are simple 
with no 2-factor interactions or quadratic terms. 
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Table 24: Translated dihedral set. 
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(91) 
(92) 
a = 2.24, actual 





a = 2.24, actual 
a = 2.6, actual 
Model 
0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 
Dihedral, 6D Dihedral, 9D 
Figure 50: Actual data and model fits for impulse at x/L = 3.5 and lift responses for the a - 0D analysis. 
Table 25: Translated dihedral optimum predicted and actual computed results. 
a 0D Pe /^kLf3P5/pco /X/L^3.5 CL CD -%A/ %ACD 
2.4072 15 
2.4690 20 
0.0173 0.0765 Prediction 
0.0587 0.0170 0.0769 0.01037 16.3 1.7 Actual 
0.0163 0.0765 Prediction 
0.0542 0.0161 0.0769 0.01041 20.7 2.1 Actual 
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6.2.4 Effect of Linear Twist 
In this section, the effect of wing twist on sonic boom impulse is investigated. For 
simplicity, the twist from root to tip is modified linearly, and the root twist (or the wing angle of 
attack) is kept at zero. By applying positive twist towards the tip of the wing, the lift is 
redistributed away from the centerline. The tip twist setting aT is optimized to match the original 
lift. Two sets of results are presented in this section where linear twist is separately coupled with 
constant span-wise camber, /„ and dihedral #D. Camber is tested at 0% (original) and 2.5% 
settings. A camber of 2.5% makes the lower surface flat and minimizes the sonic boom when the 
wing is at zero angle of attack. Section 6.1.2 shows that optimum camber changes with the angle 
of attack, which suggests that camber should vary along the span as the twist increases. 
However, an initial effort is given here with constant span-wise camber which is set to minimize 
the effect of the largest section of the wing. Combining twist with dihedral is expected to help 
move the lift disturbance further away from the centerline where the sonic boom is strongest. 
Table 26 shows the results for the tip twist - camber coupling runs. Five levels of tip 
twist are tested to provide sufficient DoF for Lack-of-Fit (LoF) testing for quadratic and cubic 
models. The dihedral is kept at zero. The response model terms are given in Table 27. The 
interaction terms are found to be significant. Figure 51 shows the computed data points from 
Table 26 and the model fits. For low twist angles, setting camber at 2.5% does decrease the 
impulse, but this advantage is lost for aT > 3°. The optimums predicted at 0% and 2.5% camber 
are given in Table 28 with their actual computed responses. With the 0% camber optimum, the 
decrease in pressure impulse at x/L = 3.5 is only 4.1% with a very large increase in drag. Positive 
tip twist of over 7° is not feasible since it can easily induce flutter at supersonic speeds and cause 
early stall of the wing tip during take-off and landing. This is opposite of what twist is used for in 
general aviation. With 2.5% camber, the pressure impulse and drag increase significantly. The 
optimum twist which provides the target lift ends up increasing the sonic boom impulse by 15% 
and drag by 64%. Obviously setting the camber to minimize the effect of the root chord has 
back-fired causing the rest of the wing (with high twist) to produce very strong sonic boom 
signals. Considering the impulse increase is quadratic with camber as shown in Section 6.1.2, 
having inappropriate camber at high local angles of attack along the span drastically increases the 
























































































Table 27: Response model terms for linear twist - camber analysis. 
Response I CL 













































tc = 0.0, actual 
tc = 2.5, actual 
Model 
tc = 0.0, actual 





Twist, o^ . 
10 
Figure 51: Actual data and model fits for impulse at x/L = 3.5 and lift responses for linear twist - camber 
analysis. 
Table 28: Predicted and actual results for linear twist optimums at 0% and 2.5% camber. 
4 aT 
Peak A p ^ 




0.0550 0.0195 0.0765 0.0121 
0.0236 0.0765 
0.0922 0.0234 0.0764 0.0167 
Predicted 
4.1 18.6 Actual 
Predicted 
-15.3 63.7 Actual 
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The second set of experiments is carried out where positive linear twist is coupled with 
dihedral angle, at a 0% camber setting. Projections using the already available data on dihedral 
from the previous section and the linear twist just discussed suggest that aT = 7, 8, 9 and 8D = 10, 
20, 30 level settings make up a suitable face centered design (FCD) matrix to locate optimums at 
15° and 20° dihedral. The FCD results are tabulated in Table 29. The model terms for impulse 
and lift responses are given in Table 30. Figure 52 shows the computed data points and the 
model fits. The impulse increases with twist at the same rate for all dihedral angles. If the rate of 
increase in impulse with twist decreased with increasing dihedral, it would indicate that dihedral 
improves the effect of twist on sonic boom mitigation. However, this is not the case. The 
predicted optimums and their actual responses are given in Table 31. The reductions in the sonic 
boom impulse are practically the same as the dihedral-only optimization, with the drag penalty 
increased considerably. The optimum tip twist angles found are impractical. 

























Run 0D ar Pe^kLf3P/pco >k=3.5 CL CD 
0.0447 0.0167 0.0716 0.0117 
0.0463 0.0183 0.0818 0.013 
0.0483 0.0199 0.0918 0.0144 
0.0369 0.0144 0.0669 0.0115 
0.038 0.0159 0.0768 0.0127 
0.0393 0.0172 0.0866 0.0141 
0.029 0.0127 0.0612 0.0112 
0.0309 0.0135 0.0707 0.0124 
9 30 9 0.0315 0.0147 0.0802 0.0137 
Table 30: Response model terms for linear twist - dihedral analysis. 
Response I CL 
Term coefficient p-value coefficient p-value 
-5.46E-03 
1.25E-02 < 0.0001 
-6.30E-06 < 0.0001 
-6.89E-05 < 0.0001 
-1.35E-04 < 0.0001 
-1.74E-06 < 0.0001 
3.55E-06 < 0.0001 
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Figure 52: Actual data and model fits for impulse at x/L = 3.5 and lift responses for linear twist - dihedral 
analysis. 
Table 31: Linear twist - dihedral optimum predicted and actual computed results. 




0.0413 0.0166 0.0764 0.0125 18.2 
0.0157 0.0765 





Obviously there is not much that can be done with positive twist separately. Although it 
redistributes most of the lift towards the tip, this does not help reduce the under-track sonic boom 
impulse. Moreover, the drag is increased considerably. The structural implications of such high 
tip twist angles make its application impractical. However, lateral redistribution of sonic boom 
should be possible, and using span-wise twist should improve the sonic boom mitigation 
performance. The twist factor is not discarded, but is investigated more rigorously in the 
following sections by including root twist, negative tip twist with respect to the root chord (aT < 
a), non-linear span-wise twist profile, and span-wise camber profile optimized for local twist 
angles. 
6.2.5 Angle of Attack - Dihedral - Camber Optimization 
Tn this section a three-factor optimization is carried out using angle of attack, dihedral, 
and span-wise constant camber. Effects of angle of attack and dihedral on impulse and lift were 
shown to be linear in the previous sections. Therefore a general factorial experimental design 
with 2 levels on a and 0D and 5 levels on tc is setup to analyze the responses. Camber effect on 
impulse is strongly quadratic, and 5-level setup for this variable leaves sufficient DoF for LoF 
testing. Since the dihedral angles of interest are 15° and 20°, the lower and upper bounds for this 
factor are set as 10° and 20°. This setup leaves 15° in the center, and 20° still inside the design 
space. The bounds on angle of attack are chosen as 2.1° and 2.6° in light of the findings in the 
previous sections, which sets a = 2.35° as the center. Camber bounds are set as 0.4% and 2.0%, 
centering the design at 1.2% camber. The design matrix with 20 runs is given in Table 32, and 
the response model terms are given in Table 33. For the impulse, all of the interaction terms are 
found to be significant whereas only a few of them are significant for the lift. The data points and 
the model fits are shown in Figure 53. The interactions of camber with angle of attack and 
dihedral seem to move the stationary point on the impulse vs. camber curves. While dihedral -
camber interaction modifies the slope of the lift vs. camber lines slightly, angle of attack -
camber interaction has little influence on lift. This is the least significant term in the lift model. 
Finally, the predicted optimums and their actual computed results are given in Table 34. The 20° 
dihedral optimum shows a 27.6% decrease in sonic boom pressure impulse. This is a significant 
improvement over the 2 factor a - tc and a- 6D optimizations. The drag penalty is 11.8%, mostly 
due to the camber. 



















































































































































































Table 33: Response model terms for angle of attack - dihedral - camber analysis. 
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Response I CL 
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Figure 53: Actual data and model fits for impulse at x/L = 3.5 and lift responses for angle of attack -
dihedral - camber analysis. 
Table 34: Angle of attack - dihedral - camber optimum predicted and actual computed results. 
Peak Ap/pOT , n 
a tfD 'c x/L=3.5 CD -%A/ %ACD 
2.3144 15 1.0996 
2.3942 20 1.0336 
0.0154 0.0765 
0.0445 0.0154 0.0766 0.0114 24.1 
0.0147 0.0765 





6.2.6 Root/Tip Twist, Span-wise Twist and Camber Profile, and Dihedral 
Optimization 
This section presents the final optimization study for delta wing sonic boom mitigation 
with preserved wing volume and lift. As the last step, wing twist is included with angle of attack, 
dihedral, and camber optimization. In section 6.2.4 the analysis show the required tip twist is 
about 7° to match the target lift. This is considered to be impractical due to possible flutter and 
early stall of the wing tip during take-off and landing. Besides the structural and aerodynamic 
concerns, the optimums found with such high wing tip twist are very poor designs in terms of 
sonic boom reduction and drag. To avoid the high tip twist for matching the target lift, the root 
chord should also originate at some angle of attack. In this section the wing angle of attack which 
is the angle of attack of the root chord at the same time is referred to as the root twist, and is 
denoted by the symbol aR. In addition to the root twist, the span-wise twist profile is changed 
from a simple linear distribution to an adjustable (new factor) non-linear profile which can 
control how soon the root twist changes to tip twist. For example, it may be desirable to start 
with a low root twist and quickly increase the twist along the span and asymptote towards the tip 
twist. In that way, a larger portion of the wing will be at the high twist setting, reducing the value 
of tip twist required to match the target lift. The span-wise twist profile is formulated as 
a(J) = (ar-aA) - +aJf (93) 
where b is the span of the delta wing. In this case it is equal to tan(30°)L = 0.5774L. The 
quantity y/b is zero at the root and 1 at the tip. This makes a(y = 0) = aR and <x(y = b) = aT. The 
variable Na controls the non-linearity where N„ = 1 gives a linear change, Na < 1 accelerates the 
change, and Na > 1 delays the change from root twist to tip twist. This is displayed in Figure 54. 
This particular twist profile formulation is inspired by the meridian profile used in the 
axisymmetric geometry optimization study of Hague and Jones [15]. The advantage of this 
formulation is that the span-wise twist variation is smooth, and controlled with only one 
parameter, Na. The more obvious brute force approach would be to select several sections along 
the span and include their local angles of attack as new factors in the optimization. This would 
seriously complicate the optimization process as additional design factors will exponentially 
increase the required number of runs. 
6 (X2 04 6.6 '6.8 iy/b 
Figure 54: Plot of the exponential term in span-wise twist profile expression, Eq. (93). 
Section 6.2.4 concludes that camber should also vary along the span due to changing local angle 
of attack when the wing is twisted. This is because the optimum camber giving the minimum 
impulse changes with angle of attack. Clearly the span-wise camber profile must be optimized to 
match the local angle of attack along the span when the wing is twisted. Trying to optimize 
camber at several sections along the span is not a very practical approach since many sections 
would require optimization in order to have a smooth camber profile that helps the entire wing, 
not just those sections being optimized. An alternative shortcut method is devised here, where a 
model equation for the optimum camber giving minimum impulse is generated in terms of angle 
of attack and dihedral. In that way the optimum camber for minimum impulse is readily known 
for any combination of angle of attack and dihedral. This model equation is then used during the 
CAD generation process where the span-wise camber profile is automatically set in terms of the 
span-wise twist profile and dihedral angle. Not only does this make the whole span-wise camber 
optimization much simpler and robust, it also takes camber out of the design matrix as one of the 
design factors. The only catch is that a rich set of runs are needed initially in order to provide 
adequate data to create the optimum camber model. The dihedral angles of interest are 15° and 
20°, and the maximum twist at any section should stay below 5°. Cases are run for 9D = 0, 10, 20, 
30 and 0 < a < 5 with at least 3 levels of camber for each a - 9D combination. The optimum 
camber found at each a - 9D setting is listed in Table 35. The quadratic model equation fitted to 
these data is given in Eq. (94). The data points and the model are shown in Figure 55. The grid 
lines at 9D = 0, 10, 20, 30 are highlighted to help assess the model fit accuracy. The model has 
R2Adj > 0.99. The optimum camber decreases with increasing angle of attack and shows a weak 









































































































'c,4*.0')= 2 . 3 9 0 - 0 . 0 2 3 4 ^ - 0 . 5 4 4 a ( ^ ) - 2 . 5 2 6 - KT 3 <V(^ ) 
+8.454- lO-40l + OM86a(J)2 
(94) 
With dihedral preset and the camber profile given by the model in Eq. (94), the only 
factors involved in the optimization are root twist aR, tip twist aT, and twist profile power N„. 
Global design space limits for this section are set as 0.5 < aR < 4, 0 < aT < 5, and 0.25 < Na < 
1.25. The optimization search algorithm is started by analyzing smaller sub-spaces (zones) in this 
range. The objective of matching the lift to the target benchmark value is exploited here to set the 
direction of the design space exploration route. Using the lift model on a 3D block domain with 
dimensions equal to the current zone limits, iso-surfaces of CL = 0.0765 are plotted in Tecplot. 
One of the objectives is completed in this manner. Next, the impulse response is computed on 
this iso-surface and the minimum impulse location is sought either graphically or by searching for 
the 3D grid point with minimum impulse on this surface. If there is no impulse minima 
(stationary point) located on the iso-surface, the analysis is continued on an adjacent zone 
following the CL = 0.0765 iso-surface direction. In this way the entire global design space need 
not be tested and the analysis progresses while satisfying the lift requirement at all times. A total 
of 11 zones are investigated for the 20° dihedral case, using a total of 130 runs. The zones are 
placed such that they overlap and share several data points. This way a smooth continuous iso-
surface is created through all zones, and 50% savings in total number of runs is achieved by 
economically making use of runs from a previous zone. The design factor bounds for the 11 
zones are listed in Table 36, and CL = 0.0765 iso-surfaces found in these zones are plotted in 
Figure 56. Both impulse and lift responses are modeled as full-quadratic on all zones. The plot 
on the left in Figure 56 shows the numbers of the zones as labels attached at their lower left 
corners. The boundaries of the iso-surfaces are displayed to indicate the overlapping regions. 
Zones 1 through 9 cover 1° root twist and 2° tip twist intervals, whereas the last two zones cover 
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smaller volumes. The plot on the right of the figure shows the shaded iso-surface at a different 
angle to display the warping of this surface as Na changes. Optimization for 15° is done similarly 
using the same zones since 5° dihedral variation has only a small effect on lift. The global 
optimum inside the entire design space is found in zone 11, and a close local optimum is found in 
zone 8. The optimums for both dihedral angles are listed in Table 37. Contours in Figure 56 
shows that the impulse is decreasing in the increasing root twist direction. This is a very 
interesting discovery since with higher root twist a stronger under-track signal is expected. 
Moreover, the tip twist is less than root twist for the optimal locations, meaning that the twist is 
actually negative. This is great since it complies with the conventional intent of twist on wings 
which is to delay the tip stall at high angles of attack. Negative twist alleviates the concerns on 
flutter and bending due to intense tip loads as well. The optimums found with this combined 
optimization study are gratifying on all counts including aerodynamics, structural feasibility, and 
sonic boom mitigation. Optimums found here with non-linear span-wise twist and camber profile 
are much better than the optimums found in the linear twist analysis in Section 6.2.4. This is 
mainly because the camber now matches the local angle of attack everywhere along the span to 
give minimum impulse. The addition of non-linear twist and camber profile improves the 
impulse reduction by 3% for 15° dihedral and by 1.5% for 20° dihedral compared to the angle of 
attack - dihedral - camber optimums found in the previous section, with no increase in drag 
penalty. 
Figure 55: Optimum camber data points from Table 35 and the fitted model surface, Eq. (94). 
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Table 36: Factor limits for root/tip twist, twist and camber span-wise profile optimization at 20° dihedral. 































































































Figure 56: CL = 0.0765 iso-surfaces on 11 zones tested for root/tip twist, twist and camber span-wise 
profile optimization at 20° dihedral. 
Table 37: Root/tip twist, span-wise twist and camber profile predicted and actual computed optimums. 
0D aR aT Na PeJLf3P5/po0 /X/L=3.5 CL CD -%A/ %ACD 
15 2.736 1.779 .7075 
15 3.778 1.721 0.25 
20 2.844 1.854 .6931 
20 3.341 1.751 .4078 
0.0152 0.0765 
0.0469 0.0148 0.0769 0.0114 27.1 
0.0150 0.765 
0.0454 0.0150 0.0764 0.0113 26.1 
0.0146 0.0765 
0.0434 0.0146 0.0765 0.0114 28.1 
0.0145 0.0765 












6.2.7 Concluding Remarks on Delta Wing Parametric Optimization 
Figure 57 displays the pressure signals at x/L = 3.5 from the optimums of angle of attack 
- camber, angle of attack - dihedral, angle of attack - camber - dihedral, and finally root/tip 
twist, non-linear span-wise twist and camber profile at 20° dihedral. The camber and dihedral do 
not have a strong influence on the signal when they are applied alone, however, their combined 
effect is significant. Addition of lateral redistribution with wing twist (4l signal) does not change 
the signal shape much compared to angle of attack - camber - dihedral (3rd signal) optimum. 
Addition of camber significantly weakens the trailing shock. The mitigation of the mid-field 
signal at x/L = 3.5 is clear in these plots. Figure 58 shows the pressure signals from the optimum 
and benchmark delta wings at r/L = 600. Signal propagation is through a uniform atmosphere. 
The optimized signal belongs to the final configuration listed in Table 37 having a 29.1% 
reduction in the impulse at x/L = 3.5. The trailing shock of the optimum geometry is much 
weaker than the leading shock. The leading shock strength is Ap/p ,^ = 0.001076, and the impulse 
is 0.001503. These numbers correspond to 27.1% decrease in peak Ap, and 41.29% decrease in 
the pressure impulse compared to the original delta wing. As predicted by the linear theory (Eqs. 
2.8 and 2.9), the percentage decrease in the far-field leading shock strength is about the same as 
the percentage decrease in the mid-field pressure impulse. Hence the decision to use the mid-
field pressure impulse for ground level sonic boom minimization is justified. 
Figure 57: Comparison of pressure signals at x/L = 3.5 (vertical cut) from optimized delta wings and the 
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Figure 58: Pressure signal comparison at r/L = 600 (ground level) for the optimum delta wing with twist 
and 20° dihedral, and the benchmark wing. 
The sequential analysis and optimization approach where design factors are first analyzed 
in pairs allows one to clearly understand and appreciate the effects of each parameter alone on the 
lift and sonic boom impulse responses. The latter part of the optimization study with root twist, 
tip twist, non-linear twist profile, non-linear camber profile optimized for local angle of attack, 
etc., is setup in light of the findings of the 2-factor analyses. The key findings in these analyses 
are: 
D Dihedral does not provide a global optimum. Increasing dihedral decreases sonic boom 
impulse in the test region covered, up to 60° dihedral. Loss in lift can always be matched 
with increase in angle of attack. Therefore the dihedral factor should be used as a preset 
constant. 
D Impulse varies in a strongly quadratic manner with camber. There is an optimum camber 
for minimum impulse, but its value varies with angle of attack. Linear twist cases show 
that incorrect camber variation along the span with local angle of attack severely 
increases the under-track sonic boom impulse. Therefore camber needs to vary along the 
span when the wing has twist. 
D A linearly varying positive twist span-wise profile does not help reduce sonic boom, and 
increases drag considerably. Root twist should be included as a factor, and non-linear 
span-wise twist profiles should be considered. 
• Negative twist variation where tip twist is less than root twist should be considered. 
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In light of these findings, dihedral is removed as a variable in the optimization, and a 
non-linear span-wise twist profile is formulated based on a single parameter as design factor, 
while the span-wise camber is tied to local angle of attack by a model equation that gives the 
optimum camber for minimum pressure impulse as a function of angle of attack. Doing so, a 3D 
wing geometry with very complex and non-linear axial and span-wise geometric features is 
optimized using ultimately only 3 design factors. If all the factors were to be considered at the 
same time with no prior insight, the number of design factors would be much higher. 
Considering the span-wise distributions, camber and twist would have to be modified on at least 3 
sections along the span to get a non-linear span-wise profile for both. This would mean at least 
four more design factors (three for camber, one for the additional twist on the third section). 
Including dihedral, this would be at least 7 factors to optimize. Considering that a full three-level 
experimental design matrix would need 37 = 2187 runs, an 11-zone RSM analysis and search, as 
demonstrated in the previous section, would require more than 20,000 runs! In short, the 2-factor 
analyses in the beginning of the study saved considerable time and resources in approaching the 
optimum design. 
Redistributing the lift towards the tip along the span does not necessarily reduce the 
under-track sonic boom impulse on the y = 0 symmetry plane. For the particular wing geometry 
investigated in this section, negative twist which draws the lift closer to the symmetry plane 
decreases the sonic boom on the symmetry plane. This is a surprising result from the analysis 
which is counter intuitive. Actually twist not only changes the lateral distribution of lift, but the 
axial distribution as well due to the triangular wing planform. When lift is distributed towards the 
tip, it is distributed downstream on the axial coordinate as well, since span-wise section 
aerodynamic centers move towards x = L as y -^ b. On a rectangular wing, twist would not alter 
the axial lift distribution. Since low-boom supersonic aircraft designs employ delta wings or 
swept wings in general, a generalization can be made by saying that lateral distribution of the lift 
towards the wing tips is not beneficial for sonic boom mitigation. Lateral distribution of lift 
towards the centerline however is found to be beneficial in the current study, as it mediates the 
axial lift distribution. Similar to cross-sectional area distribution, axial lift distribution is of first 
order importance to sonic boom generation. This means that the sonic boom signal is more 
sensitive to changes in the axial lift distribution than to those in the lateral distribution. These 
two effects cannot be uncoupled using a swept or delta wing. 
RSM model predictions and actual data points match exceptionally well in general for 
both lift and impulse responses. Lift response is relatively simpler to calculate given that the flow 
is inviscid, and does not require significant grid manipulation. Computation of shock waves to 
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the downstream end of the body should provide accurate lift computations reliably. Computing 
sonic boom impulse of a 3D lifting wing at x/L = 3.5 however requires significant grid adaptation 
and shock fitting. The exceptional accuracy and predictive capability of the RSM models show 
that the CFD tools and methods used in getting the impulse response are highly accurate and 
reliable. There is no noise in the data provided to the least-square fitting routine. Noise could 
occur due to random grid problems, dissipated shocks, inappropriate solver settings, convergence 
issues, etc. The unstructured grid adaptation methodology for sonic boom prediction pays off 
quite well in this case. 
6.3 SSBD Optimization 
In this section the original SSBD aircraft is equipped with an optimized axisymmetric 
nose geometry, and its wing is replaced with a delta wing optimized for sonic boom mitigation. 
While the optimum axisymmetric nose shapes found in Section 6.2 can be used directly on the 
aircraft, the optimum delta wing found in Section 6.3 cannot. To replace the original wing of the 
SSBD, the new wing needs to have about the same volume, center of gravity, and aerodynamic 
center. The delta wing optimized in the previous section does not adhere to these additional 
constraints. Moreover, the flight Mach number and the lift requirement are different for the 
SSBD case, and there are significant interference effects on lift caused by the existence of the 
fuselage. Therefore wing parameter optimization for matching target lift needs to be carried out 
while the wing is attached to the aircraft. In short, a new (shorter) optimization study is carried 
out for the SSBD wing modification for sonic boom mitigation. 
This section is laid out in four parts. First, a replacement baseline delta wing is designed 
to fit the SSBD, having exactly the same volume, root thickness ratio, and aerodynamic center as 
the original wing. Next, this baseline wing is optimized for sonic boom minimization while it is 
attached to the SSBD to make sure lift interference is included while matching the target lift of 
the aircraft. Third, the optimum nose shapes found in Section 6.1, one with the minimum ground 
peak Ap and the other with minimum ground impulse are attached to the SSBD with the original 
wing. Both optimized nose shapes are tested since at this point it is not obvious how the shock 
system will be modified and which of the two will actually give the minimum ground level bow 
shock strength when attached to the SSBD. Finally, the optimum nose shape chosen in the 
previous step is attached to the SSBD with the optimized delta wing, and the current work is 
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concluded. The following information should be noted as a reminder. The SSBD aircraft 
original length is 50 ft., flight altitude is 32,140 ft., flight speed is Mach 1.414, angle of attack is 
1.922°, the nominal pressure at flight altitude is 589.23 psf, and the ground pressure at 2,372 ft asl 
is 1967 psf. 
6.3.1 Baseline Delta Wing Design for the SSBD 
The replacement delta wing for the SSBD needs to match the original wing 
characteristics in order to avoid significant changes in the aircraft weight, balance and trimming 
requirements. The new wing needs to have the same weight which is approximated here by 
setting the volume equal to the original wing volume. The center of gravity (CG) of the new 
wing needs to be close to the original, and the aerodynamic center (AC) should exactly match the 
original locations. Any small mismatch in the CG can virtually be accommodated by internal 
adjustments inside the fuselage, however, changes in AC would require aerodynamic trimming. 
Trimming can only be done with modifications on the elevators which will likely change the 
trailing shock signal and the drag force. In order not to get side-tracked with trim adjustments in 
the wing optimization for sonic boom mitigation, the wing AC is secured at its original location. 
The root chord length, root chord thickness ratio, and the mount location of the wing should 
match the original wing as well in order not to require any virtual adjustments on the internal 
structural frame and mount points of the fuselage. 
Figure 59 shows the SSBD original wing. The wing is detached from the fuselage at y = 
0.065L as shown in the figure, where the wing meets the inlet cowling. The cut is made planar to 
simplify delta wing CAD generation and fuselage integration processes. The wing alone, when 
separated from the fuselage at y = 0.065, is shown on the right of the figure. The leading edge 
extension (LEX) is also included in the parted wing. The parameters of the original wing with 
LEX are: 
• root chord length, CR = 0.267L (L = LSSBD), 
D Maximum thickness-to-chord ratio at root, tc = 3.34% 
• volume = 0.006 CR3 = 0.000114 L3 
• incidence angle of the root chord with respect to SSBD centerline, a; = -0.450° 
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D wing angle of attack: c^ = 1.922° - 0.450° = 1.472° 
• Aerodynamic center axial location at a^ , = 1.472°, ACX = 0.751CR 
To generate a delta wing with fixed root chord and maximum root thickness, the only 
parameter left to adjust the volume is the semi-vertex angle, p. The volume (and span) decreases 
with decreasing p. Setting P = 38.95° gives the required volume of 0.006 CR3. This setting of P 
puts the leading edge well inside the Mach cone which has a 45° half-cone angle for Mach 1.414. 
To adjust ACX, wing sweep is modified. A delta wing already has a leading edge sweep, which is 
equal to 90 - p. An additional sweep parameter that applies to the trailing edge is designated by 
X. After the delta wing is created with a certain P, the entire wing is swept back (or forward) by X 
to translate the aerodynamic center in the axial direction. While doing so, the span is kept the 
same so as not to change the volume. This is illustrated in Figure 60. The aerodynamic center of 
wings in supersonic flow is approximately at the 50% chord location. However, this information 
is not sufficient unless the y-coordinate of the aerodynamic center (ACy) is known. Thus flow 
solutions at several A,'s are needed to model the ACX change with X, and pinpoint the correct X 
setting. Upon carrying out such tests, the required trailing edge sweep is found to be X = 15.24° 
to have ACX = 0.751 CR. The delta wing a„ is kept equal to the original wing a^ while adjusting 
ACX. 
Next, the correct incidence angle for the new wing needs to be adjusted to produce the 
original lift of the SSBD aircraft. To do this, first the baseline delta wing is attached to the 
fuselage by placing the mid root chord point at x = 0.6L, y = 0.065L, and z = -0.014L. This is the 
same location where the mid root chord center of the original wing shown in Figure 59 is found. 
The incidence angle of the root chord is then adjusted by pivoting the new wing about this mount 
point. To achieve a water-tight connection with the fuselage, the portion of the original wing 
between the fuselage and the y = 0.065L plane is removed, and filled with surfaces created by 
extruding the root profile of the new wing in the -y direction. The incidence angle is tested 
starting from a, = -1°, and the correct setting producing CL = 0.0936 is found to be a; = -0.668° 
(aw = 1.254°). To be consistent, the same reference area is used in calculating lift for both the 
original and the new wing attached to the fuselage. Figure 61 compares the original and the 
baseline delta wing attached to the SSBD, showing top and bottom surface pressure distributions. 
The new wing has a larger planform, and lower pressure difference between the upper and lower 
surfaces. This in turn decreases the sonic boom impulse shed from the wing itself. The leading 
edge sweep of the new wing is considerably larger than the original wing, yielding a much 
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smaller drag coefficient. Furthermore, the original wing airfoil has a round leading edge whereas 
the delta wing has a sharp leading edge. This brings additional savings in the drag component. 
The overall inviscid CD of SSBD with the original wing is 0.0370 whereas with the new baseline 
wing it is 0.0301. This is an 18.65% decrease in drag caused solely by a wing replacement. 
However, due to increased surface area the viscous drag component would be higher than the 
original value. This is not computed in the current study. The new wing is a "dedicated" 
supersonic wing that would perform poorly in subsonic flight due its sharp leading edge with high 
sweep. 
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Figure 60: Trailing edge sweep X effect on the aerodynamic center axial location. 
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The pressure signals on a vertical cut at x/L =1.5 from SSBD with the original wing, 
SSBD fuselage only, and SSBD with the new baseline delta wing are given in Figure 62. This 
figure shows the effect of the wing on the near-field pressure signal. The signal distance of x/L = 
1.5 is about 5.6 root-chord lengths for the wing, and is a decent mid-field range to observe the 
wing effect on the signal. Considering that the pressure impulse is computed as the integral of 
pressure above the Ap = 0 line, the difference of the original and the new baseline delta wing can 
be observed as the shaded areas under the solid and dashed curves, shown in the figure. The 
pressure impulse of the shaded area for the original wing is 60.45 psfft, and the for the baseline 
delta wing it is 23.71 psfft. This is a significant decrease already prior to carrying out an 
optimization study. The optimization of the baseline delta wing further decreases the sonic boom 
impulse due to the wing. The signal of the fuselage alone sets a virtual limit on the pressure 
signal shape obtainable if the wing impulse were to be minimized to zero. The following 
optimization study places the near-field signal between the dashed and dash-dotted curves in 
Figure 62. 
Before concluding this section, a final word should be said on the interference lift caused 
by having a fuselage beside the wing. The lift coefficient for the wing alone and the fuselage 
alone are 0.0575 and -0.01176 respectively, while the combined lift is 0.0936. This means that 
the interference lift coefficient is 0.04786, which is almost half of the total lift. This is a 
significant contribution, thus for the optimization to match, the total lift should be predicted using 
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Figure 61: Planform and surface pressure comparison of the original and the baseline delta wing attached 
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Figure 62: Pressure signals at x/L =1.5 from the SSBD with original wing, fuselage only, and with new 
baseline delta wing. 
6.3.2 SSBD Wing Optimization 
In this section, the baseline delta wing for SSBD determined above is optimized to reduce 
its impulse, while maintaining the target lift. Similar to the delta wing optimization, the volume 
needs to be conserved so as not to require any changes in lift. There is no straight-forward way to 
calculate the weight of the wing as its volume changes unless the composition of the materials 
inside the wing is known. Since this work is primarily a demonstration of the sonic boom 
prediction tools in sonic boom mitigation studies, detailed internal structural design is omitted. 
By keeping the wing volume, total lift, wing mount point and the aerodynamic center the same as 
the original aircraft, uncertainties related to these parameters are avoided. 
During the optimization process, the lift response needs to be computed while the wing is 
attached to the fuselage to account for the interference lift. However, the wing pressure impulse 
response is not easily identified on the pressure signal of the entire aircraft. The impulse specific 
to the wing is easily picked out if the wing is analyzed alone. Doing both at the same time is at 
first challenging, but a short-cut is found in the current work. First, optimization is limited to 
angle of attack - dihedral - camber combination only since addition of twist is found to improve 
the sonic boom mitigation only slightly (1.5%) in Section 6.3.6. Next, the optimum camber 
giving minimum impulse is modeled by testing the wing alone at various dihedral and angle of 
attack settings, as done similarly in Section 6.3.6. Provided that the wing CAD is created with 
the proper camber found through this model for any angle of attack setting, the only thing left to 
do is to find the correct incidence angle to give the target lift at preset dihedral angles. To create 
the optimum camber for the minimum impulse model, camber is tested at 5 levels at 
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combinations of 9D = 0°, 20° and a*, = 0.5°, 0.75°, 1.0°, 1.5°, 2.0°. The optimum camber settings 
found for each combination is tabulated in Table 38. The response model fit to this data is given 
in Eq. (95). Next, the delta wing is attached to the fuselage and the flow around the whole 
aircraft is computed for various dihedral and wing incidence angles. The camber is set 
automatically depending on the wing angle of attack and dihedral utilizing Eq. (95) during CAD 
generation. The configuration is tested at 9D = 0°, 15°, and 20° for ctj = -1.3°, -1.2°, -1.1°, and -1°. 
The incidence angle is kept lower than the baseline value of-0.668 for this delta wing 
replacement since camber notably increases lift. The results for the dihedral and incidence angle 
tests are shown in Figure 63. The lift and drag responses are linear with the incidence angle at all 
dihedral settings. The results show that overall lift increases and drag decreases with increasing 
dihedral in the SSBD case with the new delta wing. This is exactly the opposite of the findings in 
the delta wing alone optimization in Section 6.3. This unanticipated reversal of the behavior of 
both responses can only be explained as a favorable interference effect of the fuselage and the 
wing. The supersonic area shaping applied on the F5 fuselage seems to be responsible for this 
favorable interference effect, as tests conducted using a straight cone-cylinder-cone fuselage with 
the same wing (not included in the text) did not produce the same favorable effect when dihedral 
was increased. This interference effect is not investigated any further and taken for granted in the 
current study. The increase of lift with dihedral allows the wing angle of attack to be reduced, 
which in turn decreases the wing impulse significantly, in addition to the reduction obtained by 
the dihedral itself. A similar result is true for the drag force where increased dihedral and 
decreased wing angle of attack separately decrease the wing drag. The optimum wing incidence 
angles found for 8D = 0°, 15°, and 20° are listed in Table 39. The pressure signals at x/L =1.5 
from the SSBD with the baseline delta wing and optimized delta wings at these dihedral angles 
are shown in Figure 64. The regions labeled "a", "b", and "c" in this figure are the parts in the 
signal that change after the optimization. Camber further decreases the peak pressure caused by 
the wing in part "a", and flattens the signal in part "c". These are both favorable changes for a 
quieter sonic boom signal. Dihedral only affects region "b" where it also flattens the signal. The 
signal at x/L = 1.5 is not far enough to place a clear judgment on how the optimized wings affect 
the far-field signal. Therefore the far-field signal is computed using FPM3D for mid-field and 
Thomas Waveform Parameter Method for far-field. Figure 65 shows the comparison of predicted 
ground signals with the new wing (left), and comparison of experimental and computational 
signals of the original SSBD with the predicted signal of SSBD with the optimized delta wing at 
9D = 20° (right). For the cases with the new wing, mid-field full-potential propagation is carried 
out down to r/L = 50, and then switched to linear propagation for ground signal prediction. 
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Comparing the solid and dashed curves in the plot on the left in Figure 65 shows that camber 
addition decreases the pressure impulse as well as the foot print size. Addition of dihedral 
reduces further small intermediate shock and decreases the impulse slightly. The ground signals 
for the 15° and 20° dihedral are practically the same. Foot print size remains about the same with 
changing dihedral. Comparing the computational signals only on the right plot shows that the 
new wing optimized at 0D = 20° has a significantly lower impulse, foot print size, and peak Ap 
compared to the original wing. The bow shock of the SSBD is the same in both cases since the 
modifications in the wing impulse do not reach the upstream bow shock. Decrease of the foot 
print size is a favorable change since the frequency of the wave increases. Low frequency sonic 
boom signals have a greater impact on structures. The experimental results for the original SSBD 
is included in the plot only for reference purposes. Quantitative comparison of the impulse, 
pressure levels, and the foot print size is among the computational results only, since the original 
SSBD computational signal is a proper reference point to judge any other computational signal. 
Ground level signal quantitative comparison between the original and modified SSBD is given in 
Table 40. The new wing provides a 14.8% reduction in peak ground Ap, and a 22.5% reduction 
in ground impulse. These values are on the same order as the original peak Ap reduction (25%) 
achieved by Northrop Grumman by transforming the F-5E into SSBD. The current reduction of 
the sonic boom signal comes with no loss in lift or aircraft volume, and a substantial 21.6% 
decrease in drag. The drag decrease is caused by the sharp and highly swept leading edge of the 
new wing that is now inside the Mach cone. Due to the increase in surface area of the wing, the 
viscous drag will definitely increase. This drag component is not computed in the current 
analysis. 
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Figure 63: Changes in overall lift and drag of SSBD with the dihedral and incidence angles of the new 
wing. 
Table 39: Optimum wing dihedral, incidence and camber settings for the new wing on SSBD. 
0D a; /c CL CD 
0 -1.064 0.8880 0.0937 0.0293 
15 -1.151 0.8899 0.0937 0.0290 
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Figure 64: Pressure signals at x/L = 1.5 from the SSBD with new baseline delta wing and oij — tc optimized 
wings at various dihedral angles. 
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Figure 65: Pressure signals at ground level (2372 ft asl, r/L = 595.36) for the SSBD with original wing 
(experimental and computational) and optimized delta wings (computational). 
Table 40: Comparison of drag and ground level pressure signal parameters for SSBD with original and the 
optimized wing. 
SSBD with SSBD with optimum Percent 
original wing delta wing at 9D = 20° decrease 
PeakAp, psf 0.988 0.842 14.8% 
Impulse, psfmsec 23.34 18.10 22.5% 
Foot print, msec 74.8 67.1 10.3% 
CD(inviscid) 0.0370 0.0289 21.6% 
6.3.3 SSBD with Optimized Nose Attachment 
In this section, the 5-ramp optimum axisymmetric nose shapes for minimum ground 
pressure impulse and minimum ground peak Ap, found in Section 6.2, are attached to the SSBD 
with the original wing. The benchmark conical nose is also tested to place a fair judgment on the 
optimization efforts of Section 6.2. The nose attachments are placed at the tip of the aircraft at 
the x = 0 station, with a negative 1.922° inclination to the aircraft centerline. By doing so the 
nose attachments, which are optimized for axisymmetric flow, are placed parallel to the flow path 
while the rest of the aircraft is still at the original angle of attack. The nose attachments are 
0.2LSSBD long and have base radii equal to 0 .025LS SBD- TO create a non-intrusive water-tight 
connection between the base of the nose attachment and the original fore-body of the aircraft, the 
base perimeter of the nose attachment is extruded in the axial direction (parallel to the flow) 
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creating a cylindrical fairing. SSBD with the optimized nose attachment (for minimum pressure 
impulse) is shown in Figure 66 using various view angles. The z-axis position of the nose 
attachment is carefully set to minimize the jump in the slope of the lower airframe contour where 
the fairing and the fore-body intersect. Doing so avoids a high compression corner on the lower 
surface which can generate a strong shock and high drag. Since the axisymmetric nose 
attachment is placed parallel to the flight path, it will not create any lift force or induce a moment. 
However, the fairing changes the fore-body profile and will alter the lift and moment slightly. 
Moreover, the nose attachment adds an unknown amount of weight to the aircraft, which needs to 
be compensated with some increase in lift. Implications of the nose attachment on the lift and 
moment are ignored in the current section since there is no relevant data available to estimate the 
weight distribution of the added components. 
Figure 67 shows the pressure signals at x/L = 1.5 and at ground level for the SSBD with 
the original nose, the conical nose used as benchmark in Section 6.2, and the 5-ramp nose shapes 
optimized for minimum ground impulse and minimum ground peak Ap. The length, L, used for 
non-dimensionalization is equal to the original SSBD length LSSBD (50 ft.), and not equal to the 
new length increased by the nose attachment. In this way, the signal foot print sizes of the 
original and the modified SSBD are non-dimensionalized with the same value for direct 
comparison purposes. The near-field signatures show the upstream displacement of the bow 
shock due to the nose attachments. The original bow shock can be said to be divided into two 
main shocks, one due to the nose attachment (the new weaker bow shock) and the other due to the 
remainder of the original fore-body airframe aft of the cylindrical fairing (the shock at z/L = -1.4). 
The peak Ap upstream of z/L = -1.4 is the same for all nose attachment configurations. All 
signals can be considered to be identical downstream from z/L = -1.2. The computational signals 
at ground level are shown on the right in Figure 67, where a reflection factor of 1.9 is used. The 
mid-field marching with full-potential formulation is carried out down to 50 body lengths for the 
modified nose configurations. All ground signals have about the same peak Ap around 1 psf. 
The main difference is in the bow shock strengths. Without any optimization, addition of the 
benchmark conical nose already decreases the bow shock strength significantly (by 26.6%). As 
expected, the optimized nose geometries result in weaker bow shocks than that of the benchmark 
nose. The nose optimized for minimum peak Ap produces a weaker bow shock than the nose 
optimized for minimum impulse. This means that the original bow shocks coming off from these 
nose shapes are not much affected by the rest of the signal, and they present the same behavior as 
when they are computed alone as axisymmetric bodies in Section 6.2. In fact, a direct 
comparison of the ground signals in Figure 67 and Figure 44 shows that bow shock strengths are 
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about the same for the nose shapes when they are computed alone or attached to the SSBD. 
Obviously the new displaced bow shocks from the nose attachments do not coalesce with the rest 
of the signal and amplify. If the opposite was the case, the nose with larger impulse would have 
provided a larger contribution to the formation of the bow shock. The nose with the minimum 
impulse reduces the total impulse of the aircraft slightly compared to the minimum peak Ap nose, 
where the impulse reduction is insignificant compared to the bow shock strength reduction. A 
quantitative comparison of the four SSBD configurations is given in Table 41. The changes in 
responses with respect to the original SSBD are shown in parentheses as percentage values. The 
lift increases about 1% when the nose shape is attached. This can be explained as the result of the 
cambered geometry formation when the nose shape is inclined at a negative angle to the SSBD 
centerline. The increase in lift is favorable since the addition of the nose geometry increases the 
volume and weight of the aircraft. The lift is increased in the front of the aircraft which moves 
the aerodynamic center forward. Since the center of gravity is also moved forward with the nose 
attachment, the need to rebalance the aircraft may be minimal. Drag is reduced with the 
benchmark and minimum peak Ap noses and increased with the minimum impulse nose. Again 
this is comparable to the solutions where the nose shapes are analyzed alone. The benchmark 
nose has the lowest drag (CD = 0.0739), the minimum impulse nose has the highest drag (CD = 
0.116), and the minimum peak Ap nose is in between these two (CD = 0.0865). These values have 
been computed in Section 6.2 using the base area of the nose shape as the reference area for CD 
computation. The reduction in the wave drag will most probably be undone by the increase in 
viscous drag due to increased surface area. The deviations in the total ground impulse are small 
compared to the changes in the bow shock strength. This is because the nose geometry is a small 
portion of the entire aircraft volume. 
In conclusion, the "best" configuration is selected as the one with the minimum peak Ap 
nose which results in a 42.1% reduction in the bow shock strength. In the next section, the 
optimum wings found in the previous part are used on this configuration to bring down the 
ground level peak Ap which is currently around 1 psf. 
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Figure 66: Axisymmetric nose attachment to SSBD. 
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Figure 67: Computational pressure signatures at x/L = 1.5 (left), and at 2,372 ft asl -ground level (right) 
from the SSBD with original nose, benchmark conical, and 5-ramp optimum nose attachments. 
Table 41: Lift, drag, volume, ground level bow shock strength and pressure impulse for the SSBD with 
original and modified noses. 
Original Benchmark Min Impulse Min Ap 










































6.3.4 SSBD with Optimized Nose and Wing 
In this final result sub-section, the optimum nose and the wing are applied simultaneously 
to the SSBD aircraft, for a combined reduction of sonic boom signal parameters at ground level. 
The optimum nose is chosen as the one giving the minimum peak Ap when modeled alone, which 
gives the minimum bow shock strength when attached to the SSBD. The wing chosen is the a -
tc optimum having 9D = 20°, which produces the minimum impulse in mid-field and in far-field, 
and reduces the peak Ap of the entire SSBD signal in the far-field. As Figure 65 shows, there is 
no difference in peak Ap at the ground between the 0° and 20° dihedral. The increased dihedral 
creates a small reduction in impulse only. If increased roll stability and Dutch-roll threat are of 
concern, 9D = 0° is a better design, with its minor impulse penalty. In any case, the following 
results show the analysis carried out with the 9D = 20° wing for maximum sonic boom reduction 




Figure 68: SSBD with minimum peak Ap nose attachment and minimum impulse wing at 0D = 20°. 
The computed pressure signatures in the near-field and at ground level are shown in 
Figure 69 for the original SSBD, SSBD with optimum nose, and SSBD with optimum nose and 
wing. In the near-field plot, the optimum nose (dotted) and the optimum nose/wing (solid) curves 
overlap exactly, up to about z/L = -1. That is where the optimized wing starts being effective and 
3D 
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dramatically reduces the pressure disturbance between z/L = -1 and z/L = -0.65. The signals for 
the original SSBD and the optimum nose alone match exactly after about z/L = -1.15. The near-
field plot displays distinctly the changes in the signal due to the addition of the nose attachment, 
and modification of the wing. The fact that signals match for the aircraft parts that are the same 
can be considered as a cross-validation of the CAD generation and flow solution through 
unstructured grid adaptation methodology, developed in this dissertation. The ground level signal 
plot shows the final product of the entire flow solution and optimization study carried out in the 
current work. The reductions in bow shock strength, peak pressure level, signal duration (foot 
print size), and the pressure impulse are obvious. The results are summarized in Table 42 for a 
quantitative comparison of the original and the optimized SSBD configurations. Compared to 
the original SSBD, the final optimum aircraft with the 5-ramp minimum peak Ap nose attachment 
and the angle of attack - camber optimized wing at 20° dihedral show 42% reduction in bow 
shock strength, 17% reduction in peak Ap, 22% reduction in pressure impulse, 10% reduction in 
foot print size, and 24% reduction in inviscid drag along with a slight increase in lift, volume, and 
weight (unknown small amount). The reduction in drag is mainly due to the high leading edge 
sweep of the new wing that is inside the Mach cone. The foot print size decrease (thus frequency 
increase) is also a direct effect of the wing optimization. Lower frequency waves are more 
destructive for structures, windows, etc. 
Before finalizing this section, some direct results from the full-potential marching part of 
the sonic boom prediction process are given in Figure 70 for the final optimum aircraft. The 
figure shows the mid-field signal computed with the full-potential method at five different 
altitudes. The shocks are computed very sharp, clean, and free of oscillations which is the result 
of the automated shock fitted grid generation scheme embedded in the code. The pressure curve 
for r/L = 50 is input to the Thomas Waveform Parameter code as is to produce the ground signal 
shown with a solid line in Figure 69. The mid-field signal plot shows the upstream and 
downstream moving parts of the signal. The "dividing characteristic" that separates the leading 
and trailing parts of the signal (indicated as "y0" in the linear theory, see. Eq. 2.9) is around 40 ft. 
from the bow shock for the range of altitude shown. Both the leading and the trailing shocks 
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Figure 69: Computational pressure signals at x/L = 1.5 (left) and at ground altitude of 2,372 ft. asl (right) 
from the original SSBD, SSBD with optimized nose attachment, and SSBD with optimized nose and wing 
at 9D = 20°. 
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Figure 70: Mid-field pressure signals computed by FPM3D using full-potential propagation method up to 
r/L = 50 for the SSBD with optimized nose and wing at 6D = 20°. 









































































This dissertation presents a complete automated sonic boom analysis methodology for 
steady state flow with high accuracy and 3D and non-linear computations extended to a greater 
distance than what is used in industry today. The efficiency and applicability of this sonic boom 
prediction methodology in optimization design loops are demonstrated through aerodynamic 
shape optimization for sonic boom mitigation of a real aircraft, namely, the Shaped Sonic Boom 
Demonstrator. The SSBD is a modified F-5E built by Northrop Grumman to demonstrate the 
shaping of the sonic boom signal by careful tailoring of the fore-body of the aircraft to modify the 
standard N-wave type sonic boom signal to something more like a "flat-top" shape. In this 
dissertation, conceptual modifications are done on the nose and wings of this particular aircraft to 
further decrease its ground level sonic boom signal properties like bow shock strength, peak 
pressure, pressure impulse, and foot print size. 
The highlights of the sonic boom prediction methodology are the unstructured grid 
adaptation technique in the near-field computations, and the full-potential mid-field sonic boom 
marching program. The full-potential sonic boom prediction code has been under development 
with Dr. Kandil's team since 2000, and is currently the one and the only CFD software that can 
compute the sonic boom signal non-linearly in 3D all the way from the aircraft to the ground with 
changing atmospheric temperature and pressure conditions with altitude. The unstructured grid 
adaptation technique developed in this work is a major improvement on the available feature-
based (Hessian-based) adaptation technique, where the scalar field used for the error computation 
is specialized in shock detection and shock strength normalization across the entire flow domain. 
The scalar field formulation is derived upon the fact that the normal Mach number across shocks 
changes from supersonic to subsonic. Consequently it is equal to 1 right on the shock. Hence the 
shocks can be found by looking at places where the normal Mach number is around 1. This 
technique has been used previously for shock visualization in software like Plot3D from NASA, 
but has never been used to drive grid adaptation for shocks. The adaptation scalar derived in the 
current work embeds this technique to detect the shocks, and uses it to control/reduce/eliminate 
the presence of the non-shock phenomena that are not of interest, e.g. strong gradients on the 
surface of a complex aircraft. Doing so avoids excessive adaptation on such regions while trying 
to refine the shocks, which is a common problem of feature-based adaptation techniques. Having 
the feature-based adaptation routines focusing on shocks alone provides huge savings in the grid 
size, and this is the main reason behind the development of the particular scalar field formulation 
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used in the Hessian based adaptation here. The entire 3D domain around a real aircraft is solved 
using only 500,000 grid nodes up to 1.5 body lengths downstream the nose, with shocks in the 
entire cross-flow adapted for and captured equally fine. Similar examples from the literature 
show final adapted grids that only solve the under-track portion of the aircraft using 3 to 7 million 
nodes. Furthermore the shocks captured with such grid are still rounded (dissipated). This brings 
the subject to the second advantage of the current grid adaptation methodology, which is shock 
fitting. Hessian based adaptation provides anisotropic grid formation where the grid elements can 
be stretched along shock surfaces to align their largest face with the shock. This is achieved by 
using the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix as directions to move the nodes of the element to 
reduce the error metric. The alternative is to divide the cell into 4 smaller cells to reduce the error 
metric. The Hessian based adaptation saves grid size by not increasing the number of cells, and 
by moving the available nodes towards the high gradients instead. When the grid element is 
aligned with the shock surface, the fluxes are computed normal across the shock. If the 
computational scheme is a Riemann type scheme like Roe's FDS, the one dimensional Riemann 
problem is numerically replicated across the grid surface which naturally satisfies the 
conservation laws across the shock. When these conditions are satisfied, the dissipation and 
dispersion errors that occur across the shock are eliminated and the sonic boom signal is 
computed accurately. In short, the newly developed adaptation scalar used in the current study 
provides an efficient small size grid that also provides shock fitting. 
One other major problem of feature based grid adaptation is that the initial grid has to be 
fine enough to resolve the features (shocks in this case) at least to some level so the adaptation 
routines can find them and start working on them. This means the initial grid has to be created 
with some prior knowledge of the shock structure (which is impractical for complex 3D 
geometries), and using a lot of grid nodes. This totally abolishes automation and user-friendliness 
of the grid generation and flow solution techniques. A third great advantage of the adaptation 
scalar devised herein is that it does not require a fine initial grid. The initial grids used in the 
current study are all created very coarse and with no prior knowledge of the shock structure. The 
adaptation scalar involves a distance based factor multiplying the disturbance which amplifies the 
error in the distant locations in the domain and literally lures the adaptation towards coarse 
regions, but following the shocks only. This also provides great savings in the total number of 
solution/adaptation iterations. The cases solved require a maximum of 11 solution/adaptation 
cycles to complete, and most of them require only about 6-7 cycles. The cycles terminate upon 
meeting a special criterion indicating signal shape convergence at a preset target distance from 
the aircraft. 
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A fourth advantage of the adaptation scalar developed here is that it uses a predefined set 
of constants and parameter values that work for all aircraft configurations simple or complex, and 
domains small or large. An axisymmetric body signal up to 20 body lengths and a complex 3D 
real aircraft signal up to 4 body lengths can be computed using exactly the same grid adaptation 
parameters. This in turn makes the grid adaptation method extremely user-friendly and 
automated. These are necessary properties for a method to be included in rapid design 
optimization loops. When coupled with automatic CAD and initial grid generation, sonic boom 
signal computation for any geometry becomes a trivial command-line operation. 
Unlike prior studies involving the full-potential sonic boom prediction software, the far-
field computations are finalized using the linear waveform parameter method in this work. This 
is mainly because the non-linearities and 3D cross-flow effects clearly disappear after some 
distance from the source, and non-linear computations become overkill. A methodology is 
devised in the current work to determine when to switch from the non-linear full-potential 
computations to the linear geometric acoustics method. This distance is different for each aircraft 
shape, and cannot be determined before the start of the signal propagation. The method 
developed in this work uses a convergence criterion on the ground signal computed by the linear 
method, starting at increasing distances from the source. The results show that for a simple 
axisymmetric geometry the linear propagations can start as close as one body length to the 
centerline, whereas for the SSBD it has to be around 40 body lengths. The waveform parameter 
method works only for the far-field, where the input signal is at an asymptotic state. This is 
crucial to obtain reliable results from the Thomas waveform method. Input signals that are not 
yet at an asymptotic state are strongly non-linear and do not carry the full effect of lift generated 
off-centerline. Use of such signals will result in severe under-prediction of the ground signal 
pressure levels, and will lead to over-estimated success for a particular sonic boom mitigating 
aircraft. 
Automated parametric surface definition generation and non-linear 3D sonic boom 
computation methodology is used in three design optimization studies to demonstrate its 
applicability as a design tool. First an axisymmetric shape is optimized, second a delta wing, and 
third the nose and the wing of the SSBD. These studies switch from simplest to most complex to 
show the methodology works for all levels of complexity. Hundreds of cases are rapidly set up 
submitted to a parallel high performance cluster queue using a rich set of Unix scripts that couple 
all stages of preprocessing, analysis, and postprocessing. Optimization strategy is based on DoE 
and RSM, where 2nd order orthogonal experimental designs are used to model responses like 
drag, lift, pressure impulse, and peak pressures in the sonic boom signal. The response models 
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are used to find optimum points using the Design-Expert software which employs gradient based 
search algorithms starting from randomly distributed locations to avoid getting stuck at local 
minima. RSM also helps to find erroneous computed cases which stand out as outliers in the 
statistical analyses. This in turn ensures that the results are checked and corrected and the 
predictions and actual computations match. RSM also shows the individual and combined effects 
of factors on the responses, helping a designer to employ new design factors or adjust the bounds 
of the factors better. Carrying out optimization with closed box methods like genetic algorithms 
and like can lead to a good design after tens of thousands of runs, but do not give significant 
insight to the problem and promote further development. 
The axisymmetric optimization study resulted in low boom design with low drag as well. 
Sonic boom mitigation studies that are based on the F-function optimization method generally 
end up increasing the drag while reducing the boom. The optimum shape found in the current 
study has lower peak pressure and much lower drag than the optimum found by Hague and Jones 
[15] using similar geometric constraints and linear prediction methods. The key point for low 
drag in the current axisymmetric optimization study that is not found in the literature is the 
particular setting of the starting half cone angle of the nose of the piece which is set equal to the 
critical shock detachment angle for that Mach number. This way the boom reduction effect of 
bluntness is used up to the point where drag is still low by keeping the bow shock attached. 
The sonic boom mitigation study for the delta wing features wing twist as an addition to 
the parameters investigated earlier. Furthermore, the wing twist and camber are allowed to vary 
non-linearly along the span, and these non-linear profiles for both parameters are optimized as 
well. The literature shows root/tip twist optimization with standard linear span wise distribution, 
and camber optimization at several span wise locations at the most. The current optimization 
study optimizes the expression that defines the twist and camber along the span to create a 
continuous twist and camber variation along the span. For the twist, a non-linear parametric 
equation is devised to define the span wise twist variation, and the three parameters involved in 
this equation are used as design factors in the optimization. The span wise camber variation is 
tied to the local angle of attack, or the twist profile. The optimum camber for any angle of attack 
is first found, and a model equation relating the angle of attack and optimum camber is generated. 
This model equation is then used with the twist equation where first the twist at a span wise 
location is computed and then the optimum camber is found for that local angle of attack. To the 
knowledge of the author, non-linear span wise twist and camber profile optimization has not been 
carried out prior to the current dissertation for sonic boom mitigation of lifting bodies. Up to 
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30% reduction in ground level peak pressure is obtained while conserving the volume and lift of 
the delta wing. 
The axisymmetric nose found in the first of the optimization studies is used as a nose 
extension to the SSBD aircraft to reduce its bow shock strength. Unlike Gulfstream's Quiet 
Spike design, the nose attachment in the current study is not targeted to divide the bow shock into 
several consecutive smaller shocks. Instead, the bow shock is mitigated as a whole on its own 
without being divided. This allows to have a shorter nose since the cylindrical extensions on the 
nose piece to delay the shock coalesce are not needed in this case. This makes the current design 
stiffer and less prone to aeroelastic problems. Gulfstream's Quiet Spike can be used as a further 
extension to this particular optimized nose shape to take advantage of its shock dividing 
characteristic. The nose is designed axisymmetric and attached to the SSBD with a negative 
angle to make it parallel to the flight path. This way the nose extension does not induce any lift 
or moment when added to the aircraft. If the moment center of the SSBD changes, the center of 
gravity and trimming settings have to change as well. Not to complicate and lose focus on the 
problem, parasitic effects like aerodynamic center change are eliminated. The wing optimization 
of the SSBD is done using a delta wing similar to the one optimized prior. However, a brand new 
wing needs to be designed for the SSBD to match its root chord length, thickness, mount points, 
aerodynamic center, and volume. Furthermore the interference lift between the wing and the 
fuselage needs to be accounted for, which can only be done by solving the wing while it is 
attached to the SSBD fuselage. Therefore a second delta wing parametric optimization is carried 
out for the SSBD, and reported in a concise manner. The final results show that the SSBD 
aircraft with the optimized nose and the wing has 42% reduction in bow shock strength, 17% 
reduction in peak Ap, 22% reduction in pressure impulse, 10% reduction in foot print size, and 
24% reduction in inviscid drag along with slight increase in lift, volume, and weight (unknown 
small amount). 
In short, the current dissertation study introduces an efficient non-linear sonic boom 
prediction methodology and successfully demonstrates its use in aircraft design loops for sonic 
boom mitigation. The current study is not intended to propose a low boom aircraft that meets the 
required FAA terms, but only demonstrates the available design tools for the development of such 
aircraft. Actual aircraft require many other levels of design including fuel space, engine 
specifications, mission parameters, etc., which are not covered in the current work. For future 
recommendation, the prediction and optimization methods shown here can be used in more 
general optimization of realistic business jet designs that include mission and engine optimization 
as well. Fuselage optimization can be carried out in addition to the nose and wing optimization 
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demonstrated here. Gulfstream's Quiet Spike could be added to the optimized nose found in the 
current study for further mitigation of the bow shock signal. Unsteady design problems where the 
axial lift and volume distribution is varied in time can be undertaken to break the N-wave 
tendency of the sonic boom signal, however, care must be taken not to induce jerk and excessive 
accelerations on passengers and delicate equipment. The development of the non-linear CFD 
sonic boom prediction methods to the level that they can be utilized in rapid design optimization 
loops is a great benefit to the sonic boom mitigation research as more complex interacting flow 
structures can be exploited to mitigate the undertrack signal, and concepts like external energy 
deposition to the flow can easily be modeled using simple boundary conditions in the CFD grid. 
The shape optimization methodology in steady state flows gives out designs that are only good at 
the design conditions in general. Off-design situations can easily produce higher level sonic 
booms. Unsteady optimization and active sonic boom control by movable surface or by energy 
deposition should achieve better results for a large envelope of flight conditions, however, 
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